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FOREWORD

Riccardo Giacconi, September 2010

Important discoveries in all branches of Astronomy and in particular in X-Ray Astronomy
have often come about by a combination of physical intuition, technological improvements, and
a boundless faith in the richness of Nature. It is clear that theories about the Universe only go so
far as can be achieved given our current knowledge and our mathematical skills.

Nature has no such limitations and has already solved the questions we are asking; very
simply Nature is. This perhaps is why so many discoveries in Astronomy are real discoveries
rather than verifications. The existence of binary X-ray sources, of efficient energy production by
in fall of matter on collapsed objects, the existence of an extragalactic X-ray background, and the
existence of intergalactic plasmas were revealed in most cases by unexpected discoveries from
broad surveys in the X-ray domain.

While faith in the bounty of Nature is justified, it is also important to realize that understand-
ing Nature requires skill in providing discovery space and care in listening to its replies.

I am convinced that the Wide Field X-Ray Telescope (WFXT) will provide the required
technological advance to open a significant new discovery space. The expectations discussed
at this meeting are a testimony of the broad range of scientific questions that will become ac-
cessible through the proposed surveys. My own interest in wide field X-ray optics stems from
my encounters with X-ray emission from clusters of galaxies with the UHURU, EINSTEIN and
ROSAT observatories and the number of questions that those surveys left unresolved. It was clear
that to obtain unbiased samples we needed to be able to recognize clusters at large Zs through
their X-ray properties alone, and that we needed to obtain significant deep and large statistical
samples to enable the study of the formation and evolution of these structures.

In the late 80s Richard Burg, Christopher Burrows and I came to the realization that what
was needed was new X-ray optics, which combined reasonably high resolution (∼5 arc seconds)
and a wide field of view (∼1 degree), in other words an X-ray Schmidt telescope. We submitted
a paper on this subject to the Astrophysical Journal in April 1990 (it was published in June 1992
on Ap.J., 392, 760-765). We succeeded in showing that such optical design was entirely feasible
and no more difficult to achieve practically than the EINSTEIN or the ROSAT optics (see figures
below).

In 1995 we submitted a NASA Explorer proposal with the specific goal of a cluster survey
out to z > 1. The proposal was rejected on the basis of the prejudice which dominated the
theoretical and observational community in the early-mid 90s that clusters did not exist at z > 0.5.
The pioneering efforts of Piero Rosati and later the results from Chandra and XMM-Newton
demonstrated that this was nonsense. Still other proposals to ESA, ASI and NASA up to 2002
were not successful.

Development of the new X-ray optics fabrication techniques in the US has proceeded very
slowly and the scarce available funds were mainly used for in house work at NASA centers
with little success. In Italy ASI funded the efforts of the Brera Observatory that succeeded, with
industrial support, in demonstrating the feasibility of wide field optics ( 1 degree) with angular
resolution of 5-7 arc seconds.

We were encouraged to submit the description of a medium sized survey mission (which
would become the ultimate survey for many decades) to the Decadal Survey of the National
Academy of Sciences. This included a description of the mission, its cost and a projected launch
date of six years after go ahead. Four supporting articles outlined the expected scientific returns
ranging from stars and galaxies, clusters of galaxies, quasars and cosmology.
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It is unfortunate that this mission that has broad community support was received at a time of
great financial difficulties for NASA due to the ballooning costs (mainly due to NASA misman-
agement) both in the the manned exploration and scientific programs. The concerns with the state
of development and the future of IXO , which appears headed in the same direction, dominated
the consideration of X-ray astronomy. If understandable, it was disappointing to find no mention
of WFXT in the NASA report.

Still I remain convinced that WFXT is a necessary mission in X-ray Astronomy to fill the
gap of 100,000 in sensitivity between the deep and all sky surveys. WFXT will generate a legacy
set of 500,000 clusters to z ∼ 2, 10,000,000 AGNs to z ∼ 6, and 100,000 normal and starburst
galaxies. For a fraction of this sample (∼10%) will provide direct physical characterization, with
no need of follow up observations.

WFXT will have a strong impact on a wide range of disciplines and provide unique synergy
to present and planned observatories such as IXO, JWST, ELTs and ALMA. I have complete
confidence that X-Ray Astronomy will continue in the future to contribute greatly to our under-
standing of the Universe, and that WFXT will play an important role in its progress.

Fig. 1. [From Burrows, Burg & Giacconi, 1992, ApJ, 392, 760] Left: The cumulative field of view for
ROSAT, AXAF (a.k.a. Chandra), and the Wide Field X-ray Telescope. The total available field area is
plotted as a function of the average image quality. Right: the rms spot size for the outer shell of AXAF,
in the existing and optimized designs (raising curves). The solid curves have an assumed image blur of
0.5′′caused by surface roughness added in quadrature to the dotted curves which represent the raytrace
results. The optimized design (WFXT) has best image quality near 5′′. It remains sub-arcsecond over the
full field. The existing paraboloid-hyberboid design is best on-axis, but when averaged over the field is
about a factor of 2 worse than optimized design.
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Abstract. The Wide Field X-Ray Telescope (WFXT) is a medium-class mission designed
to be 2-orders-of-magnitude more sensitive than any previous or planned X-ray mission for
large area surveys and to match in sensitivity the next generation of wide-area optical, IR
and radio surveys. Using an innovative wide-field X-ray optics design, WFXT provides a
field of view of 1 square degree (10 times Chandra) with an angular resolution of 5′′(Half
Energy Width, HEW) nearly constant over the entire field of view, and a large collecting
area (up to 1 m2 at 1 keV, > 10x Chandra) over the 0.1-7 keV band. WFXTs low-Earth
orbit also minimizes the particle background. In five years of operation, WFXT will carry
out three extragalactic surveys at unprecedented depth and address outstanding questions in
astrophysics, cosmology and fundamental physics. In this article, we illustrate the mission
concept and the connection between science requirements and mission parameters.

1. Introduction

Exploring the high-redshift Universe, to the
epochs of cluster formation all the way back
to the primordial populations of galaxies and
super massive black holes (SMBHs) requires
sensitive, high angular resolution, wide X-ray
surveys to complement deep, wide-field sur-
veys in other wavebands. The Wide Field X-
Ray Telescope (WFXT) was designed to be 2-
orders-of-magnitude more sensitive than any
previous or planned X-ray mission for large

area surveys and to match in sensitivity the
next generation of wide-area optical, IR and
radio surveys. In its current concept (Murray
et al. 2008) 1, WFXT is a medium-class PI
mission with a broad science grasp which will
build a unique astrophysical data set, consist-
ing of ∼> 5 × 105 clusters of galaxies to z ∼ 2,
> 107 AGN to z > 6, and ∼ 105 normal and
starburst galaxies at z ∼< 1. These large sam-

1 http://www.wfxt.eu, http://wfxt.pha.jhu.edu
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ples will provide a description of the cosmic
evolution of baryons, map the large scale struc-
ture of the Universe, constrain and test cosmo-
logical models and fundamental physics (such
as the nature of Dark Matter, Dark Energy
and gravity), determine the black hole accre-
tion history to early epochs and its intimate
link with galaxy formation, and provide an un-
precedented view of nearby galaxies including
our own. The science breadth of WFXT is only
outlined below and fully described by the spe-
cific contributions in this volume, which span
a range of prominent science cases.

The high survey efficiency of WFXT, com-
pared with other past or planned X–ray mis-
sions, is obtained by using for the first time
a wide-field optical design, first proposed by
Burrows, Burg, & Giacconi (1992). By adopt-
ing a polynomial shape of the X–ray mirros,
WFXT’s angular resolution is optimized over
the entire 1 deg2 field of view, as opposed
to the classical Wolter-I optics whose angu-
lar resolution is optimized mainly on-axis and
degrades with the square of the off-axis an-
gle (see Conconi et al. (2010), Elsner et al.
(2010) and Pareschi et al. in this volume). The
resulting Grasp= A · Ωeff of the survey mis-
sion, i.e. the product of the telescope collect-
ing area and the effective field of view (FoV)
at the desired angular resolution, is signifi-
cantly larger when compared to all other past
or proposed X-ray missions, making it an un-
precedented survey instrument, able to carry
out both wide and deep surveys (see Fig.1/left).
With such an enahanced discovery potential,
WFXT will provide optimum samples for both
giant ground-based telescopes for more sen-
sitive, but narrow-field space facilities in the
optical-IR and X-ray. WFXT, however, is not
only a path finder for future missions, its large
collecting area allows direct physical charac-
terization of a large fraction of sources (AGN
and Clusters) via X-ray spectroscopy with no
need of follow-up observations. Synergy with
other missions further enhances its scientic po-
tential and breadth. WFXT is conceived for the
entire astronomical community. Like the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS2), all WFXT data

2 http://www.sdss.org/

will become public through a series of annual
Data Releases that will constitute a vast scien-
tific legacy for decades.

2. Science goals and performance
requirements

To define the top level mission requirements,
four major science cases were identified and
submitted as white papers to the Astro2010
Decadal Survey of the National Academy of
Sciences: 1) Physics and Evolution of Cluster
of Galaxies (Giacconi et al. 2009, Borgani
et al. this volume); 2) Growth and Evolution
of Supermassive Black Holes (Murray et al.
2009, Gilli et al. this volume); 3) Cosmology
with Galaxy Clusters, (Borgani et al. this vol-
ume, Vikhlinin et al. 2009); 4) The very Local
Universe (Ptak et al. 2009). Three extragalac-
tic surveys, performed during five years of op-
eration, are required to fully meet the science
goals described in these papers: a WIDE sur-
vey covering most of the extragalactic sky (∼
20, 000 deg2) at ∼ 500 times the sensitivity,
and twenty times better angular resolution than
the ROSAT All Sky Survey; a MEDIUM sur-
vey mapping ∼3000 deg2 to deep Chandra and
XMM sensitivity; and a DEEP survey prob-
ing ∼ 100 deg2, (∼ 1000 times the area of the
Chandra Deep Fields), to the deepest Chandra
sensitivity, with typical sampling timescales of
days to months. Survey parameters are given in
Table 1. Flux limits and areas for the three sur-
veys are shown in Fig.1/left, along with those
of existing and planned X-ray surveys.

The capability of an X-ray observatory to
carry out a survey, at a given resolution, is
given by the product of the Grasp defined
above and the time available for observation
T . WFXT maximizes A × Ωeff × T through
its wide-field optics design and a dedicated
survey strategy which has an obvious advan-
tage compared to general facilities, such as
Chandra and XMM-Newton, which have de-
voted < 10% of their time to surveys. The mir-
ror design is no more complex than a Wolter-
I telescope, but yields a resolution of 5–10′′
over the entire 1 deg2 field (Pareschi et al.,
this volume). To demonstrate the advantage of
such a mission, Fig. 1/right shows the cumu-
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Fig. 1. Left: Flux limits and sky coverage for past and planned X-ray surveys. The three WFXT surveys
provide an unsurpassed combination of sensitivity and sky area. Right: WFXT cumulative Grasp = Ω × A,
as function of angular resolution (HEW). WFXT’s grasp is orders of magnitude greater than any other X-ray
mission. Parameters for the planned mission eROSITA are taken from Cappelluti et al. in this volume.

Table 1. Description of the WFXT surveys (?)

Quantity
Survey

Deep Medium Wide
Ω (deg2) 100 3000 20,000
Exposure 400 ksec 13 ksec 2 ksec
Total Time (??) 1.67 yr 1.66 yr 1.67 yr
S min(0.5 − 2 keV) point-like 3 × 10−17 5 × 10−16 3 × 10−15

erg s−1 cm−2 at 5σ (???) (1 × 10−16) (1 × 10−15) (5 × 10−15)

Total AGN detected 5 × 105 4 × 106 1 × 107

S min(0.5 − 2 keV) extended 1 × 10−16 1 × 10−15 5 × 10−15

erg s−1 cm−2 at 5σ (3 × 10−16) (2 × 10−15) (7 × 10−15)

Total Clusters/Groups 3 × 104 2 × 105 3 × 105

(?) Values refer to goal per-
formance parameters, those
in parenthesis to minimal
requirements of Ae f f =

0.6 m2, HEW = 10′′

(??) Total observing time
assumes 76% observing ef-
ficiency

(???) Flux limits in the hard
2–7 keV band are about 10
times higher

lative field of view as a function of angular
resolution for five missions, derived from their
half-energy widths at different off-axis angles.
Even at 10′′ resolution, allowed by the wide-
field design with current technology, WFXT
can survey a given area to a comparable flux
limit in ∼ 1

100 of the time that Chandra re-
quires. For example, the simulation in Fig.3
of a single 13 Ksec observation (a MEDIUM
survey tile) shows that WFXT would cover 1
deg2 at the sensitivity obtained by Chandra in
a total observation of 1.8 Ms of the COSMOS
field (Elvis et al. 2009). The wide-field X-ray
optics and mirror construction technology are

also key to understand the clear advantage with
respect to the upcoming eROSITA survey mis-
sion (Cappelluti et al., this volume) which pro-
vides a significant step forward compared to
the ROSAT All-Sky Survey.

The angular resolution is a key parameter
for the scientific success of such a mission.
A minimum requirement of 10′′ for the half-
energy width is dictated by the need to improve
source sensitivity, to discriminate point from
extended emission, to minimize source confu-
sion and to allow an efficient identification of
optical counterparts. The latter is an essential
process for the work-flow of any science case.
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Table 2: WFXT Mission Performance Requirements

Parameter Requirement Goal
Area (1 keV) 6, 000 cm2 10, 000 cm2

Area (4 keV) 2, 000 cm2 3, 000 cm2

Field of View 1o diameter 1.25o diameter
Angular Resolution < 10′′ HEW ≤5′′ HEW

Energy Band 0.2 - 5 keV 0.1 - 7 keV
Energy Resolution E

∆E > 10 E
∆E > 20

Time Resolution < 3 seconds < 1 second
Orbit 550 km cir., < 6◦ incl.

Mission Lifetime 5 years

Fig. 2. WFXT collecting effective area (goal) compared with Chandra and XMM-Newton .

While a commonly used figure of merit for the
discovery potential of a survey mission is the
Grasp, a more appropriate figure of merit in
X-ray surveys for the discovery speed, i.e. the
ability to discover and identify sources should
scale as AΩT × HEW−2, since the number of
possible counterparts scale with the area of the
error circle. For deep observations, no longer
signal limited, the dependence on the angular
resolution will be even faster (up to HEW−3 in
the background limited regime). Specifically,
a 10′′ HEW yields a 1.5–2′′positional accu-
racy thus easing the identification of millions
of sources, a daunting task with resolutions
exceeding 10′′. While 10′′ is feasible with
present technology (Pareschi et al. this vol-
ume), a goal of HEW≈ 5′′approximately con-
stant across the FoV has been chosen. This
will i) further increase the sensitivity for point
and extended sources (e.g. groups), ii) enable
AGN/cluster discernment at any redshift, iii)
enable confusion-free deep imaging, iv) pro-
vide Chandra-like positional accuracy (∼< 1′′)
with a source identification success rate of >
90% (Brusa et al. this volume), v) resolve cool
cores of z ∼> 1 clusters (Santos et al. 2010)
(essential for cosmological applications, see
Borgani et al. this volume), and vi) allow the
detection of sharp features (shocks, cold fronts,
cavities) in the intra-cluster medium (ICM).

The required effective area of the telescope
at 1 kev is 0.6 m2, with a goal of up to 1 m2,

to still fit within the mass budget and costs
of a medium class mission with current or
forseeen technology. This large collecting area
ultimately enables wide surveys at unprece-
dented depth (Fig.1) within the 5 year life time
of the mission, and thus allows very large vol-
umes of the Universe to be explored to large
redshifts. In turn, this i) allows one to trace the
X-ray luminosity function of clusters and AGN
(and underlying mass functions of clusters and
SMBHs) over a wide range of masses and red-
shifts, and ii) enables physical characterization
of large samples of sources via their spectral
analysis (see Borgani et al. and Gilli et al. in
this volume for predictions of expected number
of clusters and AGN and a detailed discussion
of related science cases). As shown in Fig.2, it
is also important to note that the current (goal)
design delivers an effective area as large as the
one of XMM at 5 keV, this provides a signifi-
cant benefit when measuring temperatures and
redshifts (using the Fe K line) from the spectral
fits of clusters as well as the detection of large
populations of obscured AGN (see Tozzi et al.
in this volume).

The AΩ and angular resolution combina-
tion also translates in very interesting WFXT
capabilities in the time domain, enabling short
temporal sampling observations and simulta-
neous monitoring of large sky areas, which will
allow one to detect and study variable and tran-
sient X-ray populations of galactic and extra-
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Fig. 3. Simulated WFXT image of the COSMOS field (top) observed with Chandra over 1 deg2 (bottom)
(Elvis et al. 2009). The flux limit of the two images is similar (! 5 " 10#16 erg s#1cm#2 in 0.5-2 keV).
However the WFXT image (1 deg2) is obtained with a single 13 ksec exposure (as part of the Medium
survey), with an angular resolution (5$$ HEW) close to Chandra’s average (! 3$$). The WFXT simulation
was constructed from the Chandra COSMOS catalog Elvis et al. (2009) with methods described in Tozzi et
al. (this volume). Bluer sources emit harder X-rays in the 0.5–7 keV band.
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Table 3. WFXT Science and Performance Requirements

Performance Requirement Observational/Science Requirements

PSF HEW <10′′(goal of
5′′) across FoV

(i) Sensitivity for point and extended sources (ii) Minimize source confu-
sion (iii) Discriminate extended sources from AGN at z > 1 (iv) Resolve
cluster cool cores (50–100 kpc) at any redshift (10′′ corresponds to 80 kpc
at z = 1) (v) efficient identification of optical counterparts

Large grasp = FoV×AEff

FoV ≥ 1 deg2

0.6(0.2) < AEff <1(0.3) m2

at 1(4) keV

High survey efficiency and vast discovery space: (a) to detect large num-
bers of sources thus measuring luminosity functions over a wide range of
masses/luminosities and redshifts; (b) to guarantee high S/N spectra for
significant subsets thus enabling physical characterization of clusters and
AGN, including redshift measurements (with X-ray spectroscopy, without
the need of follow-up observations); (c) to detect and characterize large
number of variable and transient sources (AGN, GRB, SNe etc.)

Low particle background
achieved by low Earth or-
bit

(i) Improved limiting flux for point/extended sources; clusters out to large
redshifts (proto-clusters at z ∼ 2); (ii) Detect low surface brightness dif-
fuse emission for nearby galaxies and clusters (out to and beyond the virial
radius)

Spectral resolution
(10 < E/∆E < 20)

(i) Detect the Fe-K emission in clusters and AGN; (ii) Spectral characteri-
zation of clusters, AGN and galaxies
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Fig. 4. Source identification strategy for WFXT X-ray sources in the Optical and near-IR based on the
distributions of flux ratios from Chandra deep surveys in the R-band (Luo et al. 2008) and KAB-band
(courtesy of C.Vignali). Current and planned future wide-area surveys are indicated at different magnitude
limits.

galactic sources (see Paolillo et al. this vol-
ume).

In addition, WFXT’s low-Earth orbit re-
duces the particle background to take full ad-
vantage of the instrument sensitivity and high-
quality PSF. This is important for the detection

and spectral analysis of low-surface brightness
features such as distant groups, the most dis-
tant clusters and the outskirts of nearby clusters
(Ettori& Molendi, this volume).

We summarize in Table 2 the performance
requirements and goals of the mission, and in
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Table 3 how these parameters are connected to
the observational and science requirements.

3. Synergies with other surveys

While we have emphasized how several sci-
ence objectives can be achieved with the
WFXT data only using the X-ray spectral anal-
ysis of significant sub-samples of sources with
sufficient signal-to-noise, there is no doubt that
the synergy of WFXT with the next genera-
tion of multi-wavelength deep wide-area sur-
veys will greatly expand the scientific grasp of
the mission and will consolidate its vast legacy
value for decades.

The multi-wavelength properties of more
than 107 sources will be available from the
combination of current and future wide-area
surveys, such as Pan-STARRS3 and LSST4 in
the optical bands, and in the near-IR surveys
(VISTA, WISE, and JDEM/Euclid possibly by
the end of the decade), which will allow their
identifcation and a measurement of their pho-
tometric redshifts. Obtaining deep imaging in
the near-IR over the entire extra-galactic sky
to identify the most obscured (and most dis-
tant) AGN and distant clusters will remain the
main challenge, a task which only space-based
surveys at 1 − 2 µm, such as those proposed
for the Euclid5 or JDEM6 missions, can per-
form. We illustrate in Fig.4 the identification
strategies of AGN for the three WFXT surveys,
based on their optical/nearIR-to-X-ray flux ra-
tios measured in deep Chandra surveys. The
extension of the multi-wavelength coverage to
longer wavelengths, in the submm (CCAT7)
and radio with SKA8 (see Padovani, this vol-
ume), will complete the information on the
spectral energy distribution of different source
populations with crucial implications on our
understanding of their physics and evolution.

For example, WFXT observations of thou-
sands of clusters will provide redshifts and de-

3 http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu/public/home.html
4 http://www.lsst.org
5 http://sci.esa.int/euclid
6 http://jdem.gsfc.nasa.gov/
7 http://www.submm.org/
8 http://www.skatelescope.org/

tailed physical insights, such as temperature
and entropy profiles, metallicity of the ICM,
mass density profiles of gas and dark mat-
ter (DM). By combining this information with
optical and near-IR photometry of the clus-
ter galaxies and with future high sensitivity
Sunyaev-Zeldovich surveys, one will be able
to obtain a comprehensive picture of the evolu-
tion of the baryons in their hot and cold phases
and how star formation and AGN activity af-
fects the physics of the ICM. By combining
these data with lensing studies carried out with
ground (e.g. LSST) and space (e.g. Euclid) ob-
servations, one will obtain detailed DM mass
density profiles on a range of redshifts and
masses which can be compared with current
structure formation models thus setting strong
constraints on the foundations of the ΛCDM
paradigm.

The spectroscopic follow-up study of large
subsamples of WFXT sources will remain a
serious challenge. Dedicated wide-field, high-
multiplexing spectrographs on 8m class tele-
scopes currently under study will be suitable
for a wide range of science cases. The sys-
tematic spectroscopic identification work in
large (∼ 104 deg2) survey areas can partly
be carried out with near-IR slitless surveys,
which are part of the Euclid/JDEM mission
concepts. A more effective approach to the
study of a large variety of sources over a wide
redshift range would require wide-area slit-
spectroscopy from space, such as the one pro-
posed for the SPACE(Cimatti et al. 2009) mis-
sion.

Moreover, in combination with more sen-
sitive, narrow-field observatories, WFXT will
be an outstanding source of interesting high
redshift clusters and AGN for follow-up stud-
ies with JWST (or its successors), ALMA,
the next generation of giant (30-40m) ground-
based telescopes, and X-ray observatories (i.e.,
IXO and Gen-X).

4. Conclusions

In this article, we have illustrated the con-
cept of the WFXT mission and how the mis-
sion requirements flow from the main science
drivers and observational requiremens. We re-
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fer the reader to all the contributions in this
volume for a detailed discussion of several
science cases, which range from the forma-
tion and evolution of SMBHs and clusters to
stellar populations and compact objects in the
Galaxy; from Cosmology to the physics of
clusters and AGN, including the study of early-
type and star-forming galaxies. This collection
of science cases is by no means complete, but
can be considered the basis on which the scien-
tific potential of WFXT can be further explored
as the technological development continues. It
is important to emphasize that the gain margin
of WFXT compared to previous or planned X-
ray missions in conducting surveys is so large
that its scientific impact would remain very
strong even if cost or technological challenges
will drive a redefinition of its performance pa-
rameters. In the suite of requirements under
study, as explained above, the angular resolu-
tion remains the one parameter on which is
very difficult to compromise, as Chandra ob-
servations have unambigously and definitively
taught us.

When examining the range of wide-area
high-sensitivity surveys being planned for this
decade, in the optical, IR, submm and radio
regimes, WFXT stands out as the only one
which will be able to match these surveys in
coverage, sensitivity and angular resolution at
soft X-ray wavelengths. Coordinated surveys
from X-ray to radio wavelengths, which have
been carried out in small areas of the sky
(∼< 1 deg2) over the last decade, have defini-
tively established the crucial value of the multi-
wavelength approach in astrophysics which
has fueled phenomenal progress in many ar-
eas. X-ray observations have been key to such
a progress as they have the unique ability to
probe phenomena and unveil sources powered
by gravity. On the other hand, systematic wide-
area surveys have demonstrated that they are
able to produce major discoveries and address
fundamental questions, as also underscored by
their high level of high-impact publications
(Madrid & Macchetto 2009). We therefore ar-
gue that the lack of a mission like WFXT in

the suite of future multi-wavelength wide-area
surveys will ultimately limit their scientific po-
tential.

Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Colin
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Abstract. The Wide Field X-ray Telescope (WFXT) is a medium class mission for X–
ray surveys of the sky with an unprecedented area and sensitivity. In order to meet the
effective area requirement, the design of the optical system is based on very thin mirror
shells, with thicknesses in the 1–2 mm range. In order to get the desired angular resolution
(10 arcsec requirement, 5 arcsec goal) across the entire 1 × 1 degree FOV (Field Of View),
the design of the optical system is based on nested modified grazing incidence Wolter-I
mirrors realized with polynomial profiles, focal plane curvature and plate scale corrections.
This design guarantees an increased angular resolution at large off-axis angle with respect
to the normally used Wolter I configuration, making WFXT ideal for survey purposes. The
WFXT X-ray Telescope Assembly is composed by three identical mirror modules of 78
nested shells each, with diameter up to 1.1 m. The epoxy replication process with SiC
shells has already been proved to be a valuable technology to meet the angular resolution
requirement of 10 arcsec. To further mature the telescope manufacturing technology and
to achieve the goal of 5 arcsec, we are considering different materials for the mirror shells
with particular care to quartz glass (fused silica), a well-known material with good thermo-
mechanical and polishability characteristics that could meet our goal in terms of mass and
stiffness, with significant cost and time saving with respect to SiC. To bring the mirror
shells to the needed accuracy a deterministic direct polishing method for the mirror shells is
under investigation. A direct polishing method has already been used for past missions (as
Einstein, Rosat, Chandra): the technological challenge now is to apply it for almost ten times
thinner shells. Our approach is based on two main steps: first quartz glass tubes available on
the market are grinded to conical profiles, and second the obtained shells are polished to the
required polynomial profiles by Computer Numerical Control (CNC) polishing machine.

Key words. Telescopes — X–rays: general — instrumentation: high angular resolution

1. Introduction

The Wide Field X-ray Telescope (WFXT) is
a proposed medium-class mission dedicated
to survey the sky in the soft X–ray band
(0.2–7 keV) [Murray et al. (2008); Rosati et
al. this volume]. In five years of operations,
WFXT will carry out three extragalactic sur-

Send offprint requests to: G. Pareschi

veys, allowing direct physical characterization
of a very large amount of sources (in partic-
ular AGN and clusters of galaxies) via X–ray
spectroscopy with no need of follow-up ob-
servations. All the acquired data will consti-
tute a scientific legacy to address key questions
about cosmic origins and physics of the cos-
mos. To those ends, WFXT foresees an X–ray
Telescope Assembly whose main requirement
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Table 1. WFXT Mission Performance Requirements and Goals.

Parameter WAXS/WFXT∗ Panoram-X+ Requirement Goal
(ASI call, 1998) (ESA call, 2000) (Current design)

Effective Area at 1 keV (cm2) 310 600 6,000 10,000
Effective Area at 4 keV (cm2) 80 250 2,000 3,000
Field of View 50% vignetting (deg) 1 1 1 1.25
< HEW >FOV at 1 keV (arcsec) < 15 < 15 < 10 < 5
Energy Band (keV) 0.2–7 0.2–7 0.2–7 0.1–7
Energy Res. (∆E/E) > 10 > 10 > 10 > 20
Time Resolution (s) < 4 < 3 < 3 < 1

∗ WAXS/WFXT was a mission concept developed in reply to an ASI call for small missions in 1998. It is
described in Chincarini et al. (1998).
∗ Panoram-X was a mission concept developed in reply to an ESA call for Flexi-missions in 2000.

is to be orders of magnitude more effective than
previous and planned X–ray missions in car-
rying out surveys. This is obtained through a
telescope design that makes use of polynomial
profiles for the mirror shells together with fo-
cal plane curvature and plate scale corrections
[Burrows et al. (1992); Conconi & Campana
(2001); Conconi et al. (2010)]. This design

guarantees an increased angular resolution at
large off-axis angles with respect to the usu-
ally adopted Wolter I configuration; in this
way, it is possible to get the desired almost-
constant angular resolution on the entire Field
of View (FOV). WFXT main scientific require-
ments and goals are reported in Table 1. In the
following we will describe the design of the
mirror module for the WFXT and the first tests
carried out to reach the mission goals.

2. Mirror design

Focusing telescopes for X–ray astronomy are
usually built in the Wolter I configuration,
constituted by two mirror segments (the first
parabolic and the second hyperbolic) joining
at the intersection plane. This design guaran-
tees a perfect image along the telescope optical
axis but the image quality rapidly degrades for
large off-axis angles. Being WFXT a mission
for survey purposes, it is necessary to act on
the mirror design in order to increase the off-
axis response and optimize the performances
over the entire field of view. The present de-
sign is based on shells with polynomial profiles
[Burrows et al. (1992)]. Polynomial mirror

profiles are described usually by forth or third
order polynomial and optimization techniques
can be implemented to optimize the angular re-
sponse over a desired field of view [Conconi et
al. (2010); Conconi & Campana (2001)]. The
first step is to optimize a single mirror shell
over a 30 arcmin field of view. This can be
done by optimizing a merit function based on
the linear combination of HEW and 80% en-
ergy encircled fraction in order to have a small
spot and not too extended wings in the source
Point Spread Function (PSF). This has been
done parametrizing the mirror shells (diameter,
focal length, etc.) and reducing the optimiza-
tion to a single parameter. The following step is
to optimize a mirror assembly. In this case we
have to modify the merit function in order to
include also as a weighting factor the effective
area (at 1 and 4 keV) and we have to provide a
scaling law for the mirror thicknesses and mir-
ror shell lengths. In the best design each nested
mirror shell presents a different length depen-
dent on the radius, decreasing from the outer-
most to the innermost shell in such a way to
keep the same curvature of the focal plane. A
displacement of few mm between the intersec-
tion planes of the mirror shells is introduced to
compensate for the different focal plate scale
of the shells that causes focusing of X–ray in
slightly different positions at any off-axis an-
gle. The proposed design consists of three tele-
scopes with focal length of 5500 mm and diam-
eter ranging from 330 mm for the innermost to
1100 mm for the outermost mirror shell. Shells
thickness ranges from 1.2 to 2.2 mm. The total
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Fig. 1. Left: angular resolution for the WFXT telescope for three slightly different mirror design
at 1 keV and 4 keV (the adopted one is marked with a dashed line). Right: Effective area of
the three mirror modules (without the inclusion of the detector quantum efficiency and filter
transmission).

length of each shell is different because of the
butterfly-like adopted design. The main char-
acteristics of the optical module are summa-
rized in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of the proposed
WFXT surveying telescope.

Focal Length 5500 mm
Number of Optics Modules 3

Material Quartz
Numbers of Shells 78
Radius [min max] 165 – 550 mm

Total length [min max] 200 – 440 mm
Thickness [min max] 1.2 – 2.2 mm

On-axis Effective Area∗ (1 keV) 9,236 cm2

On-axis Effective Area∗ (4 keV) 2,565 cm2

Total Weight (incl. mech. struct.) 930 kg
∗ this area refers to the total mirror area for the three
modules and accounts for a 10% obstruction from
the support structure.

3. Manufacturing the mirror shells

3.1. The SiC way

Starting from the late ’90 we worked on the
building of WFXT mirrors [Citterio et al.
(1999); Ghigo et al. (1999)] (see Table 1).
We explored different materials with respect
to Nickel that were used to build the mirrors

for missions such as BeppoSAX or XMM-
Newton with the characteristic of being lighter
but stiffer. These first attempts concentrated
on SiC. The technique used to make a replica
with SiC requires first to produce a SiC carrier
which is the element that gives the mechani-
cal structure to the mirror shell. The scheme
for the manufacture of the SiC carrier is based
on the Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) pro-
cess. The SiC carrier is deposited on a man-
drel manufactured with a material (for exam-
ple graphite) capable to survive the high tem-
perature of the process (1300 degrees). After
removing the mandrel by burning it in the case
of graphite, the carrier is grinded to achieve the
precise shape required for the replication pro-
cess. The carrier is then positioned on the gold
coated superpolished mandrel leaving a gap of
about 150 micron. The gap is filled with epoxy
resin; after the curing of the resin, the mandrel
is removed by cooling it. With this technique
we were able to obtain a large single mirror
shell (60 cm diameter) satisfying the mission
requirement, i.e. with an HEW < 10 arcsec
over a 60 arcmin diameter FOV (see Fig. 2).

3.2. The glass way

The WFXT design as described above has been
further refined. In order to reach the the strin-
gent angular resolution requirement (5 arcsec
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Fig. 2. Off-axis response of a WFXT mirror. Continuous lines indicate an early mirror design
and mandrel metrology. Different mirror realizations were obtained with this mandrel either in
Nickel (large dots) or in SiC: SiC1 (measured at 0.5 keV, filled squares, and at 1.5 keV, filled
circles) and SiC2 (measured at 0.1 keV, filled stars). The SiC2 mirror shells satisfy the mission
requirement of an HEW over a 60 arcmin diameter FOV.

HEW over a 60 arcmin diameter FOV) a differ-
ent technology has to be explored. To meet the
effective area and mass requirements, the shells
need to be very thin, with wall thickness of few
mm or less. SiC and quartz glass are two mate-
rials whose thermo-mechanical (T/M) proper-
ties (in particular low density and high rigid-
ity) are very attractive and suitable to reach
the necessary stiffness of the peculiar WFXT
mirror shell configuration. The WFXT mirror
shells are not only thin, but characterized by
a very small Length-to-Diameter ratio (L/D 3
times smaller than for XMM-Newton mirrors)
making more difficult their building. SiC and
quartz can be adopted for the production of thin

shells both by epoxy replication approach and
by direct polishing approach. Quartz is adopted
because of costs and production time reasons.
Tubes of quartz glass to be used as raw mate-
rial for shells production are available on the
market. Learning from past experiences such
as Chandra, and ROSAT, our approach is to fol-
low a deterministic direct polishing method. In
the last few years, new machines and polish-
ing techniques have been developed with per-
formances very promising in the perspective of
directly optical machining thin mirror shells.
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3.3. Thermo-mechanical aspects

The technological challenge is therefore to pro-
duce thin and short mirror shells. Several as-
pects have to be considered, in particular:

– Deformation during the machining and the
metrology phase

– Propagation of deformations in thin and
short shells

– Resistance to launch conditions

More details can be found in Proserpio et
al. (2010).

The WFXT mirror shells are not only thin,
but also characterized by a very small Length-
to-Diameter ratio making their building more
difficult because short mirror shells are more
sensitive to perturbing effects related to edge
loads since the they have a belt like rather than
a tube like behavior. Under the same perturb-
ing edge loads, short mirror shells show degra-
dation 6–16 times larger with respect to long
mirror shells and this ratio becomes even big-
ger in case of perturbing loads producing lo-
cal deformed shapes. That happens because the
angular resolution is strongly affected by the
slope errors caused by azimuthal errors, which
for a determined Out-Of-Roundness (OOR) er-
ror is inversely proportional to the mirror shell
length. It is worth noting that the considera-
tion of concentrated loads at the free edges of
the shells is representative of the real condi-
tions since normally the mirror shells are fixed
to the mirror module structure by spot connec-
tions at the one or both end sections and, during
metrology and integration, they rest on concen-
trated astatic supports at one-end section. Two
astatic supports are available at INAF-OAB,
one with 12 and the other with 16 sustain-
ing points. It was verified by Finite Element
Method (FEM) and ray-tracing analyses that
with the available astatic supports, the defor-
mations introduced on the shells are negligible,
in the order of 0.5 arcsec HEW.

Preliminary FEM analyses have also been
carried out in order to estimate a value for
stress peaks in the quartz glass mirrors during
launch, even if at this stage of the project, ex-
act load levels, and operative and survival tem-
peratures are not yet available and need to be

evaluated in near future. A complete check of
quartz components will require some more in-
formation, relevant to the characterization of
the specific material, which are not known
at the moment. Nevertheless, simple prelimi-
nary consideration can be performed based on
engineering evaluations and past experiences.
Considering a traditional X–ray telescope, the
single mirror shells are connected to the tele-
scope structure just at the end sections (one
or both) through spokes wheel elements. Point
connections between each mirror shell and the
spokes wheel are realized by adhesive contacts.
If such a configuration is adopted during FEM
analyses, the maximum stresses in the glass
might exceed the tensile stress limit in points
of stress concentration. Local refinement of the
analyses and the design are needed considering
the use of a brittle material like quartz. Revised
design criteria with respect to the traditional
approach will allow obtaining surviving loads
conditions. In addition to that, the use of chem-
ical etching treatment of the shell surfaces in
order to reduce the micro-cracks cause by the
grinding is under investigation to improve the
intrinsic stiffness of the quartz.

4. Building the first mirror shells

To fulfill the WFXT requirements a direct
polishing approach on the thin mirror shells
is under study. The proposed method fore-
sees the direct figuring and polishing of mir-
ror shells after grinding. The monolithic mir-
rors are made of materials with good mechani-
cal properties (but easy to polish) like quartz.
Quartz is indeed a well known material and
its thermo-mechanical and polishability prop-
erties make it ideal for the realization of high
precision optics, also for space application. It
offers a number of advantages such as low den-
sity (2.203 g/cm3), low thermal expansion co-
efficient (0.5 × 10−6 /K), high modulus of elas-
ticity (70 GPa). The main drawback related
to quartz is that the material is quite brittle.
However, this does not represent an unsolvable
problem since it can be overcome with suit-
able surface treatments (as chemical etching)
in order to eliminate, or at least reduce, the
surface damages coming from the machining
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Fig. 3. Left: Raw quartz glass tube. Right: First shell integrated in its support structure.

steps, that tend to originate the cracks. On the
other hand the direct polishing of X–ray tele-
scope mirror shells made by quartz or glass
material is a technology that has been proved
since many years for the manufacturing of very
high angular resolution X–ray telescopes (like
Einstein, with 4 arcsec HEW, ROSAT, with
3 arcsec HEW, or Chandra with 0.5 arcsec
HEW). The challenge now is to obtain a good
angular resolution on the entire FOV but for
considerably thinner (a factor 5–10 less) mir-
ror shells.

In the last years, computer numerical con-
trol (CNC) polishing machines, able to per-
form a precise figuring also on thin substrates
have been developed. The production flow here
envisaged foresees to start from a quartz glass
tube already available on the market. The tube
is firstly ground with a double cone profile at
the required thickness of a few millimeters.
Then, it is figured and polished to the final
polynomial profile making use of a “determin-
istic” figuring method and then superpolished.
This implies that after the measurements of the
actual profile of the mirror shell to be polished,
a corrective matrix is determined and supplied
to a CNC polishing machine which provides
the corrective action according to the given er-
ror matrix. In a few iterations it is possible to
reach the required specifications once we start
from an acceptable profile after grinding with
P-V roundness errors of a few tens of microns.
Between the grinding and the polishing step it
is necessary to integrate the shell in a suitable
jig structure able to allow the metrology, ma-

chining and all the necessary steps before the
assembling of the shell into the final structure
(i.e. reflective coating deposition and X–ray
characterization at an X–ray facility, at least
until the telescope structure with spiders is not
developed). This jig structure is also necessary
for handling and will be used for the shell inte-
gration into the final mirror module structure.
After that, it can be removed and used for an-
other shell.

For the purpose of this study, 8 quartz glass
shells have been realized to set the best param-
eters of the grinding phase and get useful hint
on surface treatment to reduce surface imper-
fections that degrade the mechanical character-
istics of the material. Two of these shells have
been integrated in the suitable structure appo-
sitely designed to allow polishing, metrology,
and all the necessary steps before the integra-
tion in the final structure. One of the integrated
shells has been used for polishing tests. More
details on the production of these demonstra-
tive parts are presented in the following para-
graphs, together with the present obtained re-
sults.

The polishing process is performed by the
Zeeko firm by means of a IRP600 machine.
The Zeeko Company not only makes use of an
innovative figuring and polishing approach, but
also it developed the capability of machining
shells with diameter up to 1100 m and height
up to 440 mm. The equipments of the Zeeko
IRP-Series are CNC polishing systems, con-
trolled on 7-axis, that use a patented tool to
provide a distributed pressure and variable area
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head for the polishing of aspheric and complex
forms. By acting on the process parameters,
such as tool pressure, precession angle, com-
pression offset and head speed, it is possible
to select the desired influence function, i.e. the
3D depression left by the spinning precessing
tool as it is pressed onto a piece of the material
to be polished. The influence function is gener-
ated to determine the best volumetric removal
rate in dependence of the specific materials and
requirements.

A number of tests have been performed
during the study, in order to evaluate the ap-
plicability of this process for the manufactur-
ing of the WFXT quartz glass shell. The ef-
fort was in particular focused on the problems
caused by the deformations of the thin walls
by effect of the tool pressure. The shell used
for these preliminary tests was the first ground
dummy shell used to test integration into Shell
Supporting Structure that presents high out of
roundness values (800 micron). The possibil-
ity of performing an intermediate coarser step
“grolishing”) before the polishing was inves-
tigated. Grolishing is needed to correct possi-
ble residual errors coming from the grinding
step and to remove the external layer of sur-
face damaged at a microscopic level. Different
process parameters were investigated in order
to define the best influence (or removal) func-
tion. Faster influence functions are used for
bulk material removal. While slow removal
functions provide better results in manipulat-
ing smaller scale errors. Those tests will be
important to evaluate the possibility of obtain
a proper polynomial profiles starting from the
double-cone shape. More details can be found
in Proserpio et al. (2010).

5. Conclusions

The ability of X–ray images to peer deep into
the early Universe is a key in providing a way
to study the evolution o f classes of objects over
cosmological time-scales. For a broad perspec-
tive see the WFXT white papers submitted
to the 2010 Decadal Survey [Murray et al.
(2009); Giacconi et al. (2009); Vikhlinin et
al. (2009); Ptak et al. (2009)]. In a large sur-
vey, these issues can all be addressed in a sta-

tistically significant way, in order to precisely
constrain theories. At the same time, extremely
powerful and rare phenomena within our own
Galaxy, become evident only when large vol-
umes are explored in the high-energy domain
of X–rays. A deep (nearly) all-sky X–ray sur-
vey with high spatial resolution is therefore a
natural, necessary step to complement and sig-
nificantly extend the optical sky surveys as the
classic Palomar or SDSS sky atlas as well as ra-
dio and near-infrared already available or avail-
able in the next decade.

Here we described the optimization of
the optical design in relation to the scientific
drivers of the WFXT mission. In particular, we
describe step by step the design of a wide field
X–ray telescope tailored for surveying the X–
ray sky. A general indication of the manufac-
turing process of the mirrors have been pre-
sented. We presented the first results of the
tests performed to evaluate the deterministic
direct polishing technique for the realization
of thin quartz glass mirror shells, to be imple-
mented aboard the WFXT mission. The devel-
opment aims at achieving the angular resolu-
tion goal level of the mission of 5 arcsec HEW
across the FOV of 1 deg in diameter. Several
quartz glass shells with double cone shape and
diameters of 490 and 620 mm, lengths of 200
mm and thicknesses of 1.5–2 mm have been
produced for the scope. Three grinding runs
have been performed to improve the process
and, at the end, the tolerances expected af-
ter grinding (OOR error < 10 micron Peak-
Valley) have been achieved. Two of the pro-
duced carriers have been integrated in a suit-
able jig, specifically designed for all the steps
in the shell manufacturing up to the integration
in the final telescope structure. It has been ver-
ified that the integration process in the jig is
able to maintain or improve the original shape.
One of the integrated shells has been used for
the preliminary polishing tests performed by
Zeeko using an innovative optical machining
based on the Bonnet tool. Preliminary “grolish-
ing” results suggest that the process can meet
the angular resolution requirements if the mir-
ror shells after grinding is characterized by
an OOR error < 60 micron. The evaluation
of chemical etching to remove the sub-surface
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damages on the surface of ground shells has
started and analyses are in progress. Upcoming
activities include polishing tests to evaluate the
feasibility of obtaining mirror shells with a cor-
rect polynomial profiles. The mirror prototypes
realized in this way will be X–ray tested in full
illumination mode.
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Abstract. We investigate the scientific impact of the Wide Field X-ray Telescope mission.
We present simulated images and spectra of X–ray sources as observed from the three sur-
veys planned for the nominal 5-year WFXT lifetime. The goal of these simulations is to
provide WFXT images of the extragalactic sky in different energy bands based on accurate
description of AGN populations, normal and star forming galaxies, groups and clusters of
galaxies. The images are realized using a detailed PSF model, instrumental and physical
backgrounds/foregrounds, accurate model of the effective area and the related vignetting
effect. The simulated images can be used to evaluate the flux limits for detection of point
and extended sources, the effect of source confusion at very faint fluxes, and in general
the efficiency of detection algorithms. We also simulate the spectra of the detected sources,
in order to address specific science topics which are unique to WFXT. Among them, we
focus on the characterization of the Intra Cluster Medium (ICM) of high-z clusters, and
in particular on the measurement of the redshift from the ICM spectrum in order to build
a cosmological sample of galaxy clusters. The end-to-end simulation procedure presented
here, is a valuable tool in optimizing the mission design, characterizing the WFXT discov-
ery space and verifying the connection between mission requirements and scientific goals.
Thanks to this effort, we can conclude on firm basis that an X-ray mission optimized for
surveys like WFXT is necessary to bring X-ray astronomy at the level of the optical, IR,
submm and radio wavebands as foreseen in the coming decade.

Key words. Cosmology: galaxy clusters; AGN: observations - X-rays: surveys

1. Introduction

The strong interest behind the Wide Field X–
ray Telescope (WFXT) stems from the fact that

Send offprint requests to: P. Tozzi

no planned or foreseen X-ray mission is op-
timally designed for surveys. The tremendous
scientific impact that we experienced in the last
ten years thanks to the Chandra and XMM-
Newton X-ray telescopes, largely relies on the
previous all–sky surveys performed by satel-
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lites like Einstein or ROSAT, which were able
to provide a large number of potentially in-
teresting X-ray targets. A new, deeper, wide-
angle X-ray survey is needed in order to per-
form a significant step forward in the field of
X-ray astronomy. In addition, the innovative
concept of WFXT (Murray et al. 2008)1 will
allow one not only to deliver catalogs of X-
ray sources, but also to characterize most of
them, and achieve several scientific goals well
in advance of a multiwavelength follow-up.
Eventually, the synergies with future surveys in
other wavebands will greatly enhance its scien-
tific impact (see Rosati et al. this volume). In
our view, the WFXT mission will provide an
immense legacy value for Galactic and extra-
galactic astronomy.

Simulations of data products from the
planned WFXT surveys are crucial in order
to quantify the scientific impact of the mis-
sion. In order to achieve this goal, we set up
a procedure to build images of extragalactic
fields and spectra of the sources according to
the instrument design of WFXT. We put a
strong effort in the modelization of the X-ray
source populations, in order to investigate in
detail several science cases which are unique
to WFXT. Among these scientific cases we
discuss the study of the ICM in groups and
clusters of galaxies, the building of a cosmo-
logical sample of clusters whose redshift is
obtained directly by the X-ray spectral anal-
ysis, and the characterization of the different
classes of AGN up to redshift z ∼ 6 (Giacconi
et al. 2009; Murray et al. 2009; Vikhlinin et al.
2009). Many other science cases can be ad-
dressed with these simulations, including cases
relevant for Galactic astronomy and the local
Universe (Ptak et al. 2009), but are not dis-
cussed here.

This paper is organized as follows. In §2
we derive the main quantities which are rele-
vant to the simulations like the background and
foreground components and the typical conver-
sion factors, and show how we build a mock
WFXT image. In §3 we describe the modeliza-
tion of the extragalactic source populations
adopted in our simulations. In §4 we describe

1 http://www.wfxt.eu; http://wfxt.pha.jhu.edu

the results of a preliminary analysis using a
simple detection algorithm to provide a conser-
vative estimate of the capability of WFXT of
detecting X-ray sources. In §5 we describe the
spectral simulations and focus on the capabil-
ity of measuring the redshift for a large sample
of groups and clusters of galaxies. Finally our
conclusions are summarized in §6.

2. Building WFXT simulated images

The details of the WFXT design are presented
in the contribution by Pareschi & Campana in
this volume. Here we recall the most relevant
properties which affect our simulations. First
we consider the sensitivity of the X-ray tele-
scope. The total effective area of the three mod-
ules of the WFXT at the aimpoint is shown in
Figure 1. In the soft band, the effective area of
WFXT is about one order of magnitude larger
than the total effective area of XMM (the sum
of the PN and the two MOS), and about two
orders of magnitudes larger than the Chandra
one. The effective area in the hard band is com-
parable to the total value of XMM at 5 keV.
Achieving a large effective area in the soft band
while still keeping a significant area in the hard
band (2-7 keV) is key to characterize the de-
tected sources.

With its very large field of view (1 square
degree), WFXT images suffer an important vi-
gnetting effect, which consists in a decrease of
the effective area with the off–axis angle with
respect to the aimpoint (assumed to be in the
center of the image). This is an important as-
pect to be included in the simulations, since
it allows us to compute correctly the number
of detected photons for the sources randomly
distributed in the field. The vignetting in both
bands for a single pointing is shown in Figure
2.

The spectral resolution, defined as E/∆E,
where ∆E is the Half Energy Width (HEW) of
an emission line with zero intrinsic width, is
shown in Figure 3. Spectral resolution is about
a factor of 3 better than the Chandra (ACIS-I)
resolution over the whole energy band, while
it is comparable to the XMM resolution (PN)
above 1 keV. Spectral resolution is crucial to
perform line diagnostic. As we will see, the
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Fig. 1. Effective area for WFXT design (magenta)
at the aimpoint for the sum of the three modules.
Red dots show the requirement and the goal at 1 and
4 keV. The Chandra effective area is shown as a red
dashed line, while the total XMM-Newton response
is shown as a solid green line (green dashed for PN
and cyan dashed for MOS).

Source 0.5 − 2 keV 2 − 7 keV

XRB, Γ = 1.4 2.25 × 10−13 2.35 × 10−12

AGN z=1, NH = 1021 2.19 × 10−13 2.06 × 10−12

AGN z=1, NH = 1023 3.45 × 10−13 2.40 × 10−12

SF Gal Γ = 1.9 2.16 × 10−13 2.05 × 10−12

ICM z = 0.5, kT = 5 2.22 × 10−13 1.85 × 10−12

Table 1. Typical Energy Conversion Factors
(ECF) at the aimpoint. The units are erg s−1

cm−2/(cts s−1). We assume a typical Galactic
absorption of NH = 3 × 1020 cm−2.

ability to measure the ubiquitous Fe Kα line
in the ICM spectra is one of the key require-
ments in order to build a cosmological sam-
ple of groups and clusters of galaxies without
recurring to time–expensive optical follow-up
(see §5).

An important figure which is obtained di-
rectly from the WFXT spectral response, is the

Fig. 2. Vignetting with respect to the aimpoint as
a function of the off-axis angle at 1 keV (red solid
line) and 4 keV (blue solid line). Dashed lines show
the analytical fits used in the simulations.

Fig. 3. Spectral resolution E/∆E for WFXT (ma-
genta solid line). Goal and requirement are shown as
red dots. Spectral resolution for the XMM PN detec-
tor is shown in green, while the Chandra ACIS-I in
red.

Energy Conversion Factor (ECF) appropriate
to a given spectral shape (i.e., a given source
class). The ECFs are defined as the ratio of the
observed energy flux in a given band and the
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observed photon rate in the same band, and are
computed always at the aimpoint (so they must
be weighted by the vignetting whenever the ob-
served source is not at the aimpoint). In Table 2
we show the conversion factors for some typ-
ical extragalactic source in the soft and hard
bands. These values are posted here as a refer-
ence: in the simulations the net photon rate of
each source is computed exactly according to
its spectral shape.

The next aspect we consider is the noise,
which is due to the sum of several compo-
nents. One is the particle (or instrumental)
background, while the other contributions are
from astrophysical sources. The galactic fore-
ground is truly diffuse, with fluctuations of the
order of a few percent. The extragalactic un-
resolved background is given by undetected
point sources and it depends on the flux limit
at which the extragalactic sources can be re-
solved, and therefore it is also a function of
the exposure time. In our simulator we include
the unresolved AGN contribution and the un-
resolved ICM contribution as a uniform distri-
bution spread across the FOV. As a useful ref-
erence we show the expected average values in
Table 2 in photons per second per field of view
(one square degree). The particle background
is very low thanks to the low Earth orbit pro-
posed for WFXT. The Galactic background is
by far the dominant component in the soft band
(actually below 1 keV), while the extragalac-
tic background, due to point sources (mostly
AGN) and groups and clusters, strongly de-
pends on the different exposure of the Wide,
Medium and Deep surveys, given the different
minimum flux at which it is possible to detect
single sources.

The information given so far can be used to
estimate the collected photons from several ex-
tragalactic sources in each of the three WFXT
planned surveys. However, a proper estimate of
the detectability, or the signal-to-noise ratio, of
each source, depends also on the PSF. Thanks
to the polynomial X-ray mirrors (Burrows et al.
1992) the PSF has an HEW of 5 arcsec al-
most constant across the entire field of view.
This is the key property which makes WFXT
the ultimate X-ray survey mission, since it al-
lows one to detect and characterize pointlike

Source 0.5 − 2 keV 2 − 7 keV

Particles 0.188 0.397
Galactic 21.4 0.0

AGN wide 9.5 3.13
AGN medium 3.9 1.65

AGN deep 0.8 0.17
Cluster wide 1.46 0.3

Cluster medium 0.79 0.14
Cluster deep 0.2 0.03

Table 2. Total background photon rates (cts/s)
in the soft and hard bands for one FOV (1 deg2)

and extended sources without hitting source–
confusion down to very low fluxes. Together
with the hard band sensitivity, the spatial reso-
lution constitute the main difference of WFXT
with respect to other planned X-ray missions
like eRosita (Predehl et al. 2010).

A realistic image simulator needs a de-
tailed modelling of the PSF. The HEW of the
PSF is shown in Figure 4, at two different ener-
gies, 1 and 4 keV, representative of the soft and
hard bands. Note that the images are realized
taking into account all the features of the PSF,
including its asymmetric shape (Conconi et al.
2010).

This short review of the WFXT instrumen-
tal properties is sufficient to comprehend the
main ingredients of the WFXT mock images
we realized. In order to achieve a realistic ren-
dition of the X-ray sky, we now exploit what
we have learned from deep X-ray extragalactic
surveys to date on different source populations.

3. Source populations in
extragalactic fields

In this work, we present only single–
pointing images of extragalactic fields. The
point source populations include four fami-
lies of Active Galactic Nuclei (Unabsorbed,
Compton–Thin, Mildly Compton–Thick and
Heavily Compton–Thick), and normal and star
forming galaxies, consistently with the ob-
served luminosity function and extrapolated
to high redshifts according to the Gilli et al.
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Fig. 4. Half Energy Width of the PSF (including
estimated manufacturing errors) in the soft (1 keV,
red line) and hard band (4 keV, blue line) as a func-
tion of the off–axis angle θ.

(2007) XRB synthesis model. The input logN-
logS are shown in Figure 5. Two spectra of a
Compton Thin and a Compton Thick AGN,
as observed by WFXT, are shown in Figure
6. Each AGN type is simulated with a neutral
Iron Kα line at 6.4 keV rest-frame with a typi-
cal equivalent width as commonly observed in
each source class, as shown in Figure 7. The
presence of the Iron line allows one to measure
the redshift for a significant number of AGN,
even though its equivalent width is expected to
vary significantly from source to source. The
feature at 2 keV in the spectra is due to a dip in
the effective area (compare with Figure 1).

In addition to AGN, another important
class of point sources is constituted by the
star-forming galaxies. As we learned from the
Chandra Deep Fields (Norman et al. 2004;
Lehmer et al. 2008), star forming galaxies are
expected to dominate the number counts below
fluxes ∼ 10−17 cgs. WFXT will not reach fluxes
lower than the limits achieved in the Chandra
Deep Fields, however it will be able to de-
tect thousands of star forming galaxies up to
reshift one, providing an unbiased view of the
cosmic star formation history with an unprece-
dented statistics (see contribution by P. Ranalli

Fig. 5. The hard-band logNlogS from the mock
input catalog of extragalactic point sources (empty
squares) compared with the input model by Gilli
et al. (2007) (solid lines). The contributions of un-
absorbed, Compton-Thin and Compton-Thick AGN
are plotted separately.

in this volume). We extract the galaxy cata-
log from the soft logN-logS relations (Ranalli
et al. 2005). For all the galaxies we assumed an
intrinsically unabsorbed power law spectrum
with photon index Γ = 2.

Another important class of extragalactic
sources are groups and clusters of galaxies.
These sources are intrinsically extended since
the X-ray emission is due to the thermal
bremsstrahlung in the hot ICM. We extracted
a population of groups and clusters from the
Press & Schechter (1974) mass function, tun-
ing the cosmological parameters in a ΛCDM
universe in order to reproduce with reason-
able accuracy the existing constraints on the
observed number counts (see Figure 8) and
the observed luminosity (Rosati et al. 1998)
and temperature functions (Henry et al. 2009).
Given their nature, X-ray extended sources
have a variety of different morphologies and
concentrations, which will be resolved in most
cases thanks to the WFXT angular resolution.
In order to render this aspect in our simula-
tions, we used real Chandra images (i.e., at
very high resolution) from a representative lo-
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Fig. 6. Top panel: the spectrum of a typical
compton-Thin AGN at z=1 with intrinsic absorp-
tion log(NH) ∼ 22.5 cm−2 and flux FS ∼ 5 × 10−14

erg s−1 cm−2 observed for 13.2 ks with WFXT.
Bottom panel: the spectrum of a mildly Compton
Thick AGN at z=1 with nominal intrinsic absorp-
tion log(NH) ∼ 24.5 cm−2, soft flux ∼ 5.4 × 10−14

erg s−1 cm−2, observed for 13.2 ks with WFXT. In
both cases a soft scattered component in addition to
the primary absorbed one has been considered.

cal sample of groups and clusters in order to
mimic the observed mix of flat and strongly
peaked surface brightness profiles (see Figure
9). This procedure has been adapted from the
cloning technique described in Santos et al.
(2008). The presence of a cool–core may affect
the detectability of the cluster emission par-
ticularly at high redshift, and therefore it will
be an important aspect when quantifying the
completeness of deep cluster samples. Clearly,
some uncertainty is due to the evolution of
cool-cores, which is currently measured to be
mild (Santos et al. 2010). At present, we sim-

Fig. 7. Observed-frame equivalent width of the 6.4
keV neutral Fe Kα line adopted in our AGN popu-
lation for different AGN types, as a function of red-
shift.

ply assume a fair mix of cool-core and non
cool-core clusters as observed locally.

The WFXT images are created in three
bands (0.5-1 keV, 1-2 keV, and 2-7 keV) and
combined to produce color images (see Figure
10). We also produce the soft image (0.5-2 keV
band) which will be used for source detection,
together with the 2-7 keV hard band image.
Each image is given by the sum of the three
modules. The original pixel size is assumed to
be 0.88 arcsec, while the final images are re-
sized by a factor of three (corresponding to a
pixel of 2.64 arcsec) thus adequately sampling
the PSF across the FOV.

We showed the efficiency of WFXT by
comparing one tile of the medium survey (cor-
responding to a single pointing of WFXT with
a 13.2 ks exposure) with the Chandra image of
the COSMOS field (Cappelluti et al. 2009) in
the contribution by Rosati et al., this volume.
The striking result is that WFXT is ∼ 150 times
faster in obtaining an image of the same solid
angle and same depth of Chandra COSMOS,
and with a resolution only a factor of two be-
low that of the Chandra mosaic. This direct
comparison shows the tremendous survey ef-
ficiency of WFXT.
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Fig. 10. A simulated WFXT extragalactic field with an exposure of 13.2 ks (corresponding to one tile of
the Medium survey).

4. Source detection with WFXT

In principle, the large size of the WFXT im-
ages and the large number of sources which
will be detected would require dedicated soft-
ware. Indeed, we are planning to develope spe-
cific source detection algorithms and source
extraction procedures in the next future. For
the purpose of this Paper, we use the algo-
rithm wavdetect which has been developed
for Chandra and it is part of the ciao soft-
ware. This procedure, despite not optimized for

WFXT data, allows us to perform a rapid test
on the quality of our simulated images.

We run wavdetect on the soft (0.5-2 keV)
and hard (2-7 keV) images of a tile of the
Medium survey (corresponding to an exposure
time of 13.2 ks) with a standard set of parame-
ters. The catalog of the detected sources is then
matched with the input sources. In this way we
have a catalog of the matched sources, a list of
spurious and a list of undetected sources.
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Fig. 8. Soft band logN-logS for groups and clus-
ters of galaxies from the input catalog of 100 square
degrees (corresponding to 100 WFXT fields), ex-
tracted from the PS-like mass function model (red
squares). The black line refers to the ROSAT Deep
Cluster Survey (RDCS) by Rosati et al. (1998). The
two circles at low fluxes refer to the Chandra Deep
Fields (Rosati et al. 2002). Vertical dashed lines
show the approximate flux limits for detection cor-
responding to the three WFXT surveys.

Fig. 9. Cluster templates (original Chandra im-
ages) used in the simulations, representing three
classes with different cool-core strength (Santos
et al. 2008).

Point sources are recovered with a posi-
tion accuracy typically below 2 arcsec (see
Figure 11). Note that part of this error is due
to the asymmetry of the PSF, which is not cor-

Fig. 11. Position error in arcsec as a function of the
net detected counts for point sources, from a simu-
lated soft band image of the Medium survey (13.2
ks).

rected here, but it can be accounted for when
the PSF model will be included in the detec-
tion algorithm. The number of detected pho-
tons for each source is in very good agreement
with the input value within the poissonian er-
ror (see Figure 12). The sources are recovered
efficiently down to 20 net photons, a value be-
low which the number of undetected sources
grows rapidly (see Figure 13). This value pro-
vide a very conservative estimate of the flux
limit in WFXT images, and it can be consid-
ered constant with respect to the exposure time,
since point sources are very mildly affected by
the diffuse background. For an image of the
Medium survey, 20 net photons correspond to
a flux of 3.3 × 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 in the soft
band. At the same time, thanks to the low back-
ground, the number of spurious sources is neg-
ligible above 20 counts. We conclude that the
constant PSF of WFXT allows one to detect
sources with an almost flat sky coverage and
negligible contamination down to very low flux
levels. Eventually, it will be possible to de-
crease the detection limit by a factor of two
with a more sophisticated detection algorithm.

The detected photons are in agreement
with the input value also for extended sources
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Fig. 12. Recovered vs input counts in the soft band
for point sources (from a simulated soft band image
of the Medium survey).

Fig. 13. Histogram distribution of the undetected
point sources in the soft band as a function of the in-
put photons (from a simulated image of the Medium
survey).

(groups and clusters of galaxies) once a small
offset due to the lost emission at low sur-
face brightness is accounted for. However,
at present, our schematic detection algorithm
is not efficient in characterizing extended
sources. Therefore, we set a conservative de-

Fig. 14. Recovered vs input counts in the soft band
for extended sources (from a simulated soft band
image of the Medium survey).

tection limit by requiring a typical S/N ratio
of 5 from aperture photometry. To do this, we
assume that for a typical group or cluster at
medium and large redshifts, roughly 80% of
the flux is included within 30 arcsec, corre-
sponding to an extraction area of Aext = 2.18×
10−4 deg2. We adopt an average conversion
factor of 2.2 × 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 for a typi-
cal ICM emission as in Table 2, and we use the
background values shown in Table 2. We com-
pute the S/N ratio as follows:

BCK = BCKrate × Texp × Aext , (1)

S/N = CTS net/
√

CTS + 2 BCK . (2)

Requiring S/N > 5, the condition on
the minimum number of net detected photons
within the extraction regions is:

CTS det = 12.5 × (1 +
√

1 + 0.32 × BCK) , (3)

corresponding to a flux of Fdet = CTS det ×
ECF/Texp/0.8, where the factor of 0.8 ac-
counts for the lost flux (see Table 3).

5. Redshift measure via X-ray
spectroscopy of distant clusters

Now we focus on the properties of the WFXT
sample of X-ray clusters. As we showed in this
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Survey CTS ext CTS tot Flim/10−15

Wide 39.4 49.3 5.42
Medium 69 86.1 1.44

Deep 294 367 0.2

Table 3. Detection limits for extended sources:
CTS ext is the minimum number of detected pho-
tons in the extraction regions, CTS tot is the detec-
tion limit in terms of total emitted photons, and Flim
is the total flux limit.

work, all the properties of the WFXT concur to
deliver a very high quality set of data: the large
effective area provides a high number of de-
tected photons for sources down to low fluxes;
the angular resolution allows us to avoid source
confusion and remove the contribution of point
sources from the diffuse emission of clusters
and groups; finally the large field of view al-
lows one to collect a large number of sources
in a reasonable amount of time. To quantify
the expected sample of clusters with kT > 3
keV from the three WFXT surveys, we show
in Figure 15 the number of extended sources
as a function of the detected photons.

Despite the bulk of the detected photons
will be in the soft band, the relatively high ef-
fective area in the hard band (2-7 keV) will
allow us to measure the ICM temperature and
detect the Kα Fe line at any redshift whenever
the equivalent width is f ew × 100 eV. For the
first time, this opens the possibility of build-
ing a sample of clusters with measured red-
shifts without recurring to time-consuming op-
tical follow-up work.

To explore this relevant science case, we
performed spectral simulations of a sample of
groups and clusters extracted from the Press &
Schechter (1974) mass function, whose tem-
peratures and luminosities are assigned accord-
ing to the observed M-T and L-T relations.
The X-ray spectra are analyzed with Xspec
with a mekal model where the redshift is left
free to vary. Even though the Fe Kα line com-
plex is ubiquitous in the ICM emission, the
blind search of the Fe line is a difficult task.
The background and the poisson noise in the

Fig. 15. Number of clusters with kT > 3 keV for
the three WFXT surveys as a function of the de-
tected photons (0.5-7 keV band). Vertical dashed
lines correspond roughly to the average detection
limit (100 photons), to the limit for spectral analy-
sis (1500 net photons) and the the limit for spatially
resolved spectral analysis (15000 net photons).

rapidly decreasing signal in the hard band, may
originate spurious lines which lead to catas-
trophic errors on the measured X-ray redshift.
Another source of uncertainty is the intrinsic
Fe abundance, which is significantly varying
particularly in groups. Our automatic proce-
dure to find the X-ray redshift (Yu et al. 2010,
in preparation) shows that we will be able to
detect the Fe Kα line complex in any extended
source detected with more than 800 total pho-
tons. The number of catastrophic failures (∆z ≥
0.1) is kept low, and the typical error on the
redshift is 〈∆z〉 ∼ 0.022. This can be seen in
Figure 16.

The occurrence of catastrofic errors de-
pends strongly on the total detected photons,
and mildly on the intrinsic Fe abundance. As
shown in Figure 17, where only clusters with
more than 800 detected photons are consid-
ered, we can conservatively adopt a lower limit
of 1500 net detected photons above which we
can rely on the X-ray measured redshift. We
can straightforwardly compute that the three
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Fig. 16. X-ray measured redshift vs optical (input)
redshift from the spectral analysis of a mock simu-
lation of 10 square degrees of the Medium survey
(exposure time of 13.2 ks). Vignetting effects are in-
cluded (from Yu et al. 2010).
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Fig. 17. Input Fe abundance vs detected number
counts for the mock simulation of 10 square degrees
of the Medium survey. The size of each dot is pro-
portional to the error ∆z with respect to the input
value (from Yu et al. 2010).

WFXT planned surveys will provide a total of
15000-20000 clusters with kT > 3 keV (as
shown in Figure 15) with measured X-ray red-
shift, a golden sample that can be directly used
for precision cosmological tests with an un-
precedented statistics (see Borgani et al. this
volume).

6. Conclusions

The Wide Field X-ray Telescope has been de-
signed in order to be optimized for surveys. Its

goal is not only to detect the largest number
of X-ray sources, but also to characterize them
in order to address several science cases. The
superiority of WFXT as an X-ray survey ma-
chine, is due to the combination of angular res-
olution (HEW ∼ 5 arcsec), high effective area,
and good sensitivity in the hard band. These
properties open the discovery space of many
scientific cases that are not addressed by any
other present of future X–ray mission.

Thanks to the detailed imaging and spec-
tral simulations presented in this work, we
have investigated, among the many scientific
cases within reach of WFXT, the construction
of a cluster sample as large as 15000-20000
with redshift measured from the X-ray spectra,
suitable for high precision cosmological tests.
WFXT is therefore in the position of achiev-
ing the maximum scientific impact thanks to
the high–quality characterization of the de-
tected sources, of providing an extremely large
number of targets suitable for next-generation
X-ray missions like the International X-ray
Observatory (IXO), with a unique legacy value
to be added to the next–generation wide field
surveys at other wavelengths.

The simulation tool presented in this work
will provide an important testbed to refine the
design of the mission in keeping with the sci-
entific requirements. In particular, the imaging
and spectral simulations will be used to de-
velop specific detection algorithms and to re-
fine analysis procedures. On the basis of the
end-to-end analysis presented here, we rein-
force our idea that an X-ray mission optimized
for surveys like WFXT is necessary to bring
X-ray astronomy at the level of the optical, IR,
submm and radio wavebands as foreseen in the
coming decade.
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Abstract. We discuss the central role played by the X-ray study of galaxy clusters to re-
construct the assembly of cosmic structures. We shortly review the progress in this field
contributed by the current generation of X-ray telescopes. Then, we focus on the outstand-
ing scientific questions that have been opened by observations carried out in the last years
by Chandra and XMM: (a) When and how is entropy injected into the inter-galactic medium
(IGM)? (b) What is the history of metal enrichment of the IGM? (c) What physical mech-
anisms determine the presence of cool cores in galaxy clusters? (d) How is the appearance
of proto-clusters at z 2 related to the peak of star formation activity and BH accretion?
(e) What do galaxy clusters tell us about the nature of primordial density perturbations
and on the history of their growth? We argue that the most efficient observational strategy
to address these questions is to carry out a large-area X-ray survey, reaching a sensitivity
comparable to that of deep Chandra and XMM pointings, but extending over several thou-
sands of square degrees. A similar survey can only be carried out with a Wide-Field X-ray
Telescope (WFXT), which combines a high survey speed with a sharp PSF across the entire
FoV.

Key words. Cosmology – galaxy clusters – X-rays

1. Introduction

Galaxy clusters represent the place where
astrophysics and cosmology meet: while
their overall internal dynamics is dominated
by gravity, the astrophysical processes tak-
ing place on galactic scale leave observ-
able imprints on the diffuse hot gas trapped
within their potential wells (Rosati et al.

2002; Voit 2005; Borgani & Kravtsov 2009).
Understanding in detail the relative role played
by different astrophysical phenomena in deter-
mining this cosmic cycle of baryons, and its
relationship with the process of galaxy forma-
tion, is one of the most important challenges of
modern cosmology. Clusters of galaxies repre-
sent the end result of the collapse of density
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fluctuations over comoving scales of about 10
Mpc. For this reason, they mark the transition
between two distinct dynamical regimes. On
scales roughly above 10 Mpc, the evolution of
the structure of the universe is mainly driven
by gravity and the evolution still feels the im-
print of the cosmological initial conditions. At
scales below 1 Mpc the physics of baryons
plays an important role in addition to grav-
ity, thus making physical modeling far more
complex. In the current paradigm of structure
formation, clusters form via a hierarchical se-
quence of gravitational mergers and accretion
of smaller systems. Within these small halos
gas efficiently cools, forms stars and accretes
onto supermassive black holes (SMBHs), liv-
ing in massive galaxies, already at high red-
shift. While the star formation peaks at red-
shift z ∼ 2–3, the intergalactic gas is heated to
high, X-ray emitting temperatures by adiabatic
compression and shocks, and settles in hydro-
static equilibrium within the cluster potential
well, only at relatively low redshift, z∼< 2. The
process of cooling and formation of stars and
SMBHs can then result in energetic feedback
due to supernovae or AGN, which inject sub-
stantial amounts of heat into the intergalac-
tic medium (IGM) and spread heavy elements
throughout the forming clusters.

Galaxy clusters are also very powerful cos-
mological tools. They probe the high end of
the mass function of dark matter (DM) ha-
los, whose evolution is highly sensitive to
the underlying cosmological scenario and to
the growth rate of cosmological perturbations
(e.g., Borgani et al. 2001; Voit 2005). This in-
formation, combined with the shape and ampli-
tude of the power spectrum of their large-scale
distribution, offers a means of constraining the
growth of cosmic structures over a wide range
of scales. For these reasons, galaxy clusters
are nowdays considered sensitive probes of the
dark sector of the Universe and of the nature
of gravity, complementary to CMB and SN-Ia
tests, which are sensitive to the backgorund ge-
ometry and expansion rate. Based on relatively
small samples of few tens of distant X–ray
clusters extracted from ROSAT deep pointings,
followed up by Chandra observations, inde-
pendent analyses have recently shown that the

evolution of the population of galaxy clusters
does indeed provide significant constraints on
cosmological parameters (e.g. Vikhlinin et al.
2009a; Mantz et al. 2009). This remarkable
progress in cluster cosmology has been made
possible by the introduction of robust X–ray
mass proxies, such as the gas mass Mgas and
the total thermal content of the ICM defined
by the product of gas mass and temperature,
YX = MgasT (e.g. Kravtsov et al. 2006). Quite
interestingly, the scatter in the relation between
such mass proxies and the total cluster mass is
suppressed after excising core cluster regions,
∼< 0.15R500.

Such results demonstrate that, to fully ex-
ploit the potential of clusters for cosmological
applications, detailed measurements of X–ray
mass requires collecting an adequate number
of photons and good spatial resolution to re-
move the contribution of core regions in dis-
tant objects. From one hand, the revitalization
of cluster cosmology has indeed required the
high data quality offered by the present gen-
eration of X-ray satellites. On the other hand,
it highlights the constraining power that fu-
ture X–ray surveys, like the one to be provided
WFXT, could provide. The WFXT surveys
would increase by several orders of magni-
tude the statistics of distant clusters for which
data of comparable quality as that provided by
Chandra observation.

As we will discuss in this contribution, the
large grasp of WFXT combined with its sharp
and stable PSF makes it the ideal instrument
for astrophysical and cosmological studies of
galaxy clusters (see also Giacconi et al. 2009,
Vikhlinin et al. 2009b, and Rosati et al., in this
volume).

2. WFXT to study clusters as
astrophysical laboratories

Thanks to the high density and temperature
reached by the gas within their potential wells,
galaxy clusters mark the only regions where
thermo- and chemo-dynamical properties of
the IGM can be studied in detail at z < 1
from X–ray emission, and directly connected
to the optical/near-IR properties of the galaxy
population. A remarkable leap forward in the
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quality of X-ray observations of clusters took
place with the advent of the Chandra and
XMM-Newton satellites. Thanks to their un-
precedented sensitivity (and angular resolution
in case of Chandra), they led to a number
of fundamental discoveries concerning nearby,
z∼< 0.3, clusters. For instance:

(a) The lack of strong emission lines at soft
X-ray energies in the core regions placed
strong limits on the amount of gas that
can cool to low temperatures (Peterson &
Fabian 2006), thus challenging the classi-
cal cooling flow model (Fabian 1994);

(b) Temperature profiles have been unambigu-
ously observed to decline outside the core
regions and out to the largest radii sampled
so far, ∼ R500

1, while they gently decline
toward the cluster center in relaxed sys-
tems(e.g. Vikhlinin et al. 2005; Pratt et al.
2007; Leccardi & Molendi 2008b);

(c) The level of gas entropy at R500 is in ex-
cess of what explainable by the action of
supersonic accretion shocks (e.g. Sun et al.
2009; Pratt et al. 2009), while it is unex-
pectedly low in the innermost regions of re-
laxed clusters (e.g. Donahue et al. 2006);

(d) The intra-cluster medium (ICM) is not uni-
formly enriched in metals, instead metal-
licity profiles are observed to have a spike
in the central regions, associated to the
presence of the brightest cluster galaxy
(BCG), while declining at least out to '
0.3R500.

While these observations shed new light
on our understanding of the physical proper-
ties of the low-redshift intergalactic medium,
(IGM), they opened at the same time at least
as many questions. As we will discuss here
below, an efficient way of addressing open
questions in the ICM study is by carrying out
high–sensitivity X-ray surveys, which provide
a large number of clusters for which detailed

1 We indicate with R∆ the cluster-centric radius
encompassing an average overdensity ∆ times the
critical cosmic density. For reference, ∆ = 200 is
close to the virial overdensity while ∆ = 500 corre-
sponds to about half the virial radius for a concor-
dance ΛCDM model.

Fig. 1. The comparison between numbers of clus-
ters expected for the surveys to be carried out by
WFXT (as described in the contribution by Rosati
et al. in this volume), by eROSITA, and as found
in the ROSAT All Sky Survey (Voges et al. 1999).
Blue and grees bars: number of clusters detected at
z > 0.5 and z > 1, respectively; yellow and orange
bars: number of clusters with at least 1.5 × 103 and
1.5×104 net photon counts in the [0.5-2] keV energy
band, respectively.

studies can be carried out at low and high red-
shift. In Figure 1, we show a comparison for
the yields of clusters expected from five years
of operation of WFXT, compared with the ex-
pectations for the planned German-led mission
eROSITA2. Besides the huge number of clus-
ters that WFXT will detect at large redshift,
this demonstrates that measurements of the
physical properties of the ICM will be avail-
able for a large number of them.
When and how is entropy injected into the
IGM? The standard explanation for the excess
of entropy observed out to R500 is that some
energetic phenomena should have heated the
ICM over the cluster life-time (e.g. Voit 2005;
Borgani & Kravtsov 2009). Models based on
the so-called pre-heating (i.e. diffuse entropy
injection before the bulk of the mass is accreted
into the cluster halos) have been proposed as
an explanation (e.g. Tozzi & Norman 2001;
Borgani et al. 2002; Voit et al. 2003). However,
these models predict quite large isentropic
cores, which are not observed. Furthermore,

2 Based on the specifications as pro-
vided in Mission Definition Document
(http://www.mpe.mpg.de/erosita/MDD-6.pdf)
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studies of the intergalactic medium (IGM),
from observations of z∼> 2 absorption systems
in high-resolution optical spectra of distant
QSOs, demonstrate that any pre-heating should
take place only in highdensity regions (Shang
et al. 2007; Borgani & Viel 2009). An alterna-
tive scenario is that ICM heating takes place
at relatively low redshift, within an already as-
sembled deep potential well. In this case, the
natural expectation is that the same heating
agent, presumably the central AGN, should be
responsible for both establishing the cool core
and increasing the entropy out to ∼ 1 Mpc
scale, although it is not clear how AGN feed-
back can be distributed within such a large por-
tion of the cluster volume.

Reconstructing the timing and pattern of
entropy injection in the ICM has far reach-
ing implications for tracing the past history of
star formation and black hole (BH) accretion.
While we expect that the two above scenar-
ios leave distinct signatures on the evolution
of the ICM entropy structure, available data
from XMM and Chandra are too sparse to ade-
quately understand this evolution.

The large number of clusters with ∼ 104

counts available from the WFXT surveys
would increase by orders of magnitude the
statistics of a handful of clusters at z > 0.5 for
which detailed entropy profiles have been mea-
sured so far. The measurement of ICM profiles
for a large number of distant clusters will al-
low us to trace the interplay between IGM and
galaxy population along 2/3 of the cosmologi-
cal past light-cone. Furthermore, the low back-
ground and the possibility of resolving out the
contribution of point sources will also allow us
to measure such profiles out to R200 and beyond
for bright galaxy clusters at z < 0.2 (see the
contribution by Ettori & Molendi, in this vol-
ume).
What is the history of metal enrichment of
the IGM? This question is inextricably linked
to the previous one on the history of IGM
heating. Measurements of the metal content
of the ICM provide direct information on the
past history of star formation and on processes
(e.g., galactic ejecta powered by SN and AGN,
ram-pressure stripping of merging galaxies,
stochastic gas motions, etc.) that are expected

to displace metal-enriched gas from star form-
ing regions (e.g., Schindler & Diaferio 2008).
So far, X–ray observations have provided valu-
able information on the pattern of enrichment
only at low-redshift, z∼< 0.3 (Baumgartner et al.
2005; Mushotzky 2004; Werner et al. 2006).
Profiles of the Fe abundance have been mea-
sured for nearby systems (e.g. Snowden et al.
2008; Leccardi & Molendi 2008a). However,
these results are limited to rather small radii,
∼< 0.3R500, while the level of enrichment at
larger radii should be quite sensitive to the
timing of metal production and to the mech-
anism of metal transport. Furthermore, profiles
of chemical abundances for other elements,
such as O, Si, and Mg, are much more uncer-
tain. Tracing the relative abundances of differ-
ent chemical species, which are synthetized in
different proportions by different stellar pop-
ulations, is crucial to infer the relative role
played by different SN types and to establish
the time-scale over which the ICM enrichment
took place. The situation is even more un-
certain at z > 0.3. Although analyses based
(mainly) on the Chandra archive show indica-
tions for an increase of the ICM enrichment
since z ∼ 1 (Balestra et al. 2007; Maughan
et al. 2008), basically no information is avail-
able on the metallicity profiles and on abun-
dance of elements other than Fe. To improve
upon this situation, one needs (a) to push to
larger radii the study of the distribution in the
ICM of different chemical species in nearby
clusters; (b) to measure profiles of the Fe abun-
dance for hundreds of clusters at z > 0.5.

Iron metallicity profiles would be mea-
sured by WFXT for virtually all the clusters
for which a temperature profile is obtained, al-
though with ∼ 2 times larger statistical errors.
A very accurate measurement of the global Fe
metallicity will be obtained for several thou-
sands of clusters out to z ∼ 1.5. For all the
clusters of this sample, thermo-dynamical and
chemical properties of the ICM will be charac-
terized with unprecedented precision.
What physical mechanisms determine the
presence of cool cores in galaxy clusters?
XMM and Chandra unambiguously demon-
strated that the rate of gas cooling in cluster
cores is unexpectedly low. Such a low cooling
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rate requires that some sort of energy feedback
must heat the ICM so as to exactly balance ra-
diative losses. AGN are generally considered
as the natural solution to this problem (e.g.
McNamara & Nulsen 2007). However, no con-
sensus has been reached so far on the relative
role played by AGN and by mergers in deter-
mining the occurrence of cool cores in galaxy
clusters (e.g. Burns et al. 2008). Since merg-
ing activity and galactic nuclear activity are
both expected to evolve with redshift, measure-
ments of the occurrence of cool cores in dis-
tant clusters are necessary to address this issue.
Although attempts have been pursued to char-
acterize the evolution of the fraction of cool
cores using Chandra data (e.g. Santos et al.
2008), no definite conclusion has been reached
on the evolution of the fraction of cool core
clusters.

The sharp and stable PSF of WFXT will
allow one to resolve the core region of distant
clusters (a cool-core of 50 kpc radius will sub-
tend an angle of ' 6 arcsec at z = 1). The yield
of hundreds of clusters at z > 0.5 for which
more than 104 counts will be available, will al-
low us to accurately measure the evolution of
the occurrence of cool cores and how this is
related to the cluster dynamical state.
How is the appearance of proto-clusters re-
lated to the peak of star formation activ-
ity and BH accretion? Massive galaxies in
todays clusters show only very modest ongo-
ing star formation: they harbor a super-massive
black hole usually living in a quiescent accre-
tion mode and experience only “dry” merg-
ers with much smaller galaxies. The situation
should be radically different at z ∼ 2. This is
the epoch when proto-BCGs are expected to be
assembling through violent mergers between
actively star-bursting galaxies, moving within
a rapidly evolving potential well. These proto-
cluster regions accrete a large amount of gas
that is suddenly heated to high temperature by
mechanical shocks and, for the first time, starts
radiating in X-rays. At the same time, BHs
hosted within merging galaxies are expected
to coalesce and their accretion disks to be
destabilized by the intense dynamical activity,
thereby triggering a powerful release of feed-
back energy. Evidence for such forming proto-

clusters has been obtained by optical obser-
vations of a strong galaxy overdensity region,
the so-called Spiderweb complex, surrounding
a previously identified powerful radio galaxy
at z ' 2.1 (Miley et al. 2006; Hatch et al.
2009). Cosmological simulations lend support
to the expectation that similar structures trace
the progenitors of massive cluster seen locally,
and predict that this structure should already
contain dense IGM, emitting in X-rays with
LX ∼ 1044 erg s−1 in the [0.5-2] keV band, with
a temperature of several keV and enriched in
metal at a level comparable to nearby clusters
(Saro et al. 2009). As of today, no unambigu-
ous detection of X-ray emitting gas permeat-
ing this region has been obtained (Carilli et al.
2002). While the detection of such a hot dif-
fuse gas may be just at the limit of the capabil-
ity of current X-ray telescopes, characterizing
its physical properties (temperature and metal-
licity) is far beyond the reach of Chandra and
XMM.

The study of proto-clusters at z∼> 2 is still
unexplored territory. For this reason, it is diffi-
cult to make predictions on how many of these
structures could be observed by WFXT. By ex-
trapolating our present knowledge of the rela-
tion between mass and X-ray luminosity, we
expect to detect several hundreds of such ob-
jects over the whole sky. For the brightest of
these clusters, it will even be possible to mea-
sure their redshift through X-ray spectroscopy
with deeper follow-up exposures. At z ∼ 2 the
inverse Compton scattering of relativistic elec-
trons, injected by AGN in core regions, off the
CMB photons is much more effective than at
low-z in producing a hard X-ray excess, thanks
to the higher CMB temperature. Based on the
expectation from hydrodynamic simulations,
we estimated that 5 to 10 thousands of photons
would be detectable by WFXT in a deep 400
ksec pointing on a z ' 2 proto-cluster, which
is the progenotor of a today massive cluster,
with M200 ' 1015 h−1M�. Such an observation
would allow one: (a) to catch “in fieri” the pris-
tine ICM enrichment; (b) to see in action the
combined effect of strong mergers and intense
nuclear activity within a forming cluster; (c) to
discern the thermal and non-thermal emission
from X-ray spectroscopy and infer the early
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contribution of cosmic rays in pressurizing the
ICM.

The goal of measuring physical properties
of the ICM out to z ∼ 1 and beyond can
only be accomplished by a survey with the area
and sensitivity achievable with WFXT. In fact,
WFXT constitutes a two orders of magnitude
improvement with respect to eROSITA (sim-
ilar to the area-sensitivity enhancement that
eROSITA will give with respect to the ROSAT
All-Sky Survey), with in addition a 5 times bet-
ter angular resolution (see the contribution by
Cappelluti et al, in this volume).

3. Cluster cosmology with WFXT

WFXT will not be just a highly efficient
cluster-counting machine. Its unique added
value is that it will characterize the physical
properties for a good fraction of these clus-
ters and, therefore, calibrate them as robust
tools for cosmological applications. Based on
the specification of the WFXT surveys (see
Rosati et al., this volume), we computed the
constraints that can be placed on different
classes of cosmological models. By follow-
ing the approach described by Sartoris et al.
(2010), we apply the Fisher-Matrix technique
to forecast constraints on cosmology by com-
bining information from number counts and
power spectrum of clusters. The computation
of these forecasts is based on the so-called
self–calibration approach (e.g., Majumdar &
Mohr 2003; Lima & Hu 2004). In this ap-
proach, we assume that X–ray observations
provide an estimate of the actual cluster mass
whose uncertain relation with the actual clus-
ter mass is described by a suitable set of ’‘nui-
sance” parameters, to be fitted, with their own
priors, along with cosmological parameters.

Sartoris et al. (2010) used this approach to
place constraints on possible deviations from
Gaussianity of the primordial density fluctua-
tion field. The reference cosmological model
assumed in this analysis, consistent with the
WMAP-7 best–fitting model (Komatsu et al.
2010), assume: Ωm = 0.28 σ8 = 0.81, Ωk = 0
for the curvature, w(a) = w0 + (1 − a) wa with
w0 = −0.99 and wa = 0 for the Dark Energy

equation of state, Ωb = 0.046 for the baryon
contribution, h = 0.70 for the Hubble param-
eter, n = 0.96 for the primordial spectral in-
dex and fNL = 0 for the non–Gaussianity pa-
rameter. Furthermore, in the analysis we also
include priors on cosmological parameters as
expected from the Planck CMB experiment
(Rassat et al. 2008).

We adopt the appropriate flux-dependent
sky coverages for the three surveys (see Tozzi
et al., this volume). To convert fluxes into
masses, we use the relation between X–ray
luminosity and M500 calibrated by Maughan
(2007), where masses are recovered from YX ,
using Chandra data for 115 clusters in the red-
shift range 0.1 < z < 1.3. The relation between
measured and true mass is described by four
nuisance parameters, which describe a possi-
ble intrinsic bias in the mass estimate, e.g. re-
lated to a residual violation of hydrostatic equi-
librium (e.g. Rasia et al. 2006; Piffaretti &
Valdarnini 2008; Lau et al. 2009), an intrin-
sic scatter in this relation and the evolution of
these two parameters (see Sartoris et al. 2010,
for a more detailed discussion).

In the left panel of Figure 2 we show the
redshift distribution for all the clusters detected
in the three WFXT surveys, having mass of
at least M500 > 5 × 1013 h−1M�. The right
panel shows the same redshift distributions for
the “Golden Samples”, i.e. for all the clus-
ters which are detected with at least 1500 net
photon counts. The left panel demonstrates the
huge potential of WFXT to detect a large num-
ber of clusters out to z ∼ 2 and beyond.
Furthermore, the right panel demonstrates that
WFXT is not only a highly efficient survey ma-
chine to count clusters. In fact, its large grasp
also provides a large enough number of pho-
tons and, therefore, to precise measurements
of robust mass proxies, for about 20,000 clus-
ters, with ∼ 1000 of them at z > 1. This
represents a huge improvement with respect
to the few tens of distant clusters available at
present. This plot also shows the relevence of
the Deep Survey to calibrate measurements of
mass proxies beyond z ∼ 1, thus complement-
ing the larger statistics of lower-z clusters pro-
vided by the Medium and Wide surveys.
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Fig. 2. The cumulative redshift distributions for the three WFXT surveys. The left panel is for all clusters
detected, while the right panel is for the clusters in the “Golden Samples”, corresponding to a 1500 photons
detected. In both panels solid (red), dotted (blue) and dot-dashed (cyan) curves are for the Wide, Medium
and Deep surveys, respectively, while the short-dashed (green) curve is for the sum of the three surveys.

We show in Figure 3 the joint constraints
on the fNL parameter, which define the de-
viation from Gaussianity (e.g. Verde 2010;
Desjacques & Seljak 2010, for recent reviews)
and the normalization of the power spectrum,
σ8, after marginalizing over all the other cos-
mological and nuisance parameters. As dis-
cussed by Sartoris et al. (2010) (see also Oguri
2009; Cunha et al. 2010), constraints on non-
Gaussianity are weakly sensitive to the un-
certain knowledge of the nuisance parame-
ters. On the other hand, non-Gaussian con-
straints mainly comes from the shape of the
power spectrum at the long wavelengths prob-
ing the possible scale dependence of the bias-
ing parameter. For these reasons, we used in
this analysis the large sets of detected clusters,
without restricting to the “Golden Sample” for
which nuisance parameters can be measured.
This plot clearly shows that most of the con-
straints on non-Gaussianity comes form the
Wide survey, which in fact has the potential to
prove the long wavelength modes. Little infor-
mation is carried instead by the Deep survey,
which is instead very important for the calibra-
tion of mass proxies for distant clusters.

Figure 4 shows the constraints on the pa-
rameters defining the DE equation of state us-

Fig. 3. Constraints at the 68 per cent confidence
level on non–Gaussian parameter fNL and power
spectrum normalization σ8 from the Deep, Medium
and Wide surveys (solid red, long-dashed blue and
short-dashed black curves, respectively), by com-
bining number counts and power spectrum informa-
tion. Also shown with the dotted magenta curve are
the constraints obtained from the combination of the
three surveys. No prior knowledge is assumed for
the values of the nuisance parameters. The Fisher
Matrix from Planck experiment is included in the
calculation of all constraints.
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Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 3, but for the constraints
on the DE equation of state. The analysis is carried
out for the same samples and same priors on nui-
sance parameters as in Fig.3.

ing the samples and the same priors on nui-
sance parameters as for Fig.3. Also in this
case, the large cluster statistics available in the
Wide survey, makes it providing the dominant
constraining power. The resulting value of the
DETF Figure-of-Merit Albrecht et al. (2009),
after combining the information from the three
surveys, is DET F = 512.

Figure 5 emphasizes the improvement rep-
resented by WFXT with respect to present con-
straints from X–ray cluster surveys. In this
plot, the red shaded area show the constraints
on the ΩDE–w0 plane obtained by Vikhlinin
et al. (2009a) from a sample combining nearby
and distant cluster, originally identified from
ROSAT data and followed-up with Chandra.
Since Chandra follow-up provides at least ∼
103 photons per cluster, for consistency we
compare it with the forecasts for the WFXT
samples (light blue ellipse). The WFXT con-
tour, which is obtained by combining num-
ber counts and power spectrum information,
is off-centered with respect to the contours by
Vikhlinin et al. (2009a) since their best–fitting
model does not coincide with the reference
cosmological model assumed for our Fisher–
Matrix analysis of forecasts.
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Fig. 5. A comparison between the constraints on the
ΩDE–w0 plane obtained by Vikhlinin et al. (2009a)
from a sample of clusters followed-up with Chandra
(red shaded area), and as expected for the “Bright”
WFXT surveys, by combining number counts and
power spectrum information, under the assumption
of strong strong priors on the nuisance parameters
(light blue filled area). Both contours corresponds
to ∆χ2 = 1 (i.e. 68 per cent confidence level for
one significant parameter) and are obtained under
the assumption of flat Universe.

As well known, the evolution of the popu-
lation of galaxy clusters is affected by cosmol-
ogy both through the cosmic expansion history,
which defines the volumes, and through the lin-
ear growth rate of perturbations (e.g. Haiman
et al. 2001). In order to make a pure test of
perturbation growth, we decided to carry out
the Fisher-Matrix analysis by freezing the ex-
pansion history to the ΛCDM one, while us-
ing a suitable parametrization to describe the
growth history. A commonly adopted approach
to parametrize the growth of perturbations is
based on the quantity

f (a) =
d log D+(a)

d log a
, (1)

where a is cosmic expansion factor and D+(a)
is the linear growth rate of density perturba-
tions. The quantity f (a) is well approximated
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Fig. 6. Constraints on the power-spectrum normal-
ization σ8, and on the growth index γ from the three
WFXT surveys and from their combination.

by the phenomenological relation (e.g. Wang
& Steinhardt 1998)

f (a) ' Ωm(a)γ (2)

with γ = 0.55 + 0.05[1 + w(a = 0.5)] for
large classes of DE models (e.g. Linder 2005).
Therefore, testing the precision with which γ
can be measured should be regarded as a test
of the precision with which General Relativity
(GR) can be verified on cosmological scales.
For instance, γ ' 0.68 corresponds to the linear
growth predicted by the popular DGP model of
modified gravity (Dvali et al. 2000).

In order to test the constraints on the
growth of perturbations obtainable from the
WFXT surveys, we freeze cosmic expansion to
ΛCDM, under the assumption that any mod-
ified gravity model should be almost indis-
tinguishable from ΛCDM at the background
level. Furthermore, we do not include any Dark
Energy in our non-GR models, following the
idea that a modification of GR should be alter-
native to DE to explain cosmic expansion. The
results of our analysis based on the WFXT sur-
veys are shown in Figure 6. Here we report the
expected constraints on the γ–σ8 plane, once
we marginalize over the remaining parameters.
This plot confirms that WFXT would indeed

provide very useful constraints on possible de-
viations from the standard gravity, based on the
growth of structure as traced by the evolution
of the cluster population.

4. Synergies & legacy value

Addressing the outstanding questions outlined
above will greatly benefit from a coordinated
multi-wavelength activity between WFXT, fu-
ture space missions and ground-based facilities
(see also Rosati et al. in this volume, for a more
detailed description of the synergies between
WFXT and future instrumentation).

The identification and characterization of
the galaxy populations hosted by the ∼ 2× 105

clusters at z > 0.5, unveiled by WFXT, will
be an essential process to obtain a comprehen-
sive and self-consistent picture of the cosmic
cycle of baryons in their hot and cold phase, by
tracing the evolution of their underlying stellar
populations and star formation histories. Deep
optical coverage of large survey areas will be
provided by the next generation of wide-field
ground-based facilities, currently under devel-
opment and scheduled for routine operations
within the next few years, such as Pan-Starrs3

and LSST4.
The combination of WFXT with the ESA

Euclid and the NASA JDEM missions, cur-
rently under development (Euclid and JDEM)
will provide spectroscopic confirmation for a
large fraction of z > 0.5 clusters identified
by WFXT and a full characterization of mem-
ber galaxies with high resolution optical imag-
ing. Such Dark Energy missions are also de-
signed to reconstruct the DM mass distribution
via weak lensing tomographic techniques. This
will allow direct lensing mass determination of
thousands of massive clusters out to z ∼ 1.
Their comparison with X-ray derived masses
will yield the much heralded cluster mass cal-
ibration and control of systematics for cosmo-
logical applications.

The Atacama Cosmology Telescope
(ACT) and the South Pole Telescope
(SPT) have recently opened a new era

3 http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu/
4 http://www.lsst.org/
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of Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) cluster search
(Staniszewski & et al. 2009). Next generation
large single-dish mm telescopes, such as the
Caltech-Cornell Atacama Telescope (CCAT
http://www.submm.org/) will have enough
sensitivity and angular resolution to carry
out large-area SZ surveys, providing at the
same time spatially resolved SZ imaging for
moderately distant massive clusters. Taking
advantage of the different dependence of the
SZ and X-ray signals on gas density and
temperature, their combination will provide
a reconstruction of temperature and mass
profiles, independent of X-ray spectroscopy
(e.g. Ameglio et al. 2009; Golwala et al. 2009).
This will offer further independent means of
calibrating mass measurements of clusters.

With its unprecedented grasp and angu-
lar resolution, WFXT will be an outstanding
source of interesting targets for follow-up stud-
ies of galaxy clusters with facilities such as
JWST, ALMA, ELT and future X-ray obser-
vatories (i.e., IXO and Gen-X). For example,
a combined study of X-ray luminous proto-
cluster regions with ALMA, will test whether
a phase of vigorous star formation (sub-mm
bright galaxies) coexist with a BH accretion
phase. Follow-up pointed observations with
IXO of extreme clusters identified by WFXT
at z ∼ 2 will allow the study of metallicity and
entropy structure of the pristine ICM. In gen-
eral, the synergy with next generation multi-
wavelength deep wide-area surveys and with
high sensitivity instruments for pointed obser-
vations will unleash the full potential of WFXT
in addressing a number of outstanding scien-
tific questions related to cosmological and as-
trophysical applications of galaxy clusters.
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Abstract.
Past and current X-ray mission allow us to observe only a fraction of the volume occupied
by the ICM. After reviewing the state of the art of cluster outskirts observations we discuss
some important constraints that should be met when designing an experiment to measure X-
ray emission out to the virial radius. From what we can surmise WFXT is already designed
to meet most of the requirements and should have no major difficulty in accommodating the
remaining few.

Key words. galaxies: cluster: general – galaxies: fundamental parameters – intergalactic
medium – X-ray: galaxies – cosmology: observations – dark matter

1. Introduction

Galaxy clusters form through the hierarchi-
cal accretion of cosmic matter. The end prod-
ucts of this process are virialized structures
that feature, in the X-ray band, similar ra-
dial profiles of the surface brightness S b (e.g.
Vikhlinin et al. 1999, Neumann 2005, Ettori
& Balestra 2009) and of the plasma temper-
ature Tgas (e.g. Allen et al. 2001, Vikhlinin
et al. 2005, Leccardi & Molendi 2008). Such
measurements have definitely improved in re-
cent years thanks to the arcsec resolution and
large collecting area of the present X-ray satel-
lites, like Chandra and XMM-Newton, but still
remain difficult, in particular in the outskirts,
because of the low surface brightness asso-

Send offprint requests to: S. Ettori, S. Molendi

ciated to these regions. Present observations
provide routinely reasonable estimates of the
gas density, ngas, and temperature, Tgas, up to
about R2500 (≈ 0.3R200; R∆ is defined as the ra-
dius of the sphere that encloses a mean mass
density of ∆ times the critical density at the
cluster’s redshift; R200 defines approximately
the virialized region in galaxy clusters). Only
few cases provide meaningful measurements at
R500 (≈ 0.7R200) and beyond (e.g. Vikhlinin et
al. 2005, Leccardi & Molendi 2008, Neumann
2005, Ettori & Balestra 2009). Consequently,
more than two-thirds of the typical cluster vol-
ume, just where primordial gas is accreting and
dark matter halo is forming, is still unknown
for what concerns both its mass distribution
and its thermodynamical properties. This poses
a significant limitation in our ability to charac-
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terize the physical processes presiding over the
formation and evolution of clusters and to use
clusters as cosmological tools, as also outlined
in the Scientific Justification for the WFXT
(Giacconi et al. 2009). Indeed the character-
ization of thermodynamic properties at large
radii would allow us to provide constraints on
the virialization process, while measures of the
metal abundance would allow us to gain insight
on the enrichment processes occurring in clus-
ters Fabjan et al. (2010). Morever the X-ray
emission at large radii could also be used to im-
prove significantly measures of the gas and to-
tal gravitating masses thereby opening the way
to a more accurate use of galaxy clusters as
cosmological probes (e.g. Voit 2005).

In these proceedings, we take stock of the
situation on cluster outskirts and suggest how
to make progress. In Sect. 2, we provide an
observational overview of currently available
measures of cluster outer regions, while in
Sect. 3 we discuss some important constraints
that should be met when designing an exper-
iment to measure X-ray emission out to the
virial radius. In Sect. 4, we present an overview
of future missions which have cluster outskirts
observations as one of their goals, our main re-
sults are recapitulated in Sect. 5.

A Hubble constant of 70 h70 km s−1 Mpc−1

in a flat universe with Ωm equals to 0.3 is as-
sumed throughout this manuscript.

2. What we know of cluster outskirts

2.1. Surface brightness and gas density
profiles

The X-ray surface brightness is a quantity
much easier to characterize than the temper-
ature and it is still rich in physical informa-
tion being proportional to the emission mea-
sure, i.e. to the gas density, of the emitting
source. Recent work focused on a few local
bright objects for which ROSAT PSPC obser-
vations with low cosmic background and large
field of view have allowed to recover the X-
ray surface brightness profile over a significant
fraction of the virial radius (Vikhlinin et al. ,
1999; Neumann , 2005).

In Ettori & Balestra (2009), we study the
surface brightness profiles extracted from a
sample of hot (Tgas > 3 keV), high-redshift
(0.3 < z < 1.3) galaxy clusters observed
with Chandra and described in Balestra et al.
(2007). A local background, B, was defined
for each exposure by considering a region far
from the X-ray center that covered a signifi-
cant portion of the exposed CCD with negli-
gible cluster emission. We define the “signal-
to-noise” ratio, S 2N, to be the ratio of the ob-
served surface brightness value in each radial
bin, S b(r), after subtraction of the estimated
background, B, to the Poissonian error in the
evaluated surface brightness, εb(r), summed in
quadrature with the error in the background,

εB: S 2N(r) = [S b(r) − B] /
√
εb(r)2 + ε2

B. The
outer radius at which the signal-to-noise ratio
remained above 2 was defined to be the limit of
the extension of the detectable X-ray emission,
RS 2N . We estimated R200 using both a β−model
that reproduces the surface brightness profiles
and the scaling relation quoted in eq. 1 and
selected the 11 objects with RS 2N/R200 > 0.7
to investigate the X-ray surface-brightness pro-
files of massive clusters at r > R500 ≈ 0.7R200.
Examples of the analyzed dataset are shown
in Fig. 1. We performed a linear least-squares
fit between the logarithmic values of the ra-
dial bins and the background-subtracted X-ray
surface brightness. Overall, the error-weighted
mean slope is −2.91 (with a standard deviation
in the distribution of 0.46) at r > 0.2R200 and
−3.59(0.75) at r > 0.4R200. For the only 3 ob-
jects for which a fit between 0.5R200 and RS 2N
was possible, we measured a further steep-
ening of the profiles, with a mean slope of
−4.43 and a standard deviation of 0.83. We also
fitted linearly the derivative of the logarithm
S b(r) over the radial range 0.1R200 − RS 2N , ex-
cluding in this way the influence of the core
emission. The average (and standard deviation
σ) values of the extrapolated slopes are then
−3.15(0.46), −3.86(0.70), and −4.31(0.87) at
0.4R200, 0.7R200 and R200, respectively.

These values are comparable to what has
been obtained in recent analyses. Vikhlinin et
al. (1999) find that a β−model with β = 0.65 −
0.85 describes the surface brightness profiles
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Fig. 1. From left to right: Example of a surface brightness profile with the fitted background (hor-
izontal dotted line) and the radius R200 (vertical dashed line); the signal-to-noise profile evaluated as
S 2N = (S b − B)/ε, where the error ε is the sum in quadrature of the Poissonian error in the radial counts
and the uncertainties in the fitted background, B; the best-fit values of the slope of the surface brightness
profile as a function of r/R200. These values are estimated over 6 radial bins (thick horizontal solid line:
the slope evaluated between 0.4 × R200 and RS 2N with a minimum of 3 radial bins; dashed line: best-fit of
d ln(S b)/d ln(r/R200) with the functional form s0 + s1 ln(r/R200) over the radial range 0.1×R200 −RS 2N , with
the best-fit parameters quoted in Table 3 of Ettori & Balestra 2009).

in the range 0.3 − 1R180 of 39 massive local
galaxy clusters observed with ROSAT PSPC.
For a β−model with x = r/rc, ∂ ln S b/∂ ln x =
(1 − 6β) x2/(1 + x2) and ∂ ln ngas/∂ ln x =

−3β x2/(1 + x2), impling that β = 0.65 − 0.85
corresponds to a logarithmic slope of the sur-
face brightness of −2.9/ − 4.1, that is a range
that includes our estimates. Neumann (2005)
finds that the stacked profiles of few massive
nearby systems located in regions at low (<
6 × 1020 cm−2) Galactic absorption observed
with ROSAT PSPC still provide values of β
around 0.8 at R200, with a power-law slope that
increases from −3 when the fit is performed
over the radial range [0.1, 1]R200 to −5.7+1.5

−1.2
over [0.7, 1.2]R200.

These observational results are supported
from the hydrodynamical simulations of X-
ray emitting galaxy clusters performed with
the Tree+SPH code GADGET-2 (Roncarelli
et al. 2006). In the most massive systems, we
measured a steepening of S b(r), independently
from the physics adopted to treat the bary-
onic component, with a slope of −4,−4.5,−5.2
when estimated in the radial range 0.3 −
1.2R200, 0.7 − 1.2R200, 1.2 − 2.7R200, respec-
tively. In particular, we note the good agree-
ment between the slope of the simulated sur-

face brightness profile of the representative
massive cluster in the radial bin 0.7 − 1.2R200
(see values of bA in Table 4 of Roncarelli et al.
2006 ranging between −4.29 and −4.54) and
the mean extrapolated value at R200 of −4.43
measured in the Chandra dataset.

2.2. Temperature and metallicity profiles

Early attempts to produce temperature pro-
files were made with the ROSAT PSPC, these
were mostly limited to low mass systems
(e.g. David et al. 1996) where the tempera-
tures were within reach of the PSPC soft re-
sponse. Resolved spectroscopy of hot systems
began with the coming into operation of ASCA
(1994) and BeppoSAX (1996). Both missions
enjoyed a relatively low instrumental back-
ground, which was a considerable asset when
extending measures out to large radii, however
they both suffered from limited spatially res-
olution. The situation was somewhat less se-
vere with the BeppoSAX MECS than with the
ASCA GIS since the former had a factor of
2 better angular resolution and a modest en-
ergy dependence in the PSF. These difficulties
led to substantial differences in temperature
measures, while on the one side Markevitch
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Fig. 2. From left to right; upper panels: Maps of the projected gas density, mass-weighted temperature
and soft (0.5-2 keV) X-ray emission. The circles indicate the virial radius. The size of the side of each map
is 12 Mpc, so they cover roughly up to 2.5R200. Bottom panels: Comparison between the gas density, mass-
weighted temperature, soft X-ray surface brightness profiles for a cluster simulated by using 4 different
physical models. A dashed line indicates the functional from Vikhlinin et al. (2006, eq. 9) that well repro-
duces the behavior of the temperature profile of nearby bright galaxy clusters observed with Chandra. The
extragalactic unresolved background from Hickox & Markevitch (2006) in the soft X-ray band is indicated
by the shaded region. From Roncarelli et al. (2006).

et al. (1998) using ASCA and De Grandi &
Molendi (2002) using BeppoSAX MECS found
evidence of declining temperature profiles, on
the other, White (2000) using ASCA and Irwin
et al. (1999) using BeppoSAX data found flat
temperature profiles. The situation was some-
what clearer on abundance profiles were work-
ers using ASCA (e.g. Finoguenov et al. 2000)
and BeppoSAX data (De Grandi & Molendi
2001) consistently found evidence that cool
core systems featured more centrally peaked
profiles than NCC system. The coming into op-
eration of the second generation of medium en-
ergy X-ray telescopes, namely XMM-Newton
and Chandra, both characterized by substan-
tially better spatial resolution, allowed more
direct measures of the temperature profiles.
The new Chandra (Vikhlinin et al. 2005) and

XMM-Newton measurements (e.g. Pratt et al.
2007, Snowden et al. 2008) confirmed the pres-
ence of the temperature gradients measured
with ASCA and BeppoSAX. In a detailed study
of a sample of 44 objects observed with XMM-
Newton (Leccardi & Molendi 2008) we found
that temperature measurements could be ex-
tended out to about 0.7R180 (see Fig. 3). Since
the major obstacle to the extension of measure-
ments to large radii was the high background,
most importantly the instrumental component,
we adopted the source over background cri-
terion originally introduced in De Grandi &
Molendi (2002) to decide where to stop mea-
suring profiles. The source to background ra-
tio, defined as Isou

Ibkg
, where Isou and Ibkg are the

source and background intensities respectively,
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Fig. 3. Left panel: mean temperature profiles obtained from Leccardi & Molendi (2008; LM08, black cir-
cles), De Grandi & Molendi (2002; DM02, blue squares), Vikhlinin et al. (2005; V05, red upward triangles)
and Pratt et al. (2007; P07, green diamonds). All profiles are rescaled by kTM and R180. The dashed line
shows the best fit with a linear model beyond 0.2 R180 and is drawn to guide the eye. lower panel: residuals
with respect to the linear model. The LM08 profile is the flattest one. Right panel: mean metallicity profiles
obtained from Leccardi & Molendi (2008b; LM08, circles), De Grandi et al. (2004; DM04, triangle) and
Baldi et al. (2007; BA07, squares). Abundances are expressed in Anders & Grevesse (1989) solar values
and radii in units of R180. The radii have been slightly offset in the plot for clarity.

should not be confused with the signal to noise
ratio defined as Isou

(Isou+Ibkg)1/2 · t, where t is the ex-
posure time. While the latter ratio is associated
to the statistical error and therefore increases
with exposure time, the former is associated to
the systematic error and does not depend on the
exposure time. Through a series of tests (see
Sect. 5.2.1. and Fig. 11 of Leccardi & Molendi
2008) we determined that measurements could
be trusted out to radii where the source to
background ratio in the 0.7-10 keV band re-
mained above a threshold of 0.6. In Leccardi &
Molendi (2008) we made use for the first time
of extensive simulations to estimate the impact
of systematic errors on the measurements, part
of the expertise we have acquired from that
work has been used to perform the simulations
discussed in Sect. 3.4. In the left panel of Fig. 3
we show a compilation of mean temperature
profiles from different missions, all show evi-
dence of a decline of the temperature beyond
0.2R180. Interestingly, as a result of the correc-
tion for systematic that we applied to our pro-
file (see Sect. 5.3 and Fig. 14 of Leccardi &
Molendi 2008) ours is the flattest amongst the

profiles shown in the left panel of Fig. 3. The
measurement of the metal abundance profile
extends to radii that are somewhat smaller than
those reached by the temperature profiles, this
is because the most prominent emission line,
the Fe Kα, is located in the high energy part
of the spectrum where the instrumental back-
ground is particularly strong. In the right panel
of Fig. 3 we show the mean abundance profile
measured with different satellites. The flatten-
ing of the profiles beyond 0.2R180 is most likely
indicative of an early enrichment of the ICM
(Fabjan et al. 2010).

Unfortunately the high orbit of the XMM-
Newton and Chandra satellites, as well as
the fact that the design of the satellites was
driven by scientific objectives other than the
characterization of low surface brightness re-
gions, led to a substantially higher and more
variable background than with the previous
satellite generation, thereby limiting the ex-
ploration of the temperature and abundance
profiles to roughly the same regions already
investigated with ASCA and BeppoSAX (see
Fig. 3). Recently measures of temperature pro-
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files have been made with the Suzaku X-
ray imaging spectrometer (XIS). Although not
ideal for cluster measurements, the XIS fea-
tures a poor PSF and a small FOV, it does enjoy
the considerable advantage of the modest back-
ground associated to the low earth orbit. The
measures have been conducted on a handful of
systems (A2204, Reiprich et al. 2009; A1795,
Bautz et al. 2009; PKS0745-191, George et al.
2009; A1413, Hoshino et al. 2010) and extend
beyond the regions explored with Chandra and
XMM-Newton. However, the characterization
is a limited one at best: only parts of the outer-
most annuli are explored and both radial bins
and error bars are large. Moreover there are
concerns as to the reliability of the measure-
ments themselves. All measured temperature
profiles are steeper than those predicted by
simulations. This is particularly true of A1795
and PKS0745-191, where the temperature and
the surface brightness are respectively steeper
and flatter than those predicted by simulations.
Consequently entropy profiles are flatter and,
in the case of PKS0745-191, it features an in-
version around 0.6R200, that could be associ-
ated to the presence of non virialized gas or,
alternatively, to problems in the characteriza-
tion of the source spectrum.

3. How we can map out to R200

From the discussion in Sect. 2.2, it is rather
obvious that past X-ray mission were not op-
timized for the spectral characterization of
the low surface brightness emission typical of
cluster outer regions. In this section we dis-
cuss how to design an experiment character-
ized by high sensitivity to low surface bright-
ness emission. The sensitivity depends upon:
1) the surface brightness of the source, S b, that
scales with effective area of the experiment,
AE ; 2) the solid angle covered by the field of
view (FOV), Ω; 3) the surface brightness of the
background, B. The quantity that needs to be
maximized is then:

2π
∫ θmax

0 AE(θ)θdθ

B
,

where θ is the off-axis angle and the inte-
gration is extended over the full FOV, i.e.

2π
∫ θmax

0 θdθ = Ω. Therefore one needs to maxi-

mize the numerator, 2π
∫ θmax

0 AE(θ)θdθ, a quan-
tity that is often referred to as “grasp”, and
minimize the background. To go well beyond
what has been achieved with the instrumenta-
tion that has been designed thus far one needs
to operate at three different levels: 1) the exper-
iment design; 2) the observational strategy; 3)
the data analysis strategy.

3.1. Experiment design

Let us start by considering the background and
in particular the instrumental background, i.e.
the part of the background that is not associated
to genuine cosmic X-ray photons. A few things
can be easily inferred by comparing back-
ground spectra from different mission. In Fig. 4
we report a recent compilation of such spectra
from Hall et al. (2008). We note that: 1) front
illuminated CCDs have lower background than
background illuminated ones and that 2) the
background on the low earth orbit is smaller
than that in the high orbit. In this respect it
is particularly instructive to compare the EPIC
MOS with the SWIFT XRT background, since
we are dealing with virtually the same detec-
tor in a high and low earth orbit. As shown
in Hall et al. (2008), the SWIFT XRT back-
ground is about a factor 3 lower than the EPIC
MOS background. Thus, from the inspection
of Fig. 4 we learn that to keep the instrumental
background low it is preferable to employ front
illuminated CCDs on a low earth orbit. There
are other issues that should be kept in mind: 1)
a non-negligible fraction (say 15%) of the de-
tector should be shielded from the sky, this will
allow to constantly monitor the intensity of the
instrumental background; 2) a tilted CCD con-
figuration which allows to improve the imag-
ing, will result in fluorescence Si line emission
inhomogeneous distributed on the FOV, some-
thing similar is observed on MOS EPIC, this
can be minimized by studying the most appro-
priate configuration; 3) while active shielding
cannot be applied as long as the detector is
a CCD, passive shielding can and should be
considered. Most importantly the whole instru-
mental background issue should be addressed
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Fig. 4. Left panel: compilation of instrumental background spectra, only continuum components, for vari-
ous X-ray missions equipped with CCD detectors from Hall et al. (2008). Right panel: Resolved fraction of
extragalactic cosmic X-ray background as a function of angular resolution.The total background intensity
is derived from measures by De Luca & Molendi (2004) and Mc Cammon et al. (2002). The LogN-logS is
taken from Moretti et al. (2003). We also include an euclidian component to account for the unresolved 20%
of the cosmic X-ray background (CXB). The normalization of this component is conservatively chosen in
such a way that about 10% of the CXB is found at fluxes that are sufficiently small to efficiently mimic a
diffuse component. The angular resolution necessary to reach a given flux limit is obtained by imposing
that the source density at that flux limit is such that there is 1 source every 20 angular resolution elements,
where the angular resolution element is a circle with a radius equal to the half-power-radius of the PSF.

from a global point of view. Detailed simula-
tions of the physical interaction between par-
ticles and photons with the satellite, possibly
complemented by exposures of the detector
and associated structures to real particles and
high energy photons, can be used to study so-
lutions that will minimize the background.

If the experiment is properly designed then
the instrumental background will be low and
the cosmic background important. Above '
1 keV the dominant contributor to the cos-
mic X-ray background is the extragalactic
background associated to unresolved sources,
mostly AGN. Sufficiently high spatial resolu-
tion allows to resolve out a sizeable fraction of
the sources producing the X-ray background
(see Fig. 4b). With a resolution of 5 arcsec
(Half-Power-Ratio, HPR) it is possible to re-
solve out about 80% of the background, pro-
vided of course sufficient counts are available
to detect the sources. It should be noted that be-
yond an angular resolution of 15 arcsec the re-
solved fraction is not very sensitive to the res-
olution, see Fig. 4b. Another important point is

that, to fully exploit the advantage of a large
field of view, it is necessary that the high spa-
tial resolution be available over the full FOV,
polynomial optics Burrows et al. (1992) can
provide this important feature. Another impor-
tant contributor to the background is the so
called straylight, this is associated to X-ray
photons from outside the field of view which
end up in the focal plane after reflecting only
once on the mirrors. The effect of straylight can
be significantly mitigated by introducing a pre-
collimator in front of the telescope as was done
in the case of the XMM-Newton optics.

3.2. Observing and data analysis
strategies

An experiment design like the one described
above contributes significantly in improving
the sensitivity to low surface brightness emis-
sion, however further steps need to be taken
to reach cluster outer regions. This is quite
apparent when looking at the spectral simula-
tion reported in Fig. 5 (for details see the fig-
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Fig. 5. Simulation of source and background spectra for a typical region at R200. Tne instrumental back-
ground estimates come from current missions. The cosmic X-ray background (CXB) is modeled with 3
components, for the soft X-ray background (SXRB) we adopt the modeling of the SXRB from McCammon
et al. (2002), who have carried out the highest spatial resolution observation of the SXRB with a sounding
rocket flight. The SXRB is modeled by 2 thermal components with temperatures of 0.1 keV and 0.225
keV both with solar abundances, normalizations come from Table 3 of McCammon et al. (2002). For the
extragalactic background, comprising mostly unresolved AGNs, we assume a power-law of slope 1.4 and
intensity 1/4 of that derived by De Luca & Molendi (2004), thereby assuming that 3/4 of the sources will be
resolved out. The source surface brightness is assumed to be 3× 10−16 erg cm−2s−1arcmin−2, a typical value
for cluster outskirts (see Sect. 2.1 for a detailed discussion), the extraction region is 100 arcmin2, a value of
2 × 1020cm−2 is assumed for the equivalent hydrogen column density, the cluster emission is modeled by a
thermal plasma with kT=3 keV and metal abundance Z=0.15 Z�, the exposure time was set to 100 ks. The
model spectrum was convolved with response files (effective are and redistribution matrix) provided by the
WFXT team.

ure caption). As can be seen background com-
ponents of one kind or another dominate the
spectrum at all energies. In the 1-3 keV range
the source intensity is about 1/3 of the total,
below 1 keV the galactic foreground domi-
nates, while above 3 keV the residual extra-
galactic and the instrumental background do.
These are of course estimates, for real clus-
ters things may be a little different, however
we will inevitably have a background that out-
shines the source. These are atypical condi-
tions with respect to previous X-ray imaging
missions. To make reliable measures will re-
quire devising specific observing and analysis
strategies. Clearly the strongest requirement is
that the background be characterized as well

as possible, ideally one would like to mea-
sure the background associated to the source
without the source, which is of course impos-
sible. Considering that the instrumental com-
ponent varies with time and that the galactic
foreground varies with position on the sky, it
is important to observe the background almost
at the same time and almost at the same loca-
tion of the source. A similar strategy has been
adopted, albeit for reasons different from the
ones considered here, by the SWIFT XRT ex-
periment. During each 1.5 hour orbit, SWIFT
observes a source field and 3 or 4 background
fields. Thus background fields are observed al-
most simultaneously with the source field and
with the same instrument set up. Moretti et al.
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(2010) have shown that under these conditions
the instrumental background can be character-
ized to the 3% level. Conversely, when back-
ground fields from different epochs are used,
only a 10-15% level is achieved. The optimal
solution that may be applied in a future mis-
sion, or on SWIFT for that matter, would be
to use as part of the background fields, sky re-
gions close to the source and dark earth ob-
servations. The former would allow to perform
a spatial characterization of the galactic fore-
ground, while the latter would permit a clean
measurement of the instrumental background.
Observations of both source and background
fields need to be conducted to a high preci-
sion. Relative systematic errors on the spec-
tra need to be kept at the few percent level.
This is not a trivial requirement to meet, par-
ticularly since at this level of precision each
detector element has to be considered as an
independent detector. Assuming that each de-
tector element will be calibrated to a relative
precision of ' 5%, systematics can be reduced
to the desired level by viewing each sky ele-
ment with a large number of detector elements.
Observing strategies such as this have been
used for decades in other bands of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum when the source signal
is smaller than the background. As examples,
one may consider ground based infrared obser-
vations or cosmic microwave background mea-
surements.

The comparison of the source plus back-
ground spectrum with the background spec-
trum is typically done via subtraction. In recent
years, workers concentrating on cluster outer
regions (e.g. Snowden et al. 2008, Leccardi
& Molendi 2008) are finding that modeling
is more effective. This is readily understood
if one considers that the background is made
of different components each capable of vary-
ing independently of the others. Unless there
are good reasons to believe that the particu-
lar combination of background components as-
sociated to the source and background fields
are next to identical, it is preferable to model
the different components allowing for varia-
tions in relative intensity. Another issue that
should be considered is that, under the atyp-
ical conditions of cluster outer regions, the

standard maximum likelihood estimators com-
monly employed to derive physical parameters
such as emission measure and temperature do
not always work properly. In a recent paper
(Leccardi & Molendi 2007), we have shown
that the presence of a significant background
component can lead to a substantially biased
measure of the temperature. In the same paper,
we describe a few quick fixes. Unfortunately,
a general solution, based on a more powerful
statistical estimator, has yet to be found.

3.3. A budget for systematics

Assuming that the above guidelines are fol-
lowed, we expect to be able to maintain sys-
tematic errors to within a few percent. In the
following, we provide a breakdown of the ex-
pected errors. A constant monitoring of the
instrumental background by using the part of
the detector not exposed to the sky plus dark
earth and background field observations en-
twined with source observations should al-
low us to constrain this component to about
1% (as extrapolated from the results obtained
on SWIFT XRT in Moretti et al. 2010). The
extragalactic component of the cosmic back-
ground is a residual component, comprising
unresolved sources and possibly a diffuse com-
ponent. For a typical flux limit of 10−16 erg
cm−2s−1 in the 0.5-2.0 keV band, montecarlo
simulations show that the cosmic variance for
a 100 arcmin2 field is less than 1% of the resid-
ual background component. The galactic fore-
ground will be monitored by performing ob-
servations of fields contiguous to the source
field. Moreover, observations over several 100
arcmin2 should allow us to characterize this
component to about 3-5%. Finally, assuming a
typical relative calibration accuracy of 5% on
individual detector elements and the applica-
tion of substantial dithering, we expect to reach
an overall relative spectral calibration of about
1%.
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Table 1. Relative errors (in percentage) and deviations ε from the input values at 90% confidence level
on the parameters of interest (normalization K, plasma temperature T and metal abundance Z of an apec
component in XSPEC –Arnaud 1996) after joint-fit analysis of spectra simulated with an exposure time of
50 ksec. All the relative errors can be rescaled to different exposure times as ∼ √texp. β20 indicates a β value
increased by 20 per cent. CC (nCC) indicates a (no) Cooling-Cores Cluster. The fluxes f are in units of
10−12 erg/s/cm2 in the band (0.1 − 2.4) keV and are collected from http://bax.ast.obs-mip.fr/.

inputs K T K T Z
fixed Z

Perseus (TURBOLENT/CC; z = 0.0178, f = 1137.3, T = 6.3keV, nH = 1.5e21; R200 = 1.9Mpc = 88.2′)
T = 3.16, Z = 0.15 8 (+0.2ε) 15 (+0.5ε) 16 (+0.3ε) 17 (−1.3ε) >100

T = 2,Z = 0.15 8 (−1.0ε) 8 (+0.7ε) 17 (−0.1ε) 13 (−0.4ε) 44 (−0.2ε)
β20,T = 3.16, Z = 0.15 27 (+1.1ε) 38 (−0.7ε) 66 (+0.4ε) 55 (−1.4ε) >100
β20, T = 2, Z = 0.15 25 (+1.3ε) 30 (+0.3ε) 51 (+0.9ε) 47 (−0.2ε) 5 (−1.0ε)

A1689 (MERGING/nCC; z = 0.1810, f = 14.5,T = 10.1keV, nH = 1.8e20; R200 = 2.2Mpc = 12.2′)
T = 5.05, Z = 0.15 6 (−0.7ε) 23 (+0.5ε) 20 (−0.9ε) 27 (+1.1ε) >100

T = 2,Z = 0.15 6 (+0.1ε) 7 (< 0.1ε) 13 (+0.2ε) 6 (−3.2ε) 35 (−1.3ε)
β20,T = 5.05, Z = 0.15 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100
β20, T = 2, Z = 0.15 55 (+0.2ε) 14 (−3.7ε) >100 >100 >100

3.4. Detailed predictions

Our goal is to resolve the physical properties
of the ICM in the virial regions making proper
use of the WFXT (FOV with RWF ≈ 30′).

Our strategy is to define a set of obser-
vations with reasonable exposure time (≤ 50
ksec) that can allow the study of the virial re-
gions through the spatial and spectral analysis
with WFXT.

First, we select objects with known X-ray
properties (flux, temperature, dynamical sta-
tus) that can be good candidates for a single
WFXT exposure, i.e. with an expected R200 <
RWF = 30′. We can also relax a bit this assump-
tion requiring however that a given exposure
minimizes the risks in term of (i) problems of
intercalibration with other X-ray observatories
for measurements in known X-ray emitting re-
gions, (ii) weak constraints on the X-ray prop-
erties at R200 due to the effect of unexpected
large scale structures.

We estimate R200 from a given spectro-
scopic measurement of the gas temperature by
using the best-fit results in Arnaud et al. (2005,

cf. Table 2; similar results in Vikhlinin et al.
2006):

R200 = 1714 × (Tgas/5keV)0.5 E−1
z h−1

70 kpc (1)

with Ez =
[
Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ

]0.5
and Ωm = 1 −

ΩΛ = 0.3.
By applying the criterion R200 < RWF =

30′, we select 23 out of the 45 objects present
in the flux-limited sample of the brightest clus-
ters in Mohr et al. (1999; see Fig. 6)). More ob-
jects can be included if off-axis exposures are
considered, as requested for the Perseus cluster
with a R200 of ∼ 88 arcmin.

The response matrix used for our simula-
tions is obtained by convolving the redistribu-
tion matrix with a mean effective area, A(E),
constructed by averaging the vignetting over
the whole field of view, i.e.

A(E) = Ao(E) ·
2π

∫ θmax

0 θ dθ V(E, θ)

πθ2
max

,

where Ao(E) is the energy dependent on-axis
effective area, θmax is maximum off-axis an-
gle and V(E, θ) is the energy and off-axis de-
pendent vignetting. The redistribution matrix,
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Fig. 6. Predicted R200 for the 45 objects in Mohr et
al. (1999) compared to RWF = 30′ (red solid line)
and the expected R200 for a typical cluster with a
temperature of 4 and 8 keV (dashed lines). R200 are
estimated from eq. 1.

the on-axis effective area and the vignetting
were kindly provided by the WFXT team. We
use our own script with the response matrix to
simulate a (source+background) and a (back-
ground only) spectrum including in the latter
one (i) a 1 per cent random fluctuation in ab-
sorbing nH value and in the normalization of
the instrumental background; (ii) a 5 per cent
random fluctuation propagated to the normal-
ization and temperature values of the two lo-
cal background component (one absorbed, the
other not), to the normalization and photon-
index value of the CXB. The photon-index is
allowed to vary between 1.4 and 1.6. We as-
sume that 80 per cent of the CXB is resolved.

The spectra are integrated for 50 ksec over
an area of 100 arcmin2 and then jointly fitted
in the range 0.3 − 6 keV.

The surface brightness in the band (0.5−2)
keV are obtained from the best-fit values in
Table 2 of Mohr et al. (1999) by evaluating
the model prediction at R200 as estimated in
equation 1. A more conservative estimate of
the surface brightness is obtained by increasing

the β value by 20 per cent, faking an expected
steepening of the surface brightness profile in
the cluster outskirts, as recent observations and
simulations suggest (see Section 2). This cor-
rection reduces the predicted surface bright-
ness by a factor of 7 on average.

All the simulated spectra assume a metal-
licity of 0.15Z� and a temperature equal to 0.5
(see Roncarelli et al. 2006) times the quoted
value in Table 1 of Mohr et al. (1999). We
also consider the cases with metallicity equal
to 0.05Z� and temperature of about 0.25 times
the quoted values (i.e. between 1 and 2 keV).

Our simulated spectra (e.g. Fig. 5) show
that we can reach typical uncertainties (90%
level of confidence) of ≤ 20% on the normal-
ization K and temperature T of the thermal
spectra (see Tab. 1). Reasonable constraints (∼
40%) on the metallicity Z can be obtained in
the case the surface brightness profile in the
outskirts is still well reproduced from the mod-
els fitted to ROSAT PSPC data.

A steepening of the surface brightness pro-
files, as expected from the work discussed in
Sect. 2 and modeled here by increasing the
value of the outer slope β by 20 %, reduces sig-
nificantly the level of accuracy to which we can
constrain the physical parameters: about 60 per
cent (relative error at 90% level of confidence)
on K, 40 per cent on T , no constraints on Z.

4. Future missions & WFXT

In this section we provide an overview of mis-
sions under study or construction that may pro-
vide important contributions to the characteri-
zation of cluster outer regions. There are 3 such
missions namely SRG, XENIA and WFXT. The
eROSITA experiment Predehl et al. (2007) on
board the Russian Spektrum Roentgen Gamma
(SRG) satellite comprises 7 telescopes with
a total on-axis effective area of 2000 cm2,
an on-axis angular resolution of 25 arcsec
and will operate from an L2 orbit. XENIA
Hartmann et al. (2009) carries an X-ray im-
ager and spectrometer that would both be use-
ful in characterizing cluster outskirts: the im-
ager has an on-axis effective area of 600 cm2

and an on-axis angular resolution of 15 arcsec;
the spectrometer has an unprecedented spec-
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tral resolution of a few eV, an on-axis effec-
tive area of about 1000 cm2 and an angular
resolution that is limited by the pixel size of
a few arcmin. WFXT Murray et al. (2010)
which, like XENIA, has been submitted to the
Astro2010: The Astronomy and Astrophysics
Decadal Survey, carries an X-ray imager com-
prising 3 telescopes for a total on-axis effective
area of 6000 cm2, and an on-axis angular reso-
lution of 5 arcsec. A low earth equatorial orbit
is forseen for both XENIA and WFXT.

Both the XENIA and WFXT imager have
two considerable advantages over eROSITA,
namely the low earth over the L2 orbit and the
polynomial optics, which will result in a sub-
stantial reduction of the instrumental and cos-
mic X-ray background, respectively. In partic-
ular, the WFXT imager will provide the charac-
terization of the cluster outer regions in about
1/10 of the time requested from XENIA, and
will benefit from higher angular resolution.
XENIA however, is in the unique position to
complement the imager data with high spec-
tral resolution data for relatively bright clus-
ters. While eROSITA is scheduled for launch
in 2012, XENIA and WFXT are both at an early
stage of development and have to be consid-
ered as the next generation satellites for clus-
ters studies.

5. Summary

Past and current X-ray mission allow us to ob-
serve only a fraction of the volume occupied by
the ICM. Indeed, typical measures of the sur-
face brightness, temperature and metal abun-
dance extend out to a fraction of the virial ra-
dius. The coming into operation of the second
generation of medium energy X-ray telescopes
at the turn of the millennium, has resulted in
relatively modest improvements in our ability
to characterize cluster outskirts. Even though
recent results from Suzaku show some im-
provement, the most sensitive instrument to
low surface brightness to have flown thus far
is quite possibly the SWIFT XRT which, ironi-
cally, never had cluster outer regions as one of
its top scientific objectives.

The construction of an experiment capa-
ble of making measures out to R200 is well

within the reach of currently available technol-
ogy. What is required is an experiment design
that will minimize the background, both instru-
mental and cosmic, and maximizes the grasp,
i.e. the product of effective area and FOV.
Since cluster emission in the outskirts will be
background dominated, instrument design and
observational strategy should also allow for a
meticulous characterization of the background.
Detailed simulations based on realistic esti-
mates of the different spectral components and
of the precision with which the may be de-
termined shows that an experiments such as
the one we envisage will allow a solid char-
acterization of cluster outskirts. From what we
can surmise WFXT is already designed to meet
most of the requirements which are necessary
to characterize cluster outskirts, and should
have no major difficulty in accommodating the
remaining few.
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Abstract.
We carried out a detailed study of the Si, Fe and Ni abundances in the cool cores of a
representative sample of local galaxy clusters using XMM-Newton data. We first evaluated
the systematic errors on the abundance measurements that are related to the instruments, the
plasma codes and the spectral modeling. We then used the Si/Fe and Ni/Fe abundance ratios
to revisit the relative contribution of type Ia and core-collapsed supernovae to the enrich-
ment process taking into account the uncertainties on both the measured abundances and the
current theoretical supernovae yields. WFXT will push forward sensibly abundance studies
of the kind described in this paper: first by increasing dramatically the number of objects
with adequate photon statistics and secondly, by means of an improved spatial resolution
will allows us to study galaxy cluster cores at redshifts up to 1.

Key words. galaxies: cluster: general – galaxies: fundamental parameters – intergalactic
medium – X-ray: galaxies: abundances – cosmology: observations – dark matter

1. Introduction

The detection of metal lines from X-ray obser-
vations of the intra-cluster medium (ICM) indi-
cates that it does not have a primordial chemi-
cal composition but was enriched with material
processed in stars. The measurement of heavy
element abundances present in the ICM can
provide important clues on the chemical evo-
lution inside galaxy clusters.

The measurement of the abundance of an
element from the X-ray spectrum is a concep-
tually simple process since the number of ions
of the elements with respect to the number of

Send offprint requests to: S. De Grandi

protons is directly proportional to the equiva-
lent width of the emission line produced by the
element itself. This one-to-one correspondence
is possible because the X-ray emitting plasma
is optically thin and in collisional equilibrium.
In practice, various sources of uncertainties are
involved in the conversion process, such as the
accuracy of the atomic physics, the moderate
spectral resolution of the current imaging in-
struments which often results in line blending
from both different ions of the same element
or from different elements, and the presence of
temperature gradients in the ICM, especially in
cluster cores, that needs specific spectral mod-
eling.
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Fig. 1. ICM temperatures in the cool-core regions
of the clusters in our sample measured with single-
temperature models from the soft (0.7-3 keV) and
the hard (2-10 keV) bands. As expected in case of
multi-temperature ICM the two temperatures dif-
fer with the one derived from the hard band being
higher with respect to the temperature derived from
the soft band.

With Chandra and XMM-Newton statis-
tical errors on the derived abundances have
greatly decreased, however only little attention
was devoted to the characterization of system-
atic errors which, under some circumstances,
are likely to play an important role.

The goal of this study was firstly to pro-
vide robust estimates of chemical elements,
namely Si, Fe and Ni, in the cores of nearby
and bright cool core clusters. In this context ro-
bust means the we included in the error budget
also a careful evaluation of systematic uncer-
tainties. Secondly, we used the derived metal
abundances to study the abundance and abun-
dance ratios (i.e Si/Fe and Ni/Fe) distributions
for a well defined sample of clusters, and, fi-
nally, we provided a critical assessment of the
relative role of SN types including uncertain-
ties associated to current theoretical SN yields.

We decided to focus on the measurement
of global abundances from the very central
regions of cool core clusters since these re-
gions provide us with the maximum photon
statistic available due to their very intense sur-

Fig. 2. Upper panel: relative differences between
Iron measured in the cluster cool cores with a single
temperature model and a multi-temperature model
as a function of the temperature. The temperature
in the x-axis is the one from the single tempera-
ture model measured in the broad band. The dashed
lines highlighted the region between ∼ 2.5−4.5 keV
where the inverse Fe-bias is present, details on the
iron biases are given in the text. Lower panel: his-
togram of the ratio between iron derived from single
and multi-temperature models for the same clusters.
The dashed region refers to clusters with tempera-
tures in the 2.5 − 4.5 keV range.

face brightness peaks. This allowed us to ex-
plore systematic uncertainties affecting the de-
rived elements in great details (De Grandi &
Molendi 2009).
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We considered a subsample of 26 cool-core
galaxy clusters from the B55 sample (Edge
et al. 1990), and extracted spectra from the cen-
tral regions within 0.5rcool radius, where rcool is
the cooling radius taken for each cluster from
the work of Peres et al. (1998). For our pur-
poses half the cooling radius is a good sam-
pling of the core region and has the advantage
to be always within the EPIC field of view in
all the clusters of our sample.

2. The systematic errors analysis

Details on the analysis can be found in (De
Grandi & Molendi 2009). Here we report our
main findings.

1. The cross-correlation between metal abun-
dances acquired independently with the 3
EPIC detectors shows that to reconcile Si
and Fe measurements we require a 3% sys-
tematic error.

2. Almost all core spectra show evidence
of multi-temperature structure. For exam-
ple applying a single temperature model
on the two independent hard, 2-10 keV,
and soft, 0.7-3 keV, energy bands gives
significantly different temperatures for the
ICM (with the temperature measured from
the hard band larger than that measured
from the soft one as expected in case of
multi-temperature structure, see Fig. 1).
We have therefore applied different multi-
temperature models to the core spectra
and investigated the systematic uncertain-
ties due to the different modellization. We
found that systematic uncertainties asso-
ciated to the different spectral modeling,
namely a 2 versus a 4 temperatures mod-
els, are below 2 − 3%.

3. In the xspec package there are two spec-
tral codes, MEKAL and APEC. We have
found that the two codes return somewhat
different abundance values. We find that:
Fe is almost unchanged, Feapec/Femekal =
1.05 ± 0.01; Si is somewhat higher,
Siapec/Simekal = 1.11 ± 0.02 and Ni is
lower, Niapec/Nimekal = 0.82 ± 0.04. The
Si/Fe ratio, as measured with apec, is
slightly higher than that estimated with

mekal, (Si/Fe)apec/(Si/Fe)mekal = 1.06 ±
0.02, while Ni/Fe is substantially lower,
(Ni/Fe)apec/(Ni/Fe)mekal = 0.77 ± 0.04.
In summary, we found that the systematic
uncertainties related to the two emission
codes are comparable to those associated
to cross-calibration between EPIC detec-
tors in the case of Fe (5%) and Si/Fe (6%),
whereas they are the dominant source of
uncertainties in the case of Si (10%), Ni
(15%) and Ni/Fe (20%).

4. A single temperature analysis of a multi-
temperature region, such as the one found
in cool cores, leads to a biased Fe abun-
dance (see Fig. 2). Below ∼ 2 keV and
above ∼ 4 keV the measured Fe is too low
with respect to a correct multi-temperature
spectral analysis. This bias was already
identified by Buote (2000a,b) for poor clus-
ters and groups with ICM temperatures be-
low 1−2 keV. On the contrary, in the range
between ∼ 2−4 keV the measured Fe from
a single temperature model is too high.
This ”inverse” Fe-bias was recently found
both in a cluster simulation (Rasia et al.
2008), in the central regions of the Hydra A
cluster (Simionescu et al. 2009) and A2028
(Gastaldello et al. 2009, 2010) clusters. In
our sample we find that, although iron bi-
ases are present at any temperature above 2
keV, the total effect is always smaller than
10%−15%, at any temperature (see Fig. 2).

2.1. Results on Abundance
Measurements

The Si, Fe, Ni, Si/Fe and Ni/Fe distributions
of the sample show moderate spreads (20%-
30%) around their mean values (see Fig. 3)
suggesting a similar ICM enrichment process
at work in all cluster cores. Moreover, the mean
Si, Fe and Si/Fe of our sample and their rela-
tive scatters are very similar to the values found
for a sample of galaxy groups (Rasmussen &
Ponman 2007) and a sample of X-ray luminous
early type galaxies (Humphrey & Buote 2006).
This suggests that, whatever the real propor-
tion between different SNe types may be, the
enrichment process of the hot gas associated
to elliptical galaxies is likely the same in iso-
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Fig. 3. Upper panel: Si, Fe, Ni abundance distri-
butions within r < rcool/2 for the sample. Lower
panel: Si/Fe and Ni/Fe abundance ratio distributions
within the same radius as above (abundances are all
relative to Anders & Grevesse (1989) solar units).

lated ellipticals, dominant galaxies in groups
and BCGs in clusters.

2.2. SN type Ia versus SN
core-collapsed

We constrain the relative contribution of SNe
using our observed Si/Fe, Ni/Fe and SN yields
from theoretical works. We note that while er-
rors on the observed abundance ratios are of
the order of ∼ 5%, various sets of yields are re-
ported in the literature, for both SN type Ia and
SN core-collapsed (Woosley & Weaver 1995;
Iwamoto et al. 1999; Chieffi & Limongi 2004;
Nomoto et al. 2006) whose associated uncer-
tainties are of the order of tens of % (Gibson
et al. 1997; Young & Fryer 2007). We there-
fore estimate the relative contribution of SNe,
including both uncertainties on the observed
abundance ratios and on the theoretical yields.

Assuming a 20% error on the yields we find
that the SNIa Fe-mass-fraction overall permit-
ted range is 0.48-0.79 and that the dominant
source of uncertainty in the estimate of the
SNIa Fe-mass-fraction are the errors on the
yields.

From the SNIa Fe-mass-fraction we de-
rived a SNIa number fraction, defined as the
number of SNIa over the total number of SNe,
which is between 0.10 and 0.38. This number
fraction cannot be reconciled with 0 or 1, as
we would need errors of 50% in the yields to
reproduce 0 and errors up to 70% to have 1,
which are both quite improbable.

Our conclusion is that the large uncertain-
ties on the currently available yields prevent
any precise estimate of the relative contribution
of SNIa and SNcc, and that we can only say
that they both concur to the enrichment process
in cluster cool-cores.

We have shown how difficult is to deter-
mine the relative contribution of SNe to the
ICM enrichment from global cool-core abun-
dance measurements. An alternative approach
is to consider radial profiles of metal abun-
dance ratios, in this case variation of the Si/Fe
ratio with the radius can be interpreted as evi-
dence for variation of the relative contribution
of the two SN types.

Unfortunately, recent works disagree in
their conclusions. Finoguenov et al. (2000)
using ASCA data for a sample of clus-
ters and Rasmussen & Ponman (2007) using
Chandra observations of a sample of groups
found increasing Si/Fe with radius, that implies
a radially increasing predominance of SNcc
enrichment in the clusters outskirts. On the
contrary, Tamura et al. (2004) with a sample
of clusters observed with XMM-Newton and
more recently Suzaku observations of vari-
ous clusters and groups (collected in Fabjan
et al. 2010 see their Fig. 13 and references
therein) found flat Si/Fe profiles. Therefore this
subject needs further investigation. This spe-
cific subject leaves space for great improve-
ment with WFXT given its predicted high per-
formances in observing the outermost cluster
regions (see contribution of Ettori & Molendi
in this Proceedings). WFXT will also allow to
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Fig. 4. Number of galaxy clusters (kT > 3 keV) that
are at redshift larger than 1 in the three, wide (red
line), medium (green line) and deep (blue line), sur-
veys and their sum (black line) as a function of the
total counts in the soft 0.5-2.0 keV band (P. Tozzi
private comm.).

extend the study of abundance ratios to distant
clusters.

2.3. A few quantitative estimates

In order to be more quantitative, we roughly
estimate the number of clusters for which we
can measure the temperature and abundances
in one or two bins with the help of Fig. 4 (P.
Tozzi private comm.). This Figure shows the
expected number of clusters of galaxies (kT
> 3 keV) and at z > 1 observed in the three
surveys of WFXT as a function of the to-
tal source counts in the soft 0.5-2. keV band.
We assume that a number of source counts be-
tween 2000 and 6000 are sufficient to achieve
our scientific purpose. From Fig. 4 we estimate
that 2000 counts can be collected for about 100
clusters in the medium survey and for about
300 clusters in the deep one, whereas 6000
counts can be acquired for 30 and 250 clus-
ters in the medium and deep survey, respec-
tively. We convert these counts (2000 and 6000
cts) in the corresponding fluxes by using the
conversion factor for extended sources in the

soft band computed by P. Tozzi in these same
Proceedings, which is 2.22 × 10−13 (see Table
1 in P. Tozzi & the WFXT team: “WFXT sim-
ulations”). In the medium survey 2000 cts cor-
respond to fluxes of ∼ 3.4× 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2

and 6000 cts to a flux of ∼ 1.0 × 10−13 erg s−1

cm−2, whereas in the deep survey 2000 cts cor-
respond to a flux of ∼ 1.1× 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2

and 6000 cts to a flux of ∼ 3.3 × 10−15 erg
s−1 cm−2. All these fluxes are well above the
flux limit for extended sources of the medium
(i.e., ∼ 1.44 × 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2) and deep
(∼ 0.2 × 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2) surveys (see
Table 3 always in P. Tozzi & the WFXT team:
“WFXT simulations”). Moreover, in the deep
survey we will obtain a considerable sample of
clusters, i.e. about hundred or more, with 104

net counts (see Fig. 4), corresponding to a soft
band flux of 5.6×10−14 erg s−1 cm−2, for which
it will be possible to study temperature and
abundances profiles in more than 2 bins. For
comparison to the local sample of cluster cool-
cores analyzed in our XMM-Newton work, we
consider the average cool-core X-ray luminos-
ity (1.5 × 1044 erg s−1 in the 2.-10. keV band),
temperature (4 keV) and iron abundance (0.5
solar units) and then, by assuming a mekal
spectral code, we estimate the expected flux
for such a typical core shifted at z = 1 and in
the soft 0.5-2. keV band. The expected flux is
2.6 × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 which roughly corre-
sponds to 2000 cts in the medium survey and
6000 cts in the deep one.

From these estimates we conclude that the
medium and deep WFXT surveys will allow
us to measure the abundances of Fe and Si (Ni
will always be outside the WFXT energy band
at this high redshifts) for a large number of
galaxy clusters at redshift around 1 and pos-
sibly beyond, this will allow us to extend to
higher redshift the scientific topics addressed
in the XMM-Newton work presented in this
contribution.
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Abstract. Cool core clusters are characterized by strong surface brightness peaks in the
X-ray emission from the Intra Cluster Medium (ICM). This phenomenon is associated with
complex physics in the ICM and has been a subject of intense debate and investigation
in recent years. The observational challenge of analyzing high redshift clusters and the
small sample statistics have prevented an accurate assessment of the population of cool-
cores at z >0.5. In this contribution we trace the evolution of cool-core clusters out to
z ∼ 1.3 using high-resolution Chandra data of three representative cluster samples spanning
different redshift ranges. Our analysis is based on the measurement of the surface brightness
(SB) concentration, cS B, which strongly anti-correlates with the central cooling time and
allows us to characterize the cool-core strength in low S/N data. We confirm a negative
evolution in the fraction of cool-core clusters with redshift, in particular for very strong cool-
cores. Still, we find evidence for a large population of well formed cool-cores at z ∼ 1. This
analysis is potentially very effective in constraining the nature and the evolution of the cool-
cores, once large samples of high-z clusters will be available. In this respect, we explore
the potential of the proposed mission Wide Field X-ray Telescope (WFXT) to address this
science case. We conclude that WFXT provides the best trade-off of angular resolution,
sensitivity and covered solid angle in order to discover and fully characterize the cool-core
cluster population up to z=1.5.

Key words. Galaxy clusters - cosmology: Galaxy clusters - high redshift: observations -
X-rays

1. Introduction

The majority of local X-ray clusters show a
prominent central surface brightness peak in
the intra cluster medium (ICM). The clus-
ter core is also associated with a short cool-
ing time, implying the presence of a cooling
flow (Fabian et al. 1994), although the gas is
not observed to cool below a minimum tem-
perature of the order of 1/3 of the average

value in the ICM, indicating that some heating
mechanism counteracts the cooling process.
The properties and the formation mechanism
of these cool-cores (CC) are an open prob-
lem which forces one to consider complex non-
gravitational physical processes able to provide
smoothly distributed heating on scales of about
100 kpc. A successful model is expected to
include phenomena such as removal of radia-
tively cooled gas, heating by a central radio
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source, thermal conduction or other forms of
feedback (see Peterson & Fabian 2006).

The impact of cool-cores on the local clus-
ter population has been extensively studied for
over a decade (Peres et al. 1998). X-ray obser-
vations have established that cool-cores dom-
inate the local clusters, with an abundance of
50 to 70%, depending on the adopted defini-
tion of cool-core (e.g. Chen et al. 2007, Dunn
& Fabian 2008, Hudson et al. 2009).

The evolution of cool-cores has been mea-
sured only up to redshift 0.4. Bauer et al.
(2005) reported that the fraction of cool-cores
does not significantly evolve up to z ∼ 0.4,
since clusters in this redshift range have the
same temperature decrement (about one-third),
as the nearby CC’s, and their central cooling
times are similar. The study of cool-cores at
redshift greater than 0.5 is plagued by low
statistics, and, so far, is limited to two works.
Using the 400 Square Degree Survey (hereafter
400 SD, Burenin et al. 2007) which reaches
z = 0.9, Vikhlinin et al. (2007) concluded, on
the basis of a cuspiness parameter defined as
the logarithmic derivative of the density pro-
file, that there is a lack of cool-core clusters,
with respect to the local cluster population. In
Santos et al. (2008), we adopted a simple di-
agnostic based on the concentration of the sur-
face brightness (which strongly anti-correlates
with the central cooling time), and measured
the fraction of cool-cores out to the current red-
shift limit (z ∼ 1.4). At variance with previous
results, we found a significant fraction of what
we term moderate cool-cores.

In this contribution we present our results
on the abundance of cool-cores across the en-
tire cluster population, out z ∼ 1.3, exploiting
all the available data in the Chandra archive
(Santos et al. 2010), and we assess the poten-
tial of the next-generation X-ray mission Wide
Field X-ray Telescope (WFXT, Giacconi et al.
2009) in measuring the cool-core evolution.

2. Cluster samples

The local cluster sample used in this work
is drawn form the catalog of the 400 Square
Degree (SD) Survey (Burenin et al. 2007), an
X-ray survey which detected 266 confirmed

galaxy clusters, groups or individual elliptical
galaxies out to z ∼ 1 using archival ROSAT
PSPC observations. The sample is complete
down to a flux limit of 1.4 × 10−13 erg s−1

cm−2. We extract a subsample of 26 clusters
observed with Chandra with z >0.05, in order
to be able to sample the surface brightness pro-
files out to a radius of 400 kpc within the field
of view. Hence, our local sample spans the red-
shift range [0.05 - 0.217].

X-ray images of distant clusters suffer a
strong surface brightness dimming (∝ (1+z)−4)
and have a small angular size, thus the study of
their central regions requires the sub-arcsecond
resolution provided only by Chandra. Beyond
redshift 0.5 there are only three X-ray com-
plete cluster samples, all selected from ROSAT
PSPC pointed observations. They are: (i) the
400 SD high-z sample which includes all clus-
ters (20) from the 400 SD catalog with z ≥ 0.5;
(ii) the Rosat Deep Cluster Survey (RDCS,
Rosati et al. 1998; and (iii) the Wide Angle
ROSAT Pointed Survey (WARPS, Jones et
al. 1998). While the distant 400 SD sam-
ple has been fully observed with Chandra,
the RDCS and WARPS samples have been
only partially observed with a Chandra follow
up. For this reason, we merge them into the
RDCS+WARPS sample, containing a total of
15 clusters.

3. Surface brightness concentration

The simplest observational signature of the
presence of a cool-core is a central spike in the
surface brightness profile. This is also the only
possible diagnostic we can apply to high red-
shift clusters, given the difficulty in perform-
ing spectral analysis to detect the temperature
decrease in the core region.

In Santos et al. (2008) we defined the phe-
nomenological parameter cS B that quantifies
the excess emission in a cluster core by mea-
suring the ratio of the surface brightness within
a radius of 40 kpc with respect to the SB
within a radius of 400 kpc: cS B = S B(r <
40kpc)/S B(r < 400kpc). This simple param-
eter has been shown to be robust and partic-
ularly useful when dealing with the low S/N
data of distant clusters. We validated the red-
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shift independence of cS B (apart from possi-
ble K-corrections as described in Santos et al.
2010) by cloning low-z clusters to high red-
shift. After this detailed investigation, we pro-
pose the use of cS B as the best proxy for the
cool-core stength in the high-z range.

Before comparing the cS B distribution of
local and distant samples (400 SD high-z and
RDCS+WARPS), we compare the two dis-
tant samples separately in Figure 1, top panel.
Quite unexpectedly, the shape and range of
the two high-z cS B distributions are statisti-
cally different. We perform a K-S test and find
a null hypothesis probability of 0.6%, imply-
ing that the two distant samples do have dif-
ferent distributions of cool-core strength. The
400 SD high-z reaches cS B = 0.10, with median
cS B = 0.043, whereas the RDCS+WARPS
reaches cS B = 0.15, with a median cS B value
equal to 0.082. The RDCS+WARPS clusters
have thus a significantly higher surface bright-
ness concentration with respect to the 400 SD
clusters.

Since both the RDCS+WARPS and the 400
SD are samples based on ROSAT data, we ar-
gue that this cS B difference is likely due to dif-
ferent selection criteria used in the 400SD sur-
vey, resulting in a bias against compact clusters
with a relatively high surface brightness. To
check for these effects, we need to go through
a detailed comparison of the selection criteria
in the three surveys, a task that goes beyond
the scope of this work. In order to investigate
the evolution of the cool-cluster population, we
decide to use the RDCS+WARPS only.

The cS B distribution of the local sample
(Figure 1, bottom) spans a broad range of val-
ues and reaches cS B=0.315, with a significant
peak at low cS B and a median cS B equal to
0.079. We performed a K-S test to the local
and distant RDCS+WARPS samples and found
a null hypothesis probability of 16%, imply-
ing that the two samples have a non-negligible
probability to be statistically similar. Our find-
ings are compatible with a significant popula-
tion of cool-core clusters already well estab-
lished at redshift z ∼ 1.3 (5 Gyr after the Big
Bang), while strong cool-cores (cS B > 0.150)
must wait for a longer time span before they
can develop. To reinforce these results, it is

Fig. 1. Comparison of the distribution of cS B
of the distant samples (top) and of the local and
RDCS+WARPS samples (bottom).

necessary to use larger samples of high-z clus-
ters.

4. Central cooling time

The central cooling time is the measure most
often used to quantify cool-cores, as it provides
a time-frame for the evolutionary state of the
gas. Adopting an isobaric cooling model for
the central gas, tcool can be computed as:

tcool =
2.5ngT
n2

eΛ(T )
, (1)

where Λ(T ), ng, ne and T are the cooling
function, number density of ions and elec-
trons, electron number density and tempera-
ture, respectively (Peterson & Fabian 2006).
Using the global cluster temperature we ob-
tained the central cooling time measured at a
radius of 20 kpc. The local clusters span a
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Fig. 2. Correlation between central cooling time
and the phenomenological parameter cS B for the lo-
cal (crosses) and the high-z (filled cirles) samples.

wide range of ages [0.7 - 32.6] Gyr, whereas
the RDCS+WARPS sample is limited to [4.7 -
14.3] Gyr.

The local clusters span the wide range
of ages [0.7 - 32.6] Gyr, whereas the
RDCS+WARPS sample is limited to [4.7 -
14.3] Gyr. The fraction of clusters with a cen-
tral cooling time lower than the age of the
Universe at the cluster redshift is: 58% in the
local sample; 27% in the RDCS+WARPS, and
10% in the 400 SD high-z. However, a more
meaningful quantity would be the cooling time
normalized to the age of the cluster, defined as
the time elapsed since the last major merger
event. Considering the age of the Universe at
zobs is misleading, as this is a loose upper
bound on the age of the cluster.

We confirm a strong anti-correlation be-
tween tcool and cS B (see Fig. 2), quantified by a
Spearman rank test with coefficient ρ=-0.84.

5. The potential of WFXT to measure
the evolution of cool-cores

With the present work we show that we can
explore the population of cool-core clusters up
to the highest redshift where X-ray clusters are
selected, by exploiting the archive of Chandra.
This is possible thanks to the exquisite angu-
lar resolution of Chandra, which allows us to
sample the cool core region at any redshift with
about 10 resolution elements. The only way to
improve the present work is to add serendip-

Table 1. Expected number of clusters sources with
temperature >3 keV and minimum net counts 1500
in each of the three planned WFXT surveys in two
redshift bins.

Survey 0.5<z<1.0 1.0<z<1.5
Shallow 200 0
Medium 2190 300
Deep 188 94

itously discovered high-z clusters followed-up
with deep Chandra observations. The number
of z > 1 X-ray clusters is slowly increasing as
a result of the ongoing surveys with Chandra
and XMM-Newton. However, sample statistics
is not expected to increase significantly with-
out a dedicated wide area, deep X-ray survey.
Hence, it is instructive to look into the future
X-ray missions to investigate the capability of
characterizing the cool-core strength of high-
redshift clusters. Unfortunately, no proposed or
planned future X-ray facility foresees an angu-
lar resolution comparable to that of Chandra.
However, two future X-ray missions propose a
PSF with a 5 arcsec half energy width (HEW)
at 1 keV, the International X–ray Observatory
and the Wide Field X–ray Telescope.

The International X-ray Observatory (IXO)
(see e.g., Bookbinder 2010) is designed to have
a great collecting power and high spectral res-
olution, therefore it will provide very detailed
analysis of known or serendipitously discov-
ered clusters, up to high-redshift. However,
IXO will not be used in survey mode, but for
a limited solid angle, and therefore it would
not increase significantly the statistics of high-
z cluster samples.

The Wide Field X-ray Telescope (WFXT)
is one of the most promising proposed X-ray
missions. The expected number of high-z clus-
ters detected in WFXT surveys with signal to
noise comparable to that of the cluster sample
used in this work (conservatively expressed as
a lower bound of 1500 net counts), is shown
in Table 1. Simulations of realistic WFXT
fields have been produced in order to investi-
gate the accuracy of WFXT in characterizing
cool core clusters. We used the cloning tech-
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Fig. 3. Simulated WFXT images of the strong cool-core cluster A1835 in the medium survey (13.2 ksec),
at redshifts 0.5 (left), 1.0 (middle) and 1.5 (right). The images are 10 arcmin across and are displayed in
logarithmic scale.

Fig. 4. (Left) Variation of the measured cS B as a function of the telescope HEW for the three typical
cases (strong-, moderate- and non-cool core). For each cluster the coloured area is bounded by the cS B
value at redshift 0.5 (higher bound) and 1.5 (lower bound). The two horizontal dash-dot lines represent
the boundaries between strong CC and moderate CC (upper line, cS B=0.15) and moderate-CC and non-CC
(lower line, cS B=0.075). (Right) Comparison between Chandra and WFXT measures of cS B as a function
of redshift, for a strong cool-core cluster.

nique (Santos et al. 2008) to simulate WFXT
images of three canonical cluster types, corre-
sponding to a typical strong-CC (cS B > 0.150,
A1835), a moderate-CC (cS B > 0.075, A963)
and a non-CC (cS B < 0.075, A2163) (see
Santos et al. 2008 for more details on these
clusters), at redshifts 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5. To ob-
tain a quantitative assessment of the cool-core
properties of the simulated clusters, we mea-
sured cS B in the simulated images.

We first investigated the effect of the angu-
lar resolution in the evaluation of the cool-core
strength. The result clearly shows that the abil-
ity of an instrument to resolve the core and dis-

criminate between a cool-core and non cool-
core is compromised for HEW greater than
10′′(see Figure 4, left panel). In more detail,
the cS B values for the strong cool-core clus-
ter A1835 (Fig. 3) as measured by WFXT are
shown in the right panel of Figure 4, in com-
parison with the values measured by Chandra.
We notice an apparent evolution in cS B due to
the larger angular resolution of WFXT relative
to Chandra, but we also confirm that the mea-
sure of cS B at face-value allows us to assign the
different clusters to their own cool-core class
(i.e. strong, moderate or non cool-core) at any
redshift, as already shown in Figure 4. In this
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Fig. 5. The Bullet cluster as observed by WFXT in the deep (400 ksec) survey, at redshifts 0.5 (left), 1.0
(middle), 1.5 (right). Images sizes are 10x10 arcmin.

regime (i.e. HEW=5′′), the degradation of the
cS B measurement due to the angular resolution
is moderate and can be accounted for, while
for angular resolution approaching 10′′, this ef-
fect rapidly increases and make it impossible to
measure the cool-core strength (see Fig. 4).

Besides detecting and characterizing dis-
tant cool cores, WFXT’s angular resolution
will also allow sharp features (such as cold
front and shocks) to be detected at high-z.
This is illustrated with simulations of the well-
known Bullet cluster as it would appear in the
WFXT deep survey, at redshifts 0.5, 1.0 and
1.5 (see Figure 5).

6. Conclusions

In this contribution we investigated the evo-
lution of cool-core clusters across the entire
redshift range currently available, i.e., out to
z=1.3. Our analysis is based on the archival
Chandra data of three cluster samples, and our
results are derived mainly from the cluster X-
ray surface brightness properties. The distribu-
tions of the surface brightness concentration
cS B (Fig. 1) show us that: (i) the 400SD and
the RDCS+WARPS high-z samples are sta-
tistically different: the 400 SD high-z sample
appears to miss concentrated clusters; (ii) the
distribution of cool-core strength in the local
and the RDCS+WARPS samples is rather sim-
ilar, even though the distant sample lacks very
peaked (or strong cool-core with cS B >0.15)
clusters.

The distribution of the central cooling time
(Fig. 2) in the local sample spans a broad
range, 0.7< tcool <32.6 Gyr, where two-
thirds of the sample have tcool < tHubble.
The RDCS+WARPS sample shows a some-
what different behaviour, displaying a nar-
rower range of cooling times, ([4.7-14.3] Gyr),
and a median tcool ∼ of 8.9 Gyr. We confirm
a strong anti-correlation between cS B and tcool,
quantified by a Spearman rank coefficient of
ρ=−0.84.

Our results extend the current knowledge
of the cool-core population to the most dis-
tant X-ray clusters known to date, and show
that even at such large lookback times, we
detect a significant population of well devel-
oped cool cores. A significant advancement in
this research can only be achieved when large
samples will be available. This will be possi-
ble only with the next generation X-ray sur-
vey missions. In particular, we showed that
WFXT will have the capacity to resolve the
central regions of strong cool-cores up to red-
shifts z ∼ 1.5. Since WFXT is expected to yield
hundreds of new cluster detections at z ∼ 1, it
will add significant constraints to the formation
and evolution of cool-cores in galaxy clusters.
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Abstract. The development of galaxy clusters is discussed basing on our Supermodel, that
expresses in full the entropy-modulated, hydrostatic equilibrium of the intracluster plasma
in the DM gravitational wells. We relate central entropy levels to energy injections by AGNs
or deep mergers, and the outer entropy distribution to the accretion rates of DM and shocked
intergalactic gas. We propose these to decline because of the cosmological slowdown in the
outskirts growth at late cosmic times. Thus in addition to explaining the CC vs. NCC cores,
we propose conditions leading to steep vs. shallow outer temperature declines, and outline
related prospects for WFXT and IXO.
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1. Introduction

Galaxy clusters with their overall masses up
to M ∼ 1015 M� constitute the largest bound
structures in the Universe. Their outskirts ex-
tend out to sizes R ∼ a few Mpcs, setting
the interface between the intergalactic envi-
ronment keyed to the cosmology at large, and
the intracluster plasma (ICP; see Cavaliere et
al. 2009, hereafter CLFF09). The ICP coexists
with the gravitationally dominant dark matter
(DM) halo in the baryonic fraction m/M ∼
1/6, and the two build up together from accre-
tion across the cluster boundary.

In fact, the cluster buildup takes place in
two stages; after an early collapse of the DM
and gas to set the cluster body, a secular inside-
out development of the outskirts follows (see

Send offprint requests to: lapi@roma2.infn.it

Zhao et al. 2003; Diemand et al. 2007; Navarro
et al. 2010). The body ranges out to radii com-
parable with r−2 where the slope of the DM
density distribution equals −2; the adjoining
outskirts extend out to the current virial radius
R.

After the transition redshift zt, secular ac-
cretion begins; then r−2 stays put while R
grows larger in a quasi-static DM equilibrium
(that may be described via the Jeans equation,
see Lapi & Cavaliere 2009a). This implies for
the concentration parameter c ≡ R/r−2 present
values c ≈ 3.5 H(zt)/H(zobs) ' (1 + zt)/(1 +
zobs); these range from 3 to 10, and corre-
spond to young or to old cluster ages marked
by zt ∼ 0.2 − 3. The concentration can be di-
rectly probed not only with gravitational lens-
ing observations (see Lapi & Cavaliere 2009b),
but also in X rays as discussed below.
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Fig. 1. The cluster Grand Design resulting from two-stage halo development and ICP analyses with the
SM, is illustrated with examples of X-ray brightness profiles (projected temperatures in the insets) from
Fusco-Femiano et al. (2009) and Lapi et al. (2010). Central entropy marks the CC/NCC dichotomy, while
outer production modulates the outskirts.

2. An entropy primer

Secular accretion of intergalactic gas occurs
along with DM’s; the velocities are supersonic
since the temperatures are as low as 10−1 keV.
Thus much entropy is generated at a radius
r ≈ R via accretion shocks which provide an
effective bounding layer for the ICP (e.g., Lapi
et al. 2005; Voit 2005). At the shock, gas in-
flowing with Mach numberM >∼ 2 undergoes a
temperature jump to T ∝ M2 and an enhance-
ment of the number density n by a factor up to
4.

The ICP specific ‘entropy’ k ≡ kBT/n2/3

is correspondingly enhanced from intergalac-
tic values of order 102 keV cm2 by factors
M2/42/3 ∼ 10. Moving toward the center, we
expect the entropy to decrease to some 101 keV

cm2 as the temperature kBT ≈ Gmp M(< r)/r
goes up from R to r−2 = R/c by factors 2 − 5,
while via adiabatic compression the density
grows by several 102 to achieve equilibrium
within the DM gravitational potential ∆φ as
outlined by the classic isothermal β-model n ∝
eβ∆φ, see Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano (1976).

With such an inferred baseline, we expect
significant or even overwhelming central en-
tropy injections from blastwaves launched by
AGN outbursts (up to several 101 keV cm2,
see Cavaliere et al. 2002; Valageas & Silk
1999; McNamara & Nulsen 2007), and even
more by violent deep major mergers (up to sev-
eral 102 keV cm2, see McCarthy et al. 2007;
Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007). On the other
hand, radiative cooling in hydrostatic equilib-
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rium (HE) can erode kc over timescales tc ≈
0.3 (kc/15 keVcm2)1.2 Gyr. But AGNs recur-
ring on similar scales may constitute an ef-
fective means to prevent a cooling catastrophe
(e.g., Voit 2005; Vikhlinin et al. 2006).

3. Central classes and outer regions

To sharpen these estimates, we render the ac-
tual entropy run in the form

k(r) = kc + (kR − kc) (r/R)a , (1)

consistent with recent analyses of wide clus-
ter samples (Cavagnolo et al. 2009; Pratt et al.
2010); this embodies two specific parameters:
the central level kc and the outer slope a.

To compute in full the equilibrium
of the ICP within the DM gravitational
well, we base on our Supermodel (SM;
see Cavaliere et al. 2009). An IDL algo-
rithm to implement it may be found at
http://people.sissa.it/∼lapi/supermodel/.

3.1. Cores, CC vs. NCC

From the latter we have found in CLFF09 that
as kc crosses a threshold around 20 keV cm2

our temperature profiles change from a central
drop typical of cool core (CC), to a plateau
typical of non-cool core (NCC) clusters (see
Molendi & Pizzolato 2001). We find that the
latter feature a truly flat central brightness; in
the temperatures some still bear the peculiar
(if spherically averaged) imprint of a power-
ful, recently-driven blastwave that prevented
or partially erased any cool core (see Fusco-
Femiano et al. 2009; Rossetti & Molendi
2010). In addition, we have found that the
NCCs are associated with low values of c ∼
3 − 5, and so by all accounts they must be
young. CCs, on the other hand, generally fea-
ture higher concentrations c ∼ 6 − 10 and
smoother profiles, so they look older in age,
beyond the cosmic variance.

The resulting Grand Design for galaxy
clusters is presented with specific examples in
Fig. 1 and caption. Next we focus on the outer
structure.

3.2. Outskirts development

The slope a in Eq. (1) describes the powerlaw
outward rise expected from the scale-free strat-
ification of the entropy produced at the bound-
ary shock as the cluster grows.

The slope aR at r ≈ R has been derived
by CLFF09 from the standard shock boundary
conditions and the adjoining HE maintained by
thermal pressure, to obtain

aR = 2.4 − 0.47 bR . (2)

Here bR ≡ µmp v2
R/kBTR marks the ratio of

the potential to the thermal energy of the ICP
(see Lapi et al. 2005; Voit 2005). This reads
bR ≈ 3/2 ∆φ when a strong shock efficiently
thermalizes into 3 degrees of freedom the in-
fall energy; the latter is expressed in terms of
the potential drop ∆φ experienced by succes-
sive shells of DM and gas that expand, and turn
around at the radius Rta ≈ 2 R to start their in-
fall toward the shock located at R.

At any given cosmic time t, Eq. (2) holds
at the current virial radius R(t). On the other
hand, the specific entropy deposited there is
conserved during subsequent adiabatic com-
pressions of the accreted gas into the DM grav-
itational well, while no other major sources or
sinks of entropy occur down to central 102 kpc.
So as the cluster outskirts develop out to the
current R(t), the inner entropy stratifies with a
running slope a(r) = aR(t) that retains its origi-
nal values at the times of deposition.

Standard values a ≈ 1 (Tozzi & Norman
2001) are recovered on adopting the standard
ratio R/Rta ≈ 0.5, and the potential drop ∆φ ≈
1 − (R/Rta) ≈ 0.5 associated to a top-hat ini-
tial mass perturbation δM/M ∝ M−1 that de-
scribes the collapse of the cluster body as a
whole. From Eq. (2) this yields bR ≈ 2.7 and
a ≈ 1.1. However, we expect variations of a(r)
in the cluster outskirts.

3.3. Expected entropy runs

This is because during the outskirts develop-
ment the accretion rates Ṁ/M ≈ d/t ε drop,
due to two concurring space-time effects: (i)
the cosmological slowdown of structure de-
velopment at late cosmic times, described by
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Fig. 2. Examples of entropy (left) and temperature (right) profiles computed with the SM: (red) dashed
lines refer to Eq. (1) with kc = 0 and a = 1.2; (blue) solid lines refer to Eq. (3) with kc = 0, a = 1.2,
rb = 0.25 R, and a′ = 0.5; (green) dot-dashed line refer to Eq. (3) with kc = 0, a = 1.2, rb = 0.25 R, and
a′ = 1. The insets illustrate the corresponding logarithmic slopes. All profiles are normalized to the values
at r = rb.

values of d decreasing from 2/3 to 1/2 (see
Weinberg 2008); (ii) the spatial shape of the
initial perturbations δM/M ∝ M−ε as described
by the parameter ε taking on values > 1 in
perturbation wings that scarcely feed the out-
skirts growth. The latter effect may be offset
(and represented with a smaller effective ε) in
biased environments, dense or adjacent to fila-
mentary large-scale structures.

In average environs where ε > 1 ap-
plies, the potential drop is shallower relative
to the body value and reads ∆φ = [1 −
(R/Rta)3ε−2]/(3ε−2), so leading to larger values
of bR and lower values of a. Thus for r increas-
ing towards the outskirts we expect the entropy
profiles to deviate more and more downward
from a simple powerlaw, see Fig. 2.

The decline of a from the body value will
begin from a radius rb ∼ r−2 where matter
stratified just after the transition time zt at the
beginning of the outskirts growth. Such a ra-
dius is estimated in terms of the present con-
centration and radius R in the form rb/R ≈
r−2/R = 1/c that takes on values around 0.2 for
a typical concentration c ≈ 6 of CC clusters.

Thus under the lower accretion rates pre-
vailing at later times in average environs, we
expect the entropy slope a(r) to decline to-

ward smaller or even negative values; the cor-
responding entropy run will flatten out or even
turn down into the cluster outskirts. This will
imply a sharp decline of the outer tempera-
tures T (r) ∝ k(r) n2/3(r), as the overall density
decline is insufficiently offset or is even rein-
forced by the entropy run.

4. A case study from current data

The above entropy behavior may be expressed
in terms of a simple parametric form: a con-
stant slope a applying in the cluster body for
r ≤ rb to produce an inner shape like that in
Eq. (1); a decline (e.g., a linear one) for r > rb
with slope a′ ≡ (a − aR)/(R/rb − 1) toward the
outer value aR < a at r = R, to produce the
outer shape (see Fig. 2)

k(r) = kR (r/R)a+a′ ea′ (R−r)/rb . (3)

The ensuing temperature profiles provided
by the SM are illustrated in Fig. 2. This shows
that a flattening or even decreasing entropy run
as in Eq. (3) produces in the cluster outskirts
peculiarly steep temperature profiles. Next we
focus on two clusters where temperature data
have been recently obtained out to r ≈ R; the
uncertainties are quoted at the 68% level.
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Fig. 3. Profiles of projected X-ray temperature for the CC clusters A1795 (left) and A1689 (right). Data
from XMM-Newton (blue circles) and Suzaku (red squares), see refs. in the text. Our best-fits from the
SM based on Eq. (3) are illustrated by the solid lines, while dashed lines refer to the fits based on Eq. (1).
Temperature profiles with intermediate steepness hold for the CC clusters PKS0745-191 at z ≈ 0.1 and
A2204 at z ≈ 0.15 (see Lapi et al. 2010).

For the CC cluster A1795 at z = 0.063,
in Fig. 3 (left panel) we overplot on the tem-
perature data from XMM-Newton and Suzaku
(Snowden et al. 2008; Bautz et al. 2009) the
best-fit (solid line) from the SM with the en-
tropy profile in Eq. (3). The parameters read:
kc < 10 keV cm2, a = 1.2+0.3

−0.3, rb/R = 0.28+0.02
−0.02,

and a′ = 1.8+1.3
−1.3, with a good value of the re-

duced χ2 = 0.3. We also evaluate the concen-
tration c = 8.5+1.9

−1.9. The simple entropy profile
of Eq. (1) with a′ = 0 would result in a worse
best-fit (dashed line) with χ2 = 2.6.

As to the cluster A1689 at z = 0.1832, this
is often classified as a CC although the tem-
perature inner drop from its high peak is con-
troversial to some extent (see Riemer-Sørensen
et al. 2009). In Fig. 3 (right panel) we over-
plot on the temperature data averaged over 4
sectors from XMM-Newton and Suzaku (see
Snowden et al. 2008; Kawaharada et al. 2010)
the best-fit (solid line) from the SM with the
entropy profile in Eq. (3). The parameters read:
kc < 10 keV cm2, a = 0.7+0.3

−0.3, rb/R = 0.5+0.1
−0.1,

and a′ = 1.6+1.2
−1.2, with an acceptable values of

the reduced χ2 = 1.5. We also estimate the con-
centration c = 12.4+5.3

−5.3, consistent with grav-
itational lensing observations (see Broadhurst
et al. 2008; Lapi & Cavaliere 2009b). The sim-

ple entropy profile of Eq. (1) with a′ = 0 would
result in a best-fit (dashed line) with χ2 = 1.7.

We have also computed the related bright-
ness profiles, finding non-monotonic outer
slopes; these first flatten where the entropy
begins to deviate from a powerlaw, and then
steepen where the entropy turns down. Such
detailed features go beyond the resolution
and/or the background-limited sensitivity of
current instruments, but will be widely ob-
served and easily pinpointed with WFXT (see
http://wfxt.pha.jhu.edu/ ).

5. Summary and perspectives

These data support the view that outer entropy
production is reduced especially at low zobs, as
the inflows of DM and intergalactic gas pe-
ter out. This view stems from two concurring
sources: (i) the cosmological slowdown in the
growth of outskirts developing at late cosmic
times; (ii) shallow perturbation wings scantily
feeding the outskirts growth in average or poor
environs.

Under such conditions, we expect the en-
tropy profile to progressively flatten out or
even decrease into the cluster outskirts as rep-
resented by Eq. (3). Whence the SM from
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entropy-modulated equilibrium of the ICP and
strong boundary shocks leads to envisage
specifically steep outer temperatures.

On the other hand, we expect the accre-
tion rates to be sustained in rich environs, or
in cluster sectors adjacent to filamentary large-
scale structures; shallower temperature runs
are likely to prevail there. These can be ef-
fectively probed with a pointing instrument
of high spectral sensitivity and resolution like
IXO (see http://ixo.gsfc.nasa.gov/ ).

But from an adjacent filament blobs of DM
and cold gas can easily fall into the cluster,
leading to cold dense spots that may enforce a
local breakdown of HE. The latter will fail any-
way beyond R together with the DM equilib-
rium. In addition, as Ṁ decreases to the point
that the infall velocities go down to transonic
values, the shocks weaken, thermalization be-
comes inefficient (see CLFF09), the entropy
production is terminated, and thermal pressure
cannot support HE any longer.

To sum up, even on assuming standard
boundary shocks with optimal energy conver-
sion and HE, we find temperature profiles de-
clining sharply outwards. We propose these to
stem from progressive exhaustion of mass in-
flow, especially for young clusters in average
or poor environments at lower zobs; such a trend
is consistent with that looming out at decreas-
ing redshifts for the clusters in Fig. 3 and cap-
tion. Conversely, at higher zobs we expect sus-
tained accretion, but also more frequent cold
dense clumps infalling and departing from HE.

To conclude, we stress that with Ṁ de-
creasing rich astrophysics is likely to set in
at the interface between the ICP and the in-
tergalactic medium, including hydrodynamics
in conditions of long mean free paths and
slow/incomplete bulk motion conversion. As
indicated above, such phenomena call for ex-
tensive probing even at z >∼ 0.2 with the next
generation of X-ray telescopes planned to de-
tect and resolve low-surface brightness fea-
tures of the intracluster plasma (see Giacconi
et al. 2009), like WFXT and IXO.
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1. Introduction

The discovery of diffuse radio sources in a few
tens of merging galaxy clusters has pointed
out the existence of a non-thermal component
(i.e. relativistic particles with Lorentz factor
γ >>1000 and magnetic fields of the order
of µG) in the intracluster volume (e.g Ferrari
et al. 2008). Through non-thermal studies of
galaxy clusters we can estimate the cosmic-
ray and magnetic field energy budget and pres-
sure contribution to the intracluster medium
(ICM), as well as get clues about the cluster
dynamical state and energy redistribution dur-
ing merging events. Non-thermal analyses can
elucidate non-equilibrium physical processes
whose deep understanding is essential to do
high-precision cosmology using galaxy clus-
ters (Pfrommer 2008).

In the following, we will give an overview
of the main open questions about the non-
thermal intracluster component (Sect. 2). The
perspectives that will be opened in this field by
a new generation of radio telescopes will also
be addressed (Sect. 3.1). We will focus in par-
ticular on the study of clusters with similar X-

Send offprint requests to: C. Ferrari

ray and radio morphologies, i.e. clusters host-
ing diffuse radio sources that are called “ra-
dio halos”. The importance of an X-ray facil-
ity such as WFXT will be discussed (Sect. 3.2).
The ΛCDM model with H0=70 km s−1Mpc−1,
Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7 has been adopted.

2. Open questions

The origin of intracluster cosmic rays (CRs) is
matter of debate. CRs, gyrating around mag-
netic field lines which are frozen in the ICM,
have typical diffusion velocity of the order
of the Alfvén speed (∼ 100 km/s). They thus
need &10 Gyr to propagate over radio halo ex-
tensions. Radiative timescales are longer than
the Hubble time for CR protons (CRps). They
thus can be continuously accelerated (directly
in the ICM or inside active galaxies and then
ejected), resulting in an effective accumula-
tion of relativistic and ultra-relativistic CRps in
clusters. Hadronic CRs can subsequently pro-
duce Gamma-rays and secondary relativistic
electrons through inelastic collisions with the
ions of the ICM (e.g. Aharonian et al. 2009).

The radiative lifetime of relativistic elec-
trons (CRes) is instead much shorter (.0.1
Gyr) than their cluster crossing time due to in-
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verse Compton (IC) and synchrotron energy
losses. Therefore CRes have to be continu-
ously re-accelerated in situ. Two main classes
of models have been proposed to explain intra-
cluster electron acceleration: primary and sec-
ondary models. The former predict the accel-
eration of fossil radio plasma or directly of
thermal electrons of the ICM through shocks
and/or MHD turbulence generated by cluster
mergers. Secondary models predict instead that
non-thermal electrons in clusters are the sec-
ondary product of hadronic interactions be-
tween relativistic protons and the ions of the
thermal ICM (e.g. Ferrari et al. 2008).

Current observational results are in favour
of primary models. The very few detailed anal-
yses of the radio spectral index α1 distribu-
tion in radio halos show hints of a possible in-
crease of α as a function of radius and of fre-
quency (e.g Thierbach et al. 2003), as expected
in the case of primary models. A possible anti-
correlation between α and the ICM tempera-
ture (i.e. flatter spectra in hotter regions) has
also been pointed out in a few cases (e.g. Orrú
et al. 2007). The hottest ICM regions are usu-
ally associated to shock and/or turbulence in-
duced by cluster collisions. The fact that these
regions host younger CRes is thus in agree-
ment with primary models. A unique predic-
tion of the turbulence re-acceleration models is
the existence of ultra-steep radio halos, not as-
sociated to major cluster mergers, but to less
energetic merging events. Recently Brunetti
et al. (2008) claimed the detection of the first
ultra-steep radio halo in the multiple merging
cluster A521. At the moment, the most striking
observational evidence in favour of primary
models is the fact that diffuse cluster sources
have been detected only in merging clusters.

Deeper statistical analyses of the corre-
lation between diffuse radio sources and the
physical properties of their host clusters are re-
quired to refine the physical models for CR ac-
celeration. For instance, we know that diffuse
radio sources have been detected in ≤ 10% of
known clusters, while about 40% of clusters
show a disturbed dynamical state: why cluster
mergers seem to be a necessary but not suf-

1 S ν ∝ ν−α

ficient condition for the acceleration of intra-
cluster relativistic particles? The answer could
be related to the cluster mass, since a corre-
lation between radio and X-ray cluster lumi-
nosity has been pointed out (e.g. Buote 2001).
This suggests that only the most massive merg-
ing clusters are energetic enough to produce
diffuse radio emission at power levels observ-
able with current radio observations (see also
the discussion in Sect. 3.1).

Even more debated are the origin and prop-
erties of intracluster magnetic fields (Dolag
et al. 2008). The different methods available to
measure intracluster magnetic fields (equipar-
tition assumption, rotation measures, Compton
scattering of CMB photons, X-ray study of
cooling-cores in the ICM) show quite dis-
crepant results (see Table 3 of Govoni & Feretti
(2004)). Different reasons can explain this dis-
crepancy (e.g. Ferrari 2010). Again, higher
statistics is required for magnetic field mea-
surements. For instance, we need deeper multi-
wavelength radio observations of radio galax-
ies per cluster for rotation measure (RM) esti-
mates, combined to detailed modeling of the
ICM X-ray brightness profile (Govoni et al.
2001b).

3. Perspectives

3.1. A new generation of radio
telescopes

Huge perspectives in the study of the non-
thermal intracluster component will be open by
the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR, Röttgering
et al. 2006). A steepening of the synchrotron
spectrum of radio halos is expected in the
framework of stochastic particle acceleration
by MHD turbulence and it has been observed
in several halos (e.g. Ferrari et al. 2008).
Cassano et al. (2010) have introduced a charac-
teristic frequency νs ∼ 7νb at which the steep-
ening become extremely severe. Basically, sur-
veys at frequency ν > νs cannot detect ra-
dio halos. Since the lower is the radio lumi-
nosity of the halo, the lower is the expected
break frequency, high-frequency (ν ≈ 1.4 GHz)
surveys are sensitive only to high-luminosity
halos, while most of the faint radio luminos-
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Fig. 1. Brightness temperature at ∼ 1.3 GHz as a
function of redshift expected for radio halos of a
given total flux and of 0.5 Mpc radius. Possible lim-
its for the ASKAP EMU Survey and for 50% of
the SKA with 1 hour integration time are indicated
(shaded areas delimited by solid and dot-dashed
lines respectively).

ity halo tail will appear at low-frequency ra-
dio observations. That’s the huge potential of
LOFAR in the study of diffuse cluster radio
sources. Radio maps resulting from the LOFAR
Surveys2 (Tier-1 Wide, Tier-2 Deep, Tier-3
Ultra Deep) are expected to provide a catalog
of several hundreds candidates of galaxy clus-
ters hosting diffuse radio sources (e.g. Cassano
et al. 2010).

The full international LOFAR telescope
should be operational by early 2011. Other new
generation radio telescopes will follow in the
next few years, such as the Long Wavelength
Array (LWA, 10–80 MHz)3, the Australian
Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP,
70–1800 MHz)4, the Karoo Array Telescope
(MeerKAT, 0.58–15 GHz)5. All these instru-
ments will indeed play an important role for the
study of non-thermal cluster physics and, more
generally, will be crucial scientific and techni-
cal pathfinders for the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA, 0.10 – 25 GHz)6. Multi-frequency radio
surveys of the sky will be available that will un-

2 http://www.lofar.org/astronomy/surveys-
ksp/surveys-ksp

3 http://lwa.unm.edu/
4 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/SKA/
5 http://www.ska.ac.za/meerkat/
6 http://www.skatelescope.org/

veil statistical samples of hundreds candidate
diffuse cluster radio source (Feretti et al. 2004).
As detailed above, wide and deep complemen-
tary cluster catalogs at other wavelengths will
be necessary in order to answer the open ques-
tions about non-thermal cluster physics.

After LOFAR, the following survey project
very important for non-thermal cluster studies
will probably be EMU (“Evolutionary Map of
the Universe”, project leader: R. Norris). It will
be a deep radio survey (∼ 10 µJy rms; 1130 –
1430 MHz) covering the entire Southern sky
and part of the Northern sky (δ . 30◦) with
the ASKAP telescope. Fig. 1 shows the bright-
ness temperature at ≈ 1.3 GHz as a function of
redshift expected for radio halos of a given to-
tal flux and of 0.5 Mpc radius. The shaded area
delimited by solid lines indicates an approxi-
mate 3 σ sensitivity level of the EMU survey.
We have taken into account that the exact ob-
serving strategy of EMU is under discussion.
The best resolution of the survey will be of ∼10
arcsec, but lower resolutions radio maps will
also be produced in order to increase the sensi-
tivity to diffuse radio sources (see Sect. 3.5.1 in
Johnston et al. (2008)). We have assumed here
and in the following (see also Fig. 2) an rms
sensitivity of 10-20 µJy/beam, with beam sizes
variating from 40 to 80 arcsec. Our estimates
for the EMU survey are here compared to the
Tb ∼ 5mK sensitivity limit of 50% of the SKA
collecting area. This 3σ sensitivity level (indi-
cated by a dot-dashed line in Fig. 2) has been
estimated by Feretti et al. (2004) assuming an
integration time of 1 hour. The shaded area
delimited by dot-dashed curves correspond to
the 3 σ sensitivity limit of 50% SKA at the
same resolution limits that we have adopted for
EMU (from 40 to 80 arcsec).

Based on the results in Fig. 1 and on the ra-
dio halo luminosity function derived by Enßlin
& Röttgering (2002) (see also Table 1 in Feretti
et al. (2004)) we can expect to detect & 300 ha-
los at any redshift with EMU (i.e. halos in & 2π
sterad with Stot > 1 mJy) and several thousands
(& 6000) halos with the low-resolution 50%
SKA observations (1h integration time), among
which about one third at z >0.3. In such a case,
in fact, our SKA estimates indicate that we can
go down to Stot ≈ 10µJy at any redshift. Note
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that, in addition, EMU could detect several tens
higher redshift (& 0.3) halos with Stot > 0.1
mJy.

We have then refined our estimates to eval-
uate the evolution with redshift of the X-ray
luminosity limit of clusters whose diffuse radio
emission can be detected by the EMU Survey
(shaded are delimited by solid curves in Fig. 2).
We have considered radio halos of 1 Mpc size
with radio luminosities L1.4GHz & 5 × 1020

W/Hz and a typical brightness profile as a func-
tion of radius has been adopted (Govoni et al.
2001a):

Bν(ηRh) = ξ
L1.4GHz(1400/ν)α(1 + z)−(3+α)

1.5 × 1031(ηRh)2

where ξ indicates the fraction of the total flux
of the source at r = ηRh (thus ξ ≤ 1 and
η ≤ 1), Bν is in Jy/arcsec2, L1.4GHz in W/Hz,
ν in MHz and Rh (=0.5) in Mpc. In our esti-
mates a radio halo is considered to be detected
when Bν(ηRh) ≥ 5-10 rmsEMU and ξ = 0.5.
The EMU detection limits for radio halo lu-
minosities have finally be converted to X-ray
luminosities of the host clusters following Eq.
(1) in Cassano et al. (2006). Increased inverse
Compton energy losses on the CMB at higher
redshift and the consequent decrease in the in-
trinsic radio halo luminosity have also been
taken into account (Enßlin & Röttgering 2002).

Note that the EMU limits shown in Fig. 2
concern the Wide EMU survey described
above. The possibility to perform deeper
ASKAP surveys, in particular at lower frequen-
cies (∼850 MHz) that are more favorable to
radio halo detection, is currently considered
within the EMU project (Johnston-Hollitt, pri-
vate communication). In such a case, comple-
mentary cluster catalogs could provide excel-
lent targets for deeper radio follow-ups, thus
helping in selecting the regions of the sky to be
observed with ASKAP, MeerKAT or any other
radio facility. Fig. 2 also shows the detection
limit expected with 50% of the SKA collect-
ing area at a resolution of ∼8, 40 and 80 arc-
sec, assuming a bandwidth of 0.5 GHz and an
integration time of 1 hour. As before, a 3σ
level brightness sensitivity of Tb ∼ 5 mK has
been adopted for these estimates (Feretti et al.

2004). We have converted this radio bright-
ness sensitivity to X-ray luminosity limits as
a function of redshift by adopting exactly the
same method of our previous EMU estimates.
The detection limits are here at 10 σ level.
Much deeper sensitivity limits can of course be
reached with the full SKA and longer integra-
tion times.

3.2. Importance of WFXT surveys

In order to be able to test current models about
the origin of the non-thermal intracluster com-
ponent we need both statistical studies of the
fraction of observed clusters hosting diffuse ra-
dio sources as a function of the cluster mass
and z, and detailed analyses of how the correla-
tion between the radio emission and the phys-
ical properties of clusters (LX , TX , mass, dy-
namical state...) evolve with z. The newly iden-
tified candidates of radio emitting clusters de-
scribed in Sect. 3.1 will thus have to be cross-
matched with cluster catalogs in other wave
bands, which will be needed for the cluster
identification and physical characterization.

On short timescales, existing or incoming
optical, IR, sub-mm and X-ray surveys will
provide an important set of complementary
data for the identification of potential clusters
detected by LOFAR (among others: Ebeling
et al. 1998; Böhringer et al. 2000; Ebeling
et al. 2001; Böhringer et al. 2001; Goto et al.
2002; van Breukelen et al. 2006; Olsen et al.
2007). In Ferrari (2010) we have compared
the cluster X-ray luminosity detection limits of
Planck and LOFAR. Our estimates indicate that
the Tier-1 Wide LOFAR survey will provide
a galaxy cluster catalog through diffuse radio
source detection that well match the expected
Planck cluster detection at z . 0.3. At higher
redshift, all the systems detected by LOFAR
will have an X-ray luminosity above the Planck
detection limit. Fig. 2 shows that the cluster
detection limits of Planck will also be per-
fectly suited for the comparison with the list of
diffuse radio surveys resulting from the EMU
Wide survey. eROSITA7 detection limits should

7 http://www.mpe.mpg.de/heg/www/Projects/
EROSITA/main.html
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Fig. 2. Evolution with redshift of the X-ray luminosity limit of clusters whose diffuse radio emission can be
detected: a) (shaded area delimited by solid lines) at 5-10 σ significance level with the ASKAP telescope
down to the sensitivity limit of the EMU-Wide survey and at 40 to 80 arcsec resolution (Sect.3.1); b) (dot-
dahsed line) at 10 σ significance level with 50% of the SKA collecting area assuming an integration time
of 1 hour and a resolution of 8 arcsec (Feretti et al. 2004); c) (shaded area delimited by dot-dashed lines)
at 10 σ significance level with 50% of the SKA collecting area assuming an integration time of 1 hour and
40 to 80 arcsec resolution. The cluster detection limits expected for the Planck (dotted line; courtesy of A.
Chamballu and J. Bartlett) and WFXT-Wide (dashed line; courtesy of B. Sartoris) surveys are also shown.
The thinner curves, finally, correspond to the bright sample limits of the WFXT Wide and Medium surveys
(Sartoris et al. 2010).

match well the radio halo cluster detection lim-
its with EMU presented here (Reiprich, private
communication). Based on our estimates ra-
dio observations with the SKA will instead re-
quire deeper complementary surveys for clus-
ter cross-identification.

The projected WFXT surveys will provide
two kinds of cluster catalogs (Giacconi et al.
2009; Sartoris et al. 2010): ∼ 3 × 106 detected
clusters (out of which ≈ 98% at z < 18), and
∼ 2 × 104 clusters (the so called “bright sam-

8 For z & 1 the lifetime of CRes whose syn-
chrotron emission peaks at 1.4 GHz τ . 10 Myr
due to IC energy losses.

ple”), which, with a flux limit 30 times brighter
than the detection flux limit, will have robust
measures of mass proxies, as well as of ICM
surface brightness and temperature profiles.

Most of the cluster detections will come
from the all-sky WFXT Wide Survey, while
the “bright sample” at z < 1 is mainly due to
the Medium WFXT survey, which would cover
3000 square degrees (see Table 1 and Fig. 3
in Sartoris et al. (2010)). In Fig. 2 we have
plotted the X-ray luminosity detection limits of
the WFXT Wide survey as a function of z (red
dashed curve), as well as the X-ray luminos-
ity limits for the bright samples resulting from
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the Wide and Medium WFXT surveys (thin red
curves). Fig. 2 shows that the comparison be-
tween possible WFXT and radio surveys could
provide:

– an all-sky cluster catalog (WFXT Wide,
dashed thick line in Fig. 2) deep enough for
the identification of &6000 candidate clus-
ters hosting diffuse radio emission coming
from SKA observations (see Sect. 3 and
Fig. 1). This sample will offer the unique
opportunity to study in a fully statistical
way the cluster radio vs. X-ray luminosity
correlation (Sect. 2);

– the possibility to compare radial profiles of
the radio spectral index α and of the ICM
brightness and temperature (Sect. 2). This
could be done on several hundred clusters
at z <0.5 by combinining radio surveys
data (LOFAR, ASKAP, SKA in Fig. 2) with
the bright samples deriving from WFXT
Wide and Medium surveys (thin red lines
in Fig. 2);

– interesting targets for deeper LOFAR,
ASKAP, MeerKAT or SKA follow-ups.

WFXT will provide X-ray surveys with the
necessary sensitivity to match those achievable
in future radio surveys of galaxy clusters.
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Abstract. We discuss some of the main open issues in the evolution of Active Galactic
Nuclei which can be solved by the sensitive, wide area surveys to be performed by the
proposed Wide Field X-ray Telescope mission.
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1. Introduction

The observed scaling relations between the
structural properties of massive galaxies (bulge
mass, luminosity, and stellar velocity disper-
sion) and the mass of the black holes (BHs) at
their centers suggest that galaxy assembly and
black hole growth are closely related phenom-
ena. This is often referred to as BH/galaxy co-
evolution. The BH growth is thought to happen
primarily through efficient accretion phases ac-
companied by the release of kinetic and ra-
diative energy, part of which can be deposited
into the galaxy interstellar medium. Active
Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are then believed to
represent a key phase across a galaxy’s life-
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time. Support for this hypothesis comes from
several lines of evidence such as i) the match
between the mass function of BHs grown
through AGN phases and that observed in local
galaxies (Marconi et al. 2004; Shankar et al.
2004); ii) the cosmological “downsizing” of
both nuclear activity and star formation (Ueda
et al. 2003; Cowie et al. 1996); iii) the feed-
back produced by the AGN onto the galaxy
interstellar medium through giant molecular
outflows (Feruglio et al. 2010). A number
of semi-analytic models (SAMs) have been
proposed over about the past decade to ex-
plain the BH/galaxy co-evolution (Kauffmann
& Haehnelt 2000; Monaco et al. 2007; Menci
et al. 2008; Marulli et al. 2008; Lamastra
et al. 2010). These models follow the evo-
lution and growth of dark matter structures
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across cosmic time, either through the Press-
Schechter formalism or through N-body sim-
ulations, and use analytic recipes to treat the
baryon physics within the dark matter halos.
A common assumption of these models is that
mergers between gas-rich galaxies trigger nu-
clear activity and star formation. Recently, a
BH/galaxy evolutionary sequence associated
to “wet” galaxy mergers has been proposed
(Hopkins et al. 2008), in which an initial phase
of vigorous star formation and obscured, possi-
bly Eddington limited, accretion is followed by
a phase in which the nucleus first gets rid of the
obscuring gas shining as an unobscured QSO,
then quenches star formation, and eventually
fades, leaving a passively evolving galaxy.

While being successful in many respects,
this picture is still very partial and many fun-
damental pieces are missing to get a satisfac-
tory understanding of BH/galaxy co-evolution,
such as the very first stages of this joint evo-
lution (e.g. at redshifts z > 6), the cosmo-
logical evolution of nuclear obscuration, the
triggering mechanisms and environmental ef-
fects of nuclear activity. In this contribution it
will be shown how the proposed Wide Field
X-ray Telescope mission (WFXT) can effec-
tively address some of these fundamental is-
sues through sensitive, large area X-ray sur-
veys.

2. The WFXT surveys at a glance

As detailed in Rosati et al. (2010, this volume),
WFXT is a mission thought and designed to
perform X-ray surveys, featuring a large (1
deg2) field-of-view (FOV), large (1 m2 at 1
keV) effective area, and sharp (5” HEW) res-
olution, constant across the FOV (the quoted
values refer to the goal mission design). The
observational survey strategy with WFXT will
consist of three main X-ray surveys with dif-
ferent area and depth to sample objects in a
wide range of redshifts and luminosities. To
illustrate the power of the WFXT surveys, a
simple excercise can be performed by rescal-
ing the number of X-ray sources obtained from
well-known X-ray surveys of similar sensitiv-
ity. The 20000 deg2 WFXT-Wide survey will
cover about 2000 times the area of the XBootes

survey (Murray et al. 2005), in which more
than 3000 X-ray sources have been detected,
with the same depth. Similarly, the 3000 deg2

WFXT-Medium and 100 deg2 WFXT-Deep
surveys will cover 3000 times the area of the C-
COSMOS survey (Elvis et al. 2009) and 1000
times the area of the 2Ms CDFS survey (Luo
et al. 2008), in which 1700 and 450 objects
have been detected, respectively. By summing
these numbers it is easy to see that the to-
tal source sample obtained by WFXT, mainly
composed by AGN, will contain more than 10
million objects.

A more precise estimate of the number of
AGN to be detected is obtained by considering
the logN-logS relationships in the soft, 0.5-2
keV, and hard, 2-7 keV, bands. About 15 mil-
lions AGN detections are expected in the soft
band up to z > 6 and about 4 millions in the
hard band. Remarkably, for a very large num-
ber of objects it would be possible to obtain
an accurate spectral characterization over the
0.5-7 keV WFXT band pass and derive physi-
cal properties such as the X-ray absorption (see
Section 4 and Matt & Bianchi, 2010, this vol-
ume). Indeed, it is worth noting that, while be-
ing most effective at 1 keV, the WFXT collect-
ing area at > 4 keV is still significantly large:
in the goal design, the effective area at 5 keV is
equal to that of XMM (pn+2MOS combined)
at the same energy.

In the following Sections we will present
a few unique science cases which can be ad-
dressed only with wide area and sensitive X-
ray surveys.

3. Supermassive Black Holes in the
early Universe

Most stars formed at 0.5 < z < 3, when
SMBHs were also growing most of their mass,
but the assembly of the first organized struc-
tures started at earlier epochs, as soon as
baryons were able to cool within dark matter
halos. Discovering the first galaxies and black
holes ever formed and understanding how their
(concurrent?) formation takes place is a fasci-
nating subject to which more and more efforts
will be devoted in the next decade. To date,
several tens of galaxies and about 20 QSOs
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have been confirmed spectroscopically at red-
shifts above 6 (e.g. Taniguchi 2008; Fan 2006;
Willott et al. 2009). Besides a GRB discovered
at z ∼ 8.2 (Salvaterra et al. 2009; Tanvir et al.
2009) and a galaxy at z = 8.6 (Lehnert et al.
2010), no other object is known spectroscopi-
cally at z > 7, although more than 100 galaxy
candidates have been recently isolated through
deep near-IR imaging with WFC3 (Oesch et al.
2010; Wilkins et al. 2010). The most distant
SMBHs known to date are three QSOs at
z ∼ 6.4 discovered through the SDSS (Fan
2006) and the CFHQS survey (Willott et al.
2009, 2010). These two surveys have been the
main resource for investigating the most dis-
tant QSOs in the past decade. About 20 QSOs
at z > 5.7 have been detected in the SDSS
main survey, which represent the brightest tail
of the early QSO population (logLx ∼ 45.5;
logLbol ∼ 47). Less luminous objects have
been detected in the SDSS deep stripe (Jiang
et al. 2009) and CFHQS. The BH masses mea-
sured for the SDSS bright objects are of the or-
der of 109 M� (Kurk et al. 2007, 2009), which
must have been built in less than 1 Gyr, i.e. the
age of the Universe at z = 6. These giant black
holes are thought to have formed through mass
accretion onto smaller seeds with mass ranging
from 102M�, as proposed for the remnants of
massive, PopIII stars (Madau & Rees 2001), to
104M�, as proposed for the products of direct
collapse of large molecular clouds (Volonteri
et al. 2008). Whatever the seed origin is, to ac-
count for the observed BH mass distribution at
z ∼ 6, BH growth must have proceeded almost
continuously at (or even above) the Eddington
limit for a time interval of about 1 Gyr. Recent
hydrodynamical simulations have shown that,
within large dark matter halos, merging be-
tween proto-galaxies at z ∼ 14 with seed BH
masses of 104M� may trigger Eddington lim-
ited nuclear activity to produce a 109 solar
mass BH by z ∼ 6 (Li et al. 2007). The overall
frequency and efficiency by which this merg-
ing and fueling mechanism can work is how-
ever unknown.

Because of the paucity of observational
constraints, the study of BH and galaxy forma-
tion at early epochs remained speculative. For
example, the relation between the BH mass and

the galaxy gas mass has been measured for a
few bright QSOs at z ∼ 5−6, in which the ratio
between the BH mass and the dynamical mass
within a few kpc radius, as measured from CO
line observations, is of the order of 0.02-0.1
(Walter et al. 2004). This is more than one or-
der of magnitude larger than the ratio between
the BH mass and stellar bulge mass measured
in local galaxies. Despite the uncertainties on
these measurements (see e.g. Narayanan et al.
2008), the possibility that SMBHs are leading
the formation of the bulge in proto-galaxies,
poses severe constraints to galaxy formation
models. Large statistical samples of z > 6 AGN
are needed to understand the relation between
the BH growth and formation of stars in galax-
ies at their birth. Based on SAMs (see e.g.
Hopkins et al. 2008 and Marulli et al. 2008 for
recent works), the luminosity function and spa-
tial distribution (clustering) of AGN at z > 6
would constrain: i) where, i.e. in which dark
matter halos, they form; ii) what their average
accretion rate is; iii) what the triggering mech-
anism (e.g. galaxy interactions vs secular pro-
cesses) is.

The accreting SMBHs at z > 6 known to
date have been all selected as i-band dropouts
(i − z & 2) in optical surveys. The sky density
of the bright (zAB < 20.2) QSOs at z > 6 in
the SDSS main survey is 1/470 deg2. Fainter
objects (zAB ∼ 21 − 22) have densities of 1
every ∼30-40 deg2 (Jiang et al. 2009; Willott
et al. 2009). The discovery of significant sam-
ples of objects therefore relies on the large
areas covered by these surveys (>8000 deg2

for the SDSS, ∼900 deg2 for the CFHQS).
Based on the SDSS and CFHQS samples, a
few attempts to measure the luminosity func-
tion of z ∼ 6 QSOs have been performed, the
most recent of which are those by Jiang et al.
(2009) and Willott et al. (2010). While the un-
certainties at low luminosities (M1450 > −25)
are still substantial, the space density of lu-
minous QSOs (M1450 < −26.5; Lbol > 1047

erg s−1) is relatively well constrained, decreas-
ing exponentially from z ∼ 3 to z ∼ 6 (see
Fig. 1). Furthermore, multiwavelength studies
of SDSS QSOs at z ∼ 6 showed that these ob-
jects have metallicities and spectral energy dis-
tributions pretty similar to those of lower red-
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Fig. 1. The space density of unabsorbed AGN with
logLx = 43.5 and logLx = 45.5. Big open circles are
from Hasinger et al. (2005). Small black symbols
have been obtained from the space density of opti-
cally luminous SDSS QSOs (Richards et al. 2006)
by assuming αox = −1.5. The space density of lu-
minous QSOs is found to decrease from z ∼ 3 to
z ∼ 6 and is well fitted by an exponential decline
curve (dotted line from Gilli et al. 2007). The space
density of lower luminosity objects is unconstrained
for z > 4, and we show two alternative working hy-
potheses: either a “decline” scenario, as observed
for luminous QSOs, or a constant density model,
which is referred to as “maximum XLF”.

shifts QSOs, suggesting their are already ma-
ture objects in a young Universe (see however
Jiang et al. 2010 for two counter-examples).

Most of the multiwavelength studies men-
tioned above refer to optical QSOs above the
knee of the luminosity function. These likely
represent a minor fraction of the active BH
population at z > 6, which is expected to be
made primarily by less massive, ≈ 106 M�, and
less luminous, 1044 erg s−1, objects.

When compared with optically selected
objects at the same redshift, X-ray selected
AGN are on average less luminous, either in-
trinsically or because of obscuration effects.
Therefore X-ray selection might be the key to
sample the bulk of the high-z AGN popula-
tion. Several arguments indeed suggest that ob-
scured AGN should be abundant even at very

high redshift. First, observations and model-
ing showed that obscured AGN outnumber un-
obscured ones by a significant factor up to
z . 4 and it is then reasonable to extrapo-
late that even at z > 6. Second, most current
models of galaxy formation postulate that the
early phases of accretion onto seed black holes
are obscured (e.g. Menci et al. 2008). Third,
optical/near-IR spectroscopy and IR/sub-mm
imaging of z ∼ 6 QSOs showed that dust
and metals are abundant in their inner regions
(Juarez et al. 2009; Beelen et al. 2006). Dust
and metals must have then formed in large
quantities at z > 6 and can effectively absorb
the nuclear radiation from the optical regime
to the soft X-rays.

Among the objects discovered so far at
z > 6 no one is obscured, since these have
been selected only through optical color selec-
tion criteria. The most distant object discov-
ered to date through X-ray selection is an AGN
at z = 5.4 in the COSMOS field (Civano et al.
in preparation) and only a few are known at
z > 4. The lack of sufficient sky area covered
to deep sensitivities is the reason behind that.
The discovery space for early obscured AGN is
therefore huge, and can have a significant im-
pact on our understanding of BH and galaxy
formation.

Different routes can be tried to estimate the
space and surface density of X-ray emitting
high-z AGN and hence make forecasts for the
samples to be observed in the WFXT surveys.
As a first step, we considered extrapolations
based on our current knowledge of the AGN
X-ray luminosity function (XLF) and evolu-
tion. As shown in Fig. 1, the space density
of luminous, unobscured QSOs with M1450 <
−26.5 has been determined to steadily decrease
from z ∼ 3 to z ∼ 6 (Richards et al. 2006).
When their optical luminosity is converted to
the X-rays (using αox = −1.5), there is a good
match between their space density and that de-
termined by Hasinger et al. (2005) for soft
X-ray selected QSOs in the overlapping red-
shift range. The behaviour of lower luminosity
sources, logLx = 43.5, is instead known only
up to z ∼ 4 (Yencho et al. 2009; Aird et al.
2010) and extrapolations to higher redshifts are
highly uncertain (see Brusa et al. 2010, this
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Fig. 2. Left: Expected number counts in the 0.5-2 keV band for z > 6 AGN according to different models
as labeled (see text for details). The datapoints and shaded regions show the observed, total logN-logS of
X-ray sources. The sensitivity limits of the three WFXT surveys are shown as vertical dashed lines. Right:
As in the left panel but for z > 8 AGN.

volume). Starting from the X-ray background
synthesis model by Gilli et al. (2007), we con-
sidered a first scenario in which the space den-
sity of AGN with logLx < 44 undergoes the
same exponential decline as observed for lumi-
nous QSOs - which we will call the “decline”
scenario - and a second, perhaps extreme, sce-
nario in which it stays constant above a red-
shift of ∼ 4, which will be referred to as the
“maximum XLF” scenario (see Fig. 1). The
0.5-2 keV logN-logS of z > 6 AGN expected in
the two above mentioned scenarios is shown in
Fig. 2, where we also show a range of predic-
tions based on different SAMs of BH/galaxy
coevolution (Salvaterra et al. 2007; Rhook &
Haehnelt 2008; Marulli et al. 2008). The limit-
ing fluxes of the three WFXT surveys are also
shown. It is clear how the z > 6 AGN Universe
is a completely uncharted territory, the various
predictions differing by a few orders of magni-
tude already at fluxes around 10−16 cgs. The
predictions by the SAMs of Salvaterra et al.
(2007) and Rhook & Haehnelt (2008) are even
more optimistic than the “maximum XLF” sce-
nario, predicting about 500-600 z > 6 AGN
deg−2 at the WFXT-Deep limiting flux. The
model by Marulli et al. (2008) is instead the

most pessimitic, with 15 z > 6 AGN deg−2

at the same limiting flux. The predictions by
SAMs depend on a pretty large number of pa-
rameters such as the mass of seed BHs, their
location in the density field (i.e. the abundance
of the dark matter halos hosting them), the
recipes used for accretion, the AGN lightcurve.
Although different assumptions are made by
different models, the ∼ 3 orders-of-magnitude
difference at faint X-ray fluxes between the
predictions by Marulli et al. (2008) on the one
hand, and Salvaterra et al. (2007) and Rhook &
Haehnelt (2008) on the other hand, seems to be
primarily related to the assumed space density
of seed black holes. In the Marulli et al. (2008)
model, seed BHs are placed in each halo that
can be resolved by the Millennium simulation,
i.e. in those halos with mass above ∼ 1010 M�,
while in Salvaterra et al. (2007) BHs populate
mini-halos with mass as low as ∼ 107−8 M�,
which are therefore much more abundant. In
Rhook & Haehnelt (2008) BHs are assumed to
radiate at the Eddington limit and their mass
to be proportional to that of the hosting halos.
This implies that, if small mass seed are as-
sumed, these populate low mass, abundant ha-
los. If large mass seeds are assumed, these pop-
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Fig. 3. Number of AGN at z > 6 expected from the “decline” model (see text) for different combination of
survey area vs 0.5-2 keV limiting flux. Dotted lines are the locii of equal AGN number as labeled (labels
are in log units). Small black squares show the major Chandra and XMM surveys (either performed or
ongoing, including the 4Ms CDFS, the 2Ms CDFN, C-COSMOS, AEGIS, XBootes and many others).
Big black squares show the current coverage of the Chandra (CSC) and XMM (2XMM-pn) archives. The
deep and wide surveys to be performed with eROSITA in 4 years are shown as magenta circles (based
on Cappelluti et al. 2010, this volume). The three WFXT surveys (5 year program) are shown as rotated
squares. Less than one z > 6 AGN is expected in each of the current X-ray surveys. eROSITA will return
about 40 objects with the current design. WFXT will detect about 1600 objects.

ulate less abundant halos but their luminosity,
and hence detectability, is higher. In each case,
surface densities as high as 500 deg−2 at the
WFXT-Deep limiting flux are reached.

Observations of significant samples at z >
6 would constrain the physics of early BH for-
mation disentangling between these scenarios.
The surveys performed by WFXT have the
power to provide such large statistical samples.
As a reference model, we will consider the “de-
cline” model outlined above, which is found to
be in excellent agreement with the 0.5-2 keV
logN-logS of AGN at z > 3, 4, 5 (Brusa et al.
2009, Civano et al. in prep.). About 1600 AGN

at z > 6 are expected to be detected by WFXT,
and about 70 ot them should be at z > 8. A
summary of the predictions for AGN at z > 6
and z > 8 in the three WFXT surveys for the
decline and maximum XLF scenarios is shown
in Table 1. In the WFXT-Deep survey it will be
possible to detect in significant numbers z > 6
AGN down to logLx = 43.1 and z > 8 AGN
down to logLx = 43.4, making possible to de-
termine the shape of the high-z XLF. To com-
pare the high-z AGN yields from WFXT sur-
veys with what is expected from major cur-
rent X-ray surveys and with other X-ray mis-
sions which are either proposed or planned, we
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Table 1. Number and minimum 0.5-2 keV
luminosity of high-z AGN expected in the
WFXT surveys according to the two evolution
models (“decline” and “max LF”) described in
the text.

Quantity Survey
Deep Medium Wide

z > 6
logLmin(0.5-2 keV) 43.1 44.3 45.1
N. AGN (decline) 300 1000 300
N. AGN (max LF) 15000 2300 300
z > 8
logLmin(0.5-2 keV) 43.4 44.6 45.4
N. AGN (decline) 20 45 10
N. AGN (max LF) 4300 210 10

show in Fig. 3 the number of z > 6 AGN to
be detected with different combination of sur-
veyed sky area and soft limiting flux according
to the “decline” scenario. It is evident that even
the major current X-ray surveys (e.g. CDFS,
CDFN, COSMOS, AEGIS, X-Bootes) should
return less than one object per field. In the full
Chandra and XMM archives (labeled as CSC
and 2XMM-pn, respectively) one would expect
less than 10 objects in total. With the current
mission design and survey strategy (Cappelluti
et al. 2010, this volume), the eROSITA satel-
lite, planned for launch in 2012, is expected
to return about 40 z > 6 AGN, most of them
at the luminosities of bright SDSS QSOs. The
big leap is clearly expected to be performed
by WFXT. The mission design and observ-
ing strategy studied for the Internation X-ray
Observatory (IXO) are still uncertain: IXO will
probably return a sample of z > 6 AGN with
size in between those by eROSITA and WFXT
(see Comastri et al. 2010, this volume).

The identification of these objects will
clearly require wide area surveys with deep
multiband optical and near-IR imaging like e.g.
the LSST surveys (Brusa et al. 2010, this vol-
ume). On the other hand, the WFXT surveys
will represent a perfect complement for all op-
tical and near-IR campaigns that search the un-
obscured part of the high-z AGN population
as image dropouts. Late type brown dwarfs
are the main contaminants in optically selected
samples, being 15 times more abundant than

high-z QSOs of comparable magnitudes (Fan
et al. 2001). Even when using near-IR colors
to separate them from high-z QSO candidates,
the success rate of optical spectroscopy is only
20-30% (Jiang et al. 2009). If sensitive X-ray
images were available underneath each optical
dropout, a detection in the X-rays would al-
most automatically ensure that the object is an
AGN, since brown dwarfs of comparable opti-
cal magnitudes are ∼ 300 times fainter in the
X-rays. LSST and WFXT surveys will then re-
inforce each other in the search of z > 6 AGN.

4. Evolution of the obscuration

A built-in feature of the BH/galaxy evolution-
ary sequence described in the Introduction is
that an obscured accretion phase preceeds a
clean accretion phase, at least in powerful,
QSO-like objects. One may therefore wonder
whether the fraction of obscured AGN was
higher in the past. This indeed depends on
many parameters such as i) the physical scale
of the absorbing gas and how this is driven to-
wards the BH; ii) the relative timescales of the
obscured and unobscured phases; iii) whether
the absorbed-to-unabsorbed AGN transition
occurs also in low-mass/low-luminosity ob-
jects (i.e. Seyfert galaxies). Not many theo-
retical predictions on the evolution of the ob-
scured AGN fraction are available in the litera-
ture. Models that relate the obscuration on nu-
clear scales to the availability of gas in the host
galaxy generally predict an increase of the ob-
scured AGN fraction with redshift (e.g Menci
et al. 2008) since the gas mass in galaxies was
larger in the past. Some others models, which
anti-correlate the covering factor of the obscur-
ing medium to the BH mass and then follow the
evolution of the BH mass function using em-
pirical relations (Lamastra et al. 2008), how-
ever do not predict such an increase. The sit-
uation is also debated from an observational
point of view. An increase of the obscured
AGN fraction with redshift among X-ray se-
lected AGN has been observed by La Franca
et al. (2005); Treister & Urry (2006); Hasinger
(2008); Trump et al. (2009), but other works
did not find any evidence of this trend (Ueda
et al. 2003; Dwelly & Page 2006; Gilli et al.
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Fig. 4. Left: Redshift distribution of the 300,000 AGN with good X-ray spectra (i.e. with more than 1000
photons) in the three WFXT surveys. The Deep survey is providing most of the good X-ray spectra at z > 1.
Right: As in the left panel but splitting the total sample of 300,000 AGN into unabsorbed (logNH < 22) and
absorbed (logNH ≥ 22) objects.

2007). Selection effects in these computations
are very important and could mimic a spurious
evolution of the obscured AGN fraction (see
e.g. Gilli et al. 2010a).

Much of this uncertainty can be related to
the lack of large statistical samples of AGN
with high-quality X-ray spectra. Using sam-
ples of limited size, which cannot be split into
narrow luminosity and redshift bins, it is of-
ten complicated to disentangle any redshift-
dependent from luminosity-dependent effects
(it is generally agreed that the obscured AGN
fraction decreases with luminosity, but the
slope and normalization of this relation differ
from paper to paper). Furthermore, the absorp-
tion column density is often estimated either
from the X-ray hardness ratio, or from the ab-
sence of broad emission lines in the optical
spectrum. Both methods suffer from caveats
and limitations (Brusa et al. 2010), and ide-
ally the absorbing column should be measured
through X-ray spectra with good photon statis-
tics. The most recent XLF determinations con-
tain . 2000 AGN (Hasinger 2008; Silverman
et al. 2008; Yencho et al. 2009; Ebrero et al.
2009; Aird et al. 2010), most of which are
just slightly more than simple X-ray detec-

tions. With WFXT one would expect to de-
tect about 300,000 AGN with good X-ray spec-
tra, i.e. with more than 1000 photons each,
in a broad redshift range (z ∼ 0 − 5). As
shown in Fig. 4 left, the WFXT-Deep survey
is providing most of the good X-ray spectra
at z > 1, while the Medium and Wide sur-
veys provide the largest contribution at lower
redshifts. About 1/3 of the detected objects
with good X-ray spectra are expected to be ab-
sorbed by column densities above 1022 cm−2

(see Fig.4 right). Future wide area optical and
near-IR surveys should provide redshifts, ei-
ther spectroscopic or photometric, for a signifi-
cant fraction of these sources, making possible
to divide the sample into fine redshift, luminos-
ity and obscuration bins and therefore map the
cosmological evolution of nuclear obscuration.

5. The most obscured AGN

If the overall evolution of obscured AGN is
uncertain, the evolution of the most heav-
ily obscured and elusive ones, the so-called
Compton-Thick AGN (NH > 1024cm−2; here-
after CT AGN), is completely unknown, mak-
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Fig. 5. Simulated WFXT spectra of CDFS-202 and CDFS-153, two high-z CT AGN with f2−10 > 10−15

erg cm−2 s−1 observed in the XMM-CDFS: the goal effective area and an exposure time of 400 ks were
assumed. No background is included, which however is not expected to alter significantly the S/N ratio (see
text).The 100 deg2 WFXT-Deep survey (Murray et al. 2008, Rosati et al. 2010, this volume) is expected to
reveal about 500 objects like these at z > 1 in terms of obscuration and photon statistics.

ing the census of accreting black holes largely
incomplete.

Only ∼50 bona-fide CT AGN, i.e. certi-
fied by X-ray spectral analysis, are known in
the local Universe (Comastri 2004; Della Ceca
et al. 2008), but their abundance has nonethe-
less been estimated to be comparable to that
of less obscured ones (Risaliti et al. 1999).
At higher redshifts, an integrated constrain to
the space density of CT AGN can be obtained
from the spectrum of the X-ray background.
Depending on the assumptions, synthesis mod-
els of the XRB predict that from ∼10 to ∼30%
of the XRB peak emission at 30 keV is pro-
duced by the emission of CT AGN integrated
over all redshifts (Gilli et al. 2007; Treister
et al. 2009), but the main contribution likely
arises at z ∼ 1. In the absence of any informa-
tion, the luminosity function and evolution of
CT AGN in XRB synthesis models have been
usually assumed to be equal to those of less ob-
scured ones. Because of the uncertainties in the
average spectrum of CT AGN and in their evo-
lution, however, the constraints to the CT space
density from the XRB spectrum remain rather
loose.

In recent years there have been many at-
tempts to constrain the space density of CT
AGN in different luminosity and redshift inter-

vals exploiting different selection techniques.
Very hard (> 10 keV) X-ray surveys are still
limited in sensitivity and are just sampling the
local Universe (Malizia et al. 2009). To sam-
ple AGN at higher redshifts, and in particu-
lar at z ∼ 1, one needs to rely on deep X-ray
surveys in the 2-10 keV band and try to se-
lect CT AGN either directly from X-ray spec-
troscopy, or by comparing the measured, ob-
scured X-ray emission (if any) with some other
indicator of the intrinsic nuclear power: IR se-
lection can track the nuclear emission as re-
processed by the dusty absorber; narrow opti-
cal emission lines can sample the gas ionized
by the nucleus on scales free from obscuration.
X-ray stacking of IR-selected sources not indi-
vidually detected in the X-rays has been used
to estimate the space density of CT AGN at
z ∼ 1 − 2 (Daddi et al. 2007; Alexander et al.
2008; Fiore et al. 2009; Bauer et al. 2010).
The comparison between the [O III]5007 and
X-ray flux has been used to select X-ray un-
derluminous QSOs and then estimate the den-
sity of CT QSOs at z = 0.5 (Vignali et al.
2010). To sample the population of CT around
z ∼ 1, Gilli et al. (2010b) recently devised
a selection method based on the [Ne V]3426
emission line, which can be applied to optical
spectroscopic surveys with deep X-ray cover-
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age and seems to deliver clean, albeit not com-
plete, samples of CT objects at z > 0.8, i.e. at
redshifts not reachable with [O III]5007 selec-
tion. Despite these numerous efforts, [Ne V],
[O III], and IR selection are all indirect ways to
select CT AGN, since the CT nature of an ob-
ject is simply inferred from the faintness of its
X-ray emission relative to an indicator of the
intrinsic power, and therefore may suffer from
severe systematic uncertainties.

To unambiguously obtain samples of bona-
fide CT AGN over a broad redshift range, very
deep X-ray exposures are needed such as the
2.5 Ms XMM survey in the CDFS (Comastri et
al. 2010, in prep.). A number of CT candidates,
identified in the 1 Ms CDFS catalog on the ba-
sis of their flat (low quality) spectrum (Tozzi
et al. 2006), are indeed being confirmed as such
by the higher quality XMM spectra (Comastri
et al. 2010, in prep.), including the well-known
CT candidate CDFS-202 at z = 3.7 (Norman
et al. 2002). Because of their limited sky cov-
erage, however, only a few tens of bona-fide
high-z CT AGN are expected to be detected in
current deep X-ray surveys, making population
studies of CT AGN problematic.

The WFXT surveys are expected to deter-
mine the cosmological evolution of bona-fide
CT AGN up to z ∼ 3. Based on the synthe-
sis model by Gilli et al. (2007), the WFXT-
Deep survey will return a sample of ∼ 500 ob-
jects at z > 1 which are bona-fide CT AGN,
i.e. with more than 500 net counts in the 0.5-
7 keV band (the number of simple detections
of CT objects will be obviously much larger).
In Fig. 5 we show two such objects (CDF-202
and CDFS-153, another CT AGN, at z = 1.53,
found in the XMM-CDFS) simulated using the
WFXT response matrices for the goal design.
No background is assumed in the simulation,
but, based on the level estimated for low-earth
orbits (see Ettori & Molendi 2010, this vol-
ume), only about 20 background photons are
expected above 1 keV, which would therefore
not alter significantly the spectral quality. It is
evident that 500 X-ray photons are sufficient to
unambiguously reveal their CT nature: in prin-
ciple, based on the iron Kα line, it would be
possible to determine also their redshift with-
out the need of optical spectroscopy. In to-

tal, 500, 270, 60 and 12 bona-fide CT AGN
at redshifts above 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively,
are expected in the WFXT-Deep survey. Future
missions sensitive to energies above 10 keV,
such as NuSTAR and ASTRO-H (approved by
NASA and JAXA, respectively) or EXIST and
NHXM (proposed to NASA and ASI, respec-
tively) are expected to allow population studies
of CT AGN at z < 1, with a peak in the red-
shift distribution at z ∼ 0.3 − 0.4. The WFXT
mission appears to uniquely complement these
and extend them to z > 1. Only IXO, on a
longer timescale and depending on the adopted
survey strategy and mission design, could pos-
sibly provide samples of distant CT objects
matching in size those expected from WFXT.

6. Conclusions

About 15 millions of AGN in a very broad
redshift and luminosity range will be detected
by the WFXT surveys. Some of the major
issues related to the evolution of accreting
SMBHs are expected to be solved by this
sample as detailed below.

• WFXT will break through the high-z
Universe: more than 1600 AGN will be
observed at z > 6, allowing population studies
at these redshifts and providing an unvaluable
complement for future wide area optical and
near-IR surveys searching for black holes at
the highest redshifts. Such a large sample is
a unique feature of the WFXT surveys and
cannot be matched by any other planned or
proposed X-ray mission.

• Good X-ray spectra, with more than 1000
photons, will be obtained for 300,000 AGN
allowing accurate measurements of their
absorbing column density. This will make
possible for the first time to measure the
evolution of nuclear obscuration with cosmic
time up to z ∼ 5 and verify its connection with
e.g. star formation.

• About 500 bona fide, i.e. certified by X-
ray spectral analysis, CT AGN at z > 1 will
be found in the WFXT-Deep survey. This will
complement population studies at lower red-
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shifts obtained by future high-energy surveys
such as those performed by the approved mis-
sions NuSTAR and Astro-H and will make
possible to detemine the abundance and evo-
lution of this still missing BH population.
Performing population studies of distant heav-
ily obscured objects, and determining their
relevance in the census of accreting black
holes and evolutionaly path of galaxies is an-
other unique science case to be carried out by
WFXT.
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Abstract. The Wide Field X-ray Telescope (WFXT) is a proposed mission with a high
survey speed, due to the combination of large field of view (FOV) and effective area, i.e.
grasp, and sharp PSF across the whole FOV. These characteristics make it suitable to detect
a large number of variable and transient X-ray sources during its operating lifetime. Here
we present estimates of the WFXT capabilities in the time domain, allowing to study the
variability of thousands of AGNs with significant detail, as well as to constrain the rates
and properties of hundreds of distant, faint and/or rare objects such as XRF/faint GRBs,
Tidal Disruption Events, ULXs, Type-I bursts etc. The planned WFXT extragalactic surveys
will thus allow to trace variable and transient X-ray populations over large cosmological
volumes.

Key words. Galaxies: active – X-rays: bursts – Gamma-ray burst: general – supernovae:
general – X-rays: binaries – novae, cataclysmic variables – Surveys – Telescopes

1. Introduction

The ability to conduct timing studies has al-
ways characterized X-ray astronomy, but so
far, due to the limited sensitivity and field-
of-view (FOV) of the instruments on board
of X-ray satellited, studies were concentrated

Send offprint requests to: M. Paolillo

on individual and relatively nearby and bright
sources.

The Wide Field X-ray Telescope (WFXT)
is a proposed X-ray mission characterized by
a wide field (1 square degree), a large effec-
tive area (1m2 @ 1 keV) and a costant PSF
across the entire FOV (goal design, see Rosati
et al. in this volume). While not designed to
be a monitoring mission, its capabilities and
the proposed observing strategy, make it suit-
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able to conduct timing studies for an unprece-
dented number of moderate and high redshift
AGNs, as well as to discover and constrain
rates and properties of distant, faint and rare
X-ray populations such as X-ray Flashes/faint
GRBs, Tidal Disruption Events, ULXs, Type-I
bursts etc.

In this work we present estimates of the
WFXT monitoring capabilities for AGNs and
other variable/transient sources, that can be
detected in the 3 main extragalactic surveys
planned for the mission. In this respect the
work presented here represents the minimum
achievements expected by WFXT in the time
domain, since more specific and/or dedicated
studies (e.g. galactic surveys, nearby galax-
ies monitoring etc.) will certainly increase the
WFXT impact in the field.

2. Monitoring SMBH accretion with
WFXT

Monitoring campaigns on nearby galaxies have
shown that intense variability on all timescales,
from hours to years, is a common prop-
erty of all AGNs. This variability increases
with energy, and is very intense in the X-ray
regime, in close resemblance with the one ob-
served in galactic accreting Black Holes (BH)
(see McHardy 2010, for a comprehensive re-
view). Long observations, as those required to
conduct deep surveys (Chandra Deep Fields,
Lockmann Hole), allowed to study variability
also in higher redshift sources, confirming that
variability is common to all AGNs over cos-
mological volumes, and that it reflects the de-
tails of the accretion process and the properties
of the system (mass, accretion rate, obscura-
tion) (Almaini et al. 2000; Paolillo et al. 2004).
X-ray variability can thus be used as a tool
to trace the accretion history of SMBH across
cosmic time (Papadakis et al. 2008; Allevato
et al. 2009). Such attempts however have been
hampered by the random sampling pattern and
small number of sources accessible with the
present generation of X-ray satellites.

The study of AGN populations is one of
the primary objectives of the WFXT missions.
In its first 5 years WFXT will conduct 3 ex-
tragalactic surveys that are predicted to detect

an unprecedented number of AGNs (> 107,
see Gilli et al. and Matt & Bianchi contribu-
tions in this volume). While a large number
of these sources will be close to the detec-
tion limit, the WFXT grasp (Rosati et al., this
volume) ensures that a considerable fraction
will be detected with several thousand photons,
thus allowing to perform variability studies on
the temporal baselines sampled by the different
surveys.

2.1. Predicting the number of variable
AGNs

In order to evaluate the WFXT monitoring ca-
pabilities for AGNs, we initially assumed that
each field in the 3 planned surveys will be ob-
served continuously. While this is feasible for
the Wide and Medium survey due to its short
exposure time per field (2 ks and 13 ks), it is
unrealistic for the Deep survey due to the long
exposure times (400 ks) and the visibility con-
straints for a low-orbit mission; we will discuss
how to relax these constraints in 2.2. To simu-
late the intrinsic AGN variability we adopted
a template X-ray Power Density Spectrum
(PDS) observed in nearby AGNs (e.g. NGC
4051) displaying the characteristic power-law
shape with a high-frequency break (e.g. Uttley
et al. 2002). We further required at least 10
bins of equal duration in the X-ray lightcurve,
and that the average signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
per bin in the satellite band, due to the in-
trinsic variability, is larger than a fixed thresh-
old (S/N = 3 in Figure 1). Note that these
requirements are much more stringent than a
simple variability detection, allowing to de-
rive constraints on the underlying physical pro-
cesses. We adopted the background estimates
of Tozzi et al. (this volume) which include par-
ticle contribution, galactic ISM and unresolved
AGNs/galaxy clusters. The expected number
of variable AGNs was finally derived from
AGN number counts (Hasinger et al. 1995;
Giacconi et al. 2002; Luo et al. 2008), after
converting the S/N limit into a flux limit, and
multiplying for the total angular coverage of
each survey (20000, 3000 and 100 sq.deg. for
the Wide, Medium and Deep survey respec-
tively).
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Fig. 1. AGN variability estimates for the WFXT extragalactic surveys as a function of the sampled
timescale: Top panels) Number of sources for which variability is detected with the required S/N (left)
and average rms variability detected at every timescale (right); Bottom panels) Flux limit for variability de-
tection within the assumed S/N threshold (left) and corresponding total counts (right). The vertical dashed
lines represent the duration limit of each survey, assuming continuous monitoring.

The results of the simulations are shown in
Figure 1. As the sampled timescale increases,
the flux and count limits for a sound vari-
ability detection decrease, due to a combina-
tion of longer integration time and a larger in-
trinsic rms variability produced by the power-
law behavior of the AGN PDS. The three sur-
veys will reach limiting (variability) sensitiv-
ities, for S/N > 3, of ∼ 2 × 10−12, 1 ×
10−13 and 5×10−15 erg/s for the Wide, Medium
and Deep survey respectively in the 0.5-2 keV
band. With several thousand of counts in each
source this sample largely overlaps with the
one suited for spectroscopic studies (Gilli et
al., this volume), allowing a detailed charac-

terization of these AGNs. The predicted rms
range between 10% and 25%, in good agree-
ment with the values reported for deep extra-
galactic surveys (see e.g. Paolillo et al. 2004).
While the Wide survey covers a much larger
sky area, the longer integration will favour the
Medium and Deep surveys, both in terms of ac-
cessible flux range and variability timescales.

These results are summarized in Figure 2,
where we present the WFXT performance in
terms of the number of AGNs with variabil-
ity detected at the > 3σ level, over the whole
lightcurve. In this respect the WFXT capabil-
ities appear comparable to other planned mis-
sions with a more stringent monitoring charac-
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Fig. 2. Number of AGNs for which WFXT is ex-
pected to detect variability with S/N > 3, in each
of the 3 planned extragalactic surveys. For compar-
ison we show an estimate of the number of AGNs
that will be detected by the EXIST mission, during
the 2 years survey phase, with > 10 data points, as
extrapolated from Della Ceca et al. (2009).

ter: for instance the wide field EXIST mission
(Grindlay 2007) will also monitor thousands
of AGNs but, due to the different energy band,
spatial resolution, sensitivity and sampling pat-
tern, will offer a complementary view of more
nearby AGNs (Della Ceca et al. 2009).

2.2. Constraining the observing strategy

The study of X-ray variability in nearby AGNs
has shown that the AGN PDS depends most
likely on the mass of and accretion rate onto
the central supermassive BH (McHardy et al.
2006). The expectations based on the template
PDS spectrum used in §2.1 may not be realis-
tic when we assume a wide range of masses
and accretion rates: for more massive/lower
accreting sources the expected variability will
be lower than assumed so far. On the other
hand the continuous monitoring hypothesis
must also be relaxed, thus compensating the
reduced variability with longer temporal base-
lines. To investigate the impact that a sparse
sampling pattern may have on the final vari-

ability measurements, we performed a set of
Monte Carlo simulations of AGNs lightcurves
in order to quantify the bias of the variability
estimator. To this end we modified the orig-
inal Timmer & Koenig (1995) algorithm that
generates red-noise data with a power-law den-
sity spectrum, to reproduce the sampling pat-
tern, background and sensitivities expected by
WFXT. Figure 3 (left panel) presents an exam-
ple of a possible observing scheme for a sin-
gle field in the Deep survey, where observa-
tions of 50 ks each are spread evenly over ∼ 6
months. Such scheme would allow to derive
AGNs lightcurves with gaps of a few weeks,
thus sampling both high and low frequencies
in the PDS. Additionally such pattern could
be useful to discover and trace transients with
long decay timescales such as Tidal Disruption
Events which are believed to be due to stellar
disruptions near quiescent SMBH (see §3). In
Figure 3 (right panel) we show the excess vari-
ance (i.e. the fractional variability) distribution
for 5000 simulations of the sparsely sampled
lightcurve compared to the input value. The re-
trieved mean excess variance agrees well with
the input value, while the uncertainty on the
single measurements is of the order of 20%.
The large AGN samples provided by WFXT
will allow to further reduce the statistical un-
certainties on each of the studied subsamples.
Finally this observing pattern will allow to ex-
tend the sampled frequency range, thus making
the observation suitable to study the bulk of the
AGN population down to low accretion/higher
mass SMBHs.

3. Transient and variable sources

Other than AGNs, a large variety of variable
and transient sources can be predicted to be
observed by WFXT during its operating life-
time. To provide some quantitative estimates
of the WFXT capabilities in this field, we took
into consideration a few of the most likely vari-
able objects that will be observed during the
WFXT main surveys: Tidal Disruption Events
(TDEs), Low Luminosity GRBs/X-ray flashes
(LL-GRB, XRF), Super Soft Sources (SSS),
Ultraluminous X-ray binaries (ULX), Type I
bursts etc.
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Fig. 3. Left: One example of a simulated WFXT AGN lightcurve for the Deep survey, reproducing flux
and variability of one of the CDFS sources (Allevato et al. 2009), sampled in 50 ks observations spread
uniformly over ∼ 6 months. Right: The excess variance distribution of 5000 simulated lightcurves, such as
the one shown in the left panel, compared to the input value (vertical line) fixed at 0.04, i.e. 20% rms. This
observing strategy will be able to retrieve the intrinsic variance with a 1σ uncertainty of 21%.

TDE: are believed to occur when a star is dis-
rupted in the proximity of a quiescent SMBH,
fueling the BH and revealing itself through the
UV and X-ray emission due to the gravitational
energy release of the accreted material. TDE
are one of the few means to detect quiescent
SMBH in distant galaxies. So far however only
a handful of events have been serendipitously
observed (e.g. Gezari et al. 2009). The large
area covered by WFXT will make the detection
of such events very likely, especially since their
emission is expected to peak in the FUV/soft
X-ray bands.
LL-GRBs/XRF: X-ray bursts have been de-
tected in coincidence with SN explosions
and/or GRBs. The fenomenology of such
events is still poorly understood and both pre-
cursor type and rates are very debated in the
literature, due to the small number of serendip-
itous detections observed so far. In this work
we took into consideration two possible types
of X-ray transients associated with SN events:
XRF and LL-GRBs. The first class has its tem-
plate in XRF 080109 observed by the Swift
satellite without an associated GRB, and its
origin can be due to the breakout of either
the SN shock (Soderberg et al. 2008) or a
mildly relativistic jet (Mazzali et al. 2008). On
the other end LL-GRB, such as GRB 060218
(Campana et al. 2006), could represent the X-
ray counterpart of many associated GRB-SNe.

The number of future detections (see Table 1)
depends on both the intrinsic SN rates (e.g.
Cappellaro et al. 1999) and the opening an-
gle of the associated jet (Guetta & Della Valle
2007).
SSS: Supersoft sources are X-ray emitters de-
tected at energies below 1 keV, with X-ray lu-
minosities of 1036÷38 erg s−1, and characterized
by blackbody-like spectra with temperatures of
15−80 keV (Kahabka & van den Heuvel 2006).
Believed to be mostly hydrogen-burning white
dwarfs, they are found both in early and late-
type galaxies. SSS have complex time variabil-
ity which is irregular over hours to years.
ULX: Ultraluminous X-ray binaries are vari-
ble accreting systems whth luminosities > 1039

erg/s, i.e. larger than the Eddington luminos-
ity for a neutron star or 5M� BH, which dis-
play both long-term (days-months) variability
and X-ray flares on timescales of hours. They
tend to be associated to star forming regions,
and proposed as candidates for intermediate
(> 100M�) mass BHs (Fabbiano 2006). The
interest in such objects is due to the difficulties
in explaining their formation in standard star-
formation scenarios.
Type I bursts: these are accreting neutron stars
(NS) in low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXB) dis-
playing rapid (tens to hundreds of seconds)
bursts with X-ray intensity many times brighter
than the persistent level. The burst X-ray spec-
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Fig. 4. Number of transient/variable sources expected in the WFXT extragalactic surveys. Recurring
bursters are reported as hatched bars. For comparison we show the expected numbers within 200 Mpc
from the EXIST mission over a comparable mission lifetime (Soderberg et al. 2009).

trum is generally consistent with a blackbody
with color temperature of 2-3 keV, reaching
X-ray luminosities up to 1038 erg s−1. These
events are caused by unstable nuclear burning
on the surface of the NS (Galloway 2008). The
X-ray bursts are often recurrent on timescales
from 30 min to a few hours.
Other: many more types of rare and/or faint
variable and transient sources are not discussed
here in detail. For instance a breakout X-ray
flash is predicted in SNIa events, while flares
due to tidal compression (TCE) in stars ac-
creted by a SMBH could mark the onset of
the disruption process, triggering prompt fol-
lowups. We included these in our simulations
in order to cover the plausible parameter space,
and highlight the WFXT capabilities as a func-
tion of the properties of the transient event.

We simulated the WFXT performance for
variable and transient sources, other than
AGNs, assuming a simplified burst model

where a source of luminosity Lquiesc
X in the

pre-burst phase, undergoes a burst of constant
luminosity Lburst

X for a duration equal to the
characteristic timescale of the actual X-ray
lightcurve. We computed the number of ex-
pected detections, requiring that a source is de-
tected with S/N > 5 and that its variable na-
ture is ascertained with significance S/N > 3
with respect to the pre-burst phase, i.e. the
burst starts during the observation. This sim-
plified scheme allowed us to derive detection
rates without the need of a specific knowl-
edge of the characteristic of each source; ob-
viously a more sophisticated approach is desir-
able and shall be implemented for each source
separately in the future. The number of objects
is calculated integrating over the cosmological
volume accessible by WFXT for each source,
given the parameters and constraints discussed
above, and assuming an average volume den-
sity for the whole population. We did not ex-
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Table 1. Number of transients expected in the WFXT extragalactic surveys, along with the physical pa-
rameters used in the simulations and the calculated distance limits.

Type N.sources Lburst
X Lquiescent

X characteristic Rate Dist.limit
(1040 erg/s) (1040 erg/s) timescale (s) (Mpc−3 yr−1) (Mpc, z)

SNIbc/II 226 103 1.0 500 10−3 2.8 × 103, 0.50
SNIa 2.1 × 10−5 102 0.0 0.01 10−2 3.8, 0.0009
LL-GRB 290 104 0.0 104 3 × 10−5 3.8 × 104, 4.2
TCE 0.0062 102 0.0 10 10−4 120, 0.028
TDE 77.6 102 0.0 5 × 105 5 × 10−5 1.8 × 104, 2.3
SSS 1.1 10−4 0.0 5 × 105 30 18, 0.004
ULX 411 1 0.5 105 0.1 920, 0.19
Type I bursts 395 10−2 0.0 100 30 3.8, 0.0009

plicitly include any evolutionary term, which
is appropriate for most sources that will be ob-
servable only in the local Universe.

Figure 4 shows the number of detections
in all surveys for the different classes dis-
cussed above: in particular hundred of LL-
GRBs, XRF, TDE are expected over cosmo-
logical distances, mainly from the Deep sur-
vey. Recurrent bursters (ULX, Type I bursts)
on the other hand will be mainly observable in
the nearby Universe. For comparison we also
show the predictions for the EXIST mission
within 200 Mpc, as reported in Soderberg et
al. (2009), even though it must be kept in mind
that this mission will be using different energy
bands and sampling patterns. In Table 1 we re-
port the input parameters and the numbers de-
rived from our simulations. It must be stressed
however that the properties of most sources
considered here may span a wide range and/or
be affected by large uncertainties. The values
presented in this work are mainly intended to
highlight the mission capabilities as a function
of the observational parameters. An online ver-
sion of the WFXT transient simulator is avail-
able at http://wfxt.na.infn.it/, allow-
ing the interested user to test additional type
of source and/or parameter combinations.

The number of expected transients in each
survey varies greatly depending both on the
involved luminosities, volumetric rates and
timescales. For instance frequent bursters (e.g.
type I bursts) are likely to be observed mainly
in the Wide survey, due to the greater area cov-
ered and despite the shorter exposure times.

The interplay between these parameters can
be observed in Figure 5, where we show the
number of detections, flux limit and minimum
counts for TDEs and LLGRBs. The different
behavior of the two classes is caused by the
different luminosities and timescales, since the
volumetric rates are comparable. In particu-
lar the duration of the burst, compared with
the survey duration, affects the shape of the
curves because it reflects our ability to ver-
ify the source variability, especially close to
the flux limit. Also note that the WFXT low
background allows to detect transients down
to ∼ 25 counts, but transients appearing early
during the survey will end up having several
thousand counts, thus allowing a good charac-
terization of the lightcurve and of the spectral
properties of the event.

4. Conclusions

The time domain is rapidly opening up for as-
tronomical studies, at all wavelengths. For in-
stance in the near future a number of optical
facilities, such as Pann-STARR and LSST, will
allow to monitor the whole sky with unprece-
dented speed. While not a monitoring mis-
sions WFXT, with its large effective area, wide
FOV and stable PSF, promises to offer a com-
plementary view of the variable high-energy
Universe. WFXT will allow to study thousand
of variable AGNs, and hundred of other tran-
sient and variable sources. The study of such
populations has been mostly limited to the lo-
cal Universe so far, while WFXT will be able

http://wfxt.na.infn.it/
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Fig. 5. Detection number and limiting fluxes and counts (tob, middle and bottom) for TDE (left panels)
and LL-GRB (right panels) as a function of the sampled timescale.

to sample cosmologically relevant volumes,
thus constraining their rates, evolution and the
underlying physical processes. Finally, recent
studies suggest that the X-ray band could be
the optimal energy range to use in order to
identify triggers and/or counterparts for next
generation Gravitational Wave and Neutrino
experiments (see, e.g. Guetta & Eichler 2010);
WFXT thus would prove extremely valuable in
validating and characterizing the astronomical
events detected by these facilities.
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Abstract. The Wide Field X–ray Telescope (WFXT) will provide tens of millions of AGN,
with more than 4×105 expected at z> 3. Here we review the issues present in the identifica-
tion of (large) samples of faint and high-redshift X–ray sources, and describe a statistical,
powerful tool that can be applied to WFXT catalogs. The depth of associated optical and
near infrared catalogs, needed for a reliable and as much complete as possible identification,
are also discussed, along with the combined synergies with existing or planned facilities.

Key words. Galaxies: active – X-rays: Active Galactic Nuclei – galaxies: high-redshift

1. Scientific drivers

One of the main aims in extragalactic astron-
omy for the next decade is the study of the
co-evolution of galaxies and the Super Massive
Black Holes (SMBH) residing in their centre,
out to the very first epochs of galaxy forma-
tion. In this respect, deep and sensitive X–ray
observations will be the unique instrument to
reveal the accretion light from SMBH in galac-
tic nuclei at high-z, which are often invisible
at longer wavelengths because of intergalactic
absorption and dilution by the host galaxy.

The study of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)
demography at z> 3 is one of the key science

Send offprint requests to: M. Brusa

drivers for the Wide Field X–ray Telescope
(WFXT, e.g. Forman et al. 2010). In the past
decade, the characterization of the early phase
of SMBH growth has been limited to the study
of optically selected QSOs detected mostly in
the SDSS survey, i.e. sampling only the un-
obscured and most luminous tail of the AGN
population. Deep and medium deep Chandra
and XMM-Newton surveys have allowed the
study of X–ray selected QSOs up to relatively
high redshifts, z∼ 3 − 4. At higher redshifts,
present X–ray surveys are highly incomplete
and strongly limited by the small area sam-
pled. As an example, there are only a few
X–ray selected QSO with confirmed spectro-
scopic redshifts at z> 5 (see Barger et al. 2005)
Moreover, the extrapolations of the X–ray lu-
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minosity function (LF) as obtained combin-
ing various XMM and Chandra surveys dif-
fer by up an order of magnitude (see Figure
1, and reference therein, adapted from Brusa
et al. 2010). As a comparison, the number of
optically selected QSOs revealed up to z∼ 6
is approaching 50, i.e. large enough to deter-
mine their LF which encodes the information
about the history of SMBH build up and the
integrated flux of UV ionizing radiation (e.g.
Fan et al. 2006; Jiang et al. 2009; Willott et
al. 2010, and reference therein). An unbiased
search of X–ray selected z∼ 5−6 QSOs would
require to survey several hundreds of square
degrees to a depth of the order of ∼ 10−15 erg
cm−2 s−1 and thus beyond the capabilities of
current X–ray telescopes. WFXT will offer the
unique opportunity to explore the high-redshift
universe, providing about two order of magni-
tudes larger samples with respect to the current
SDSS samples (∼ 2000 z> 6 AGN vs. ∼ 50),
opening a completely new, unexplored window
for LF analysis. (see Gilli et al. 2010, this vol-
ume, for a full description of the high-redshift
AGN demography with WFXT).

2. Identification issues

The identification of the correct counterparts
of both obscured and unobscured AGN is the
first, crucial step for a full characterization of
the physical and evolutionary properties of the
entire population. At high redshifts, this pro-
cess is further complicated by the fact that 1)
z> 3 sources constitute only a tiny fraction
(∼ 1%) of the entire X–ray population (< 0.1%
for z> 6 sources) and 2) these objects are usu-
ally faint in the optical band, because the emis-
sion would be strongly reduced by cosmologi-
cal dimming, and/or, for obscured sources, the
intrinsic AGN emission is absorbed by the sur-
rounding material. As a result, the probabil-
ity of finding by chance a galaxy of R> 24
in the X–ray error box is not negligible even
with Chandra given the high surface density
of background galaxies (see extensive discus-
sions in, e.g., Luo et al. 2010). The identifica-
tion process is made easier by using deep near
infrared images given that AGN are strong IR
emitters and the K-band flux is more tightly

Fig. 1. The number density of logL2−10keV > 44.5
erg s−1 X–ray selected AGN vs. redshift as obtained
from published LF, as labeled (Gilli, Comastri &
Hasinger 2007; Silverman et al. 2008; Ebrero et al.
2009; Yencho et al. 2009; Aird et al. 2010) along
with datapoints from the XMM–COSMOS surveys
(green circles, Brusa et al. 2009a) and from Aird
et al. (2010, black squares). The red star at z = 6
represents a conservative estimate of the z∼ 6 QSO
space density computed from the optical one assum-
ing no evolution of the αox. For comparison (black
shaded area) we plot the results for very bright
QSOs (M1450 < −27, Fan et al. 2006), rescaled by
an arbitrary factor.

correlated with the X-ray flux than the optical
(obscured) one (see Brusa et al. 2009b).

2.1. The likelihood ratio technique

A statistical, powerful method extensively ex-
ploited in deep XMM-Newton and Chandra
surveys in the past years to look for the cor-
rect counterparts of X–ray sources is the “like-
lihood ratio” (LR) technique (Sutherland &
Saunders 1992; Brusa et al. 2005). The method
calculates the probability that a source is the
correct association by weighting the informa-
tion on the X–ray to optical distance, the sur-
face density of (possible) false coincidence
background objects and the brightness of the
chosen counterpart:

LR =
q(m) f (r)

n(m)
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The object with the highest LR value1 (above
a certain threshold; see Sutherland & Saunders
1992 for details) is the most likely counterpart;
when two or more sources have comparable
LR values, a unique identification is not possi-
ble and both sources have a similar probability
of being the correct identification (“ambigu-
ous” sources). Using catalogs extracted from
different bands (e.g., optical and infrared) may
lead to different choices of the correct coun-
terparts, and this information should be taken
into account, too. In the following we will
show the potentiality (and the challenges) on
the use of the LR technique applied to WFXT
data and the multiwavelength datasets avail-
able. We will make the case separately for the
Wide (F0.5−2>∼3× 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1), Medium
(F0.5−2>∼5 × 10−16 erg cm−2 s−1), and Deep
(F0.5−2>∼3 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1) parts of the
WFXT survey (Rosati et al. 2010, this vol-
ume), based on the experience developed in the
framework of the XMM-COSMOS (Hasinger
et al. 2007), C-COSMOS (Elvis et al. 2009)
and CDFS (Luo et al. 2008) surveys, where
multiwavelength catalogs (e.g. optical to mid-
infrared) resulted crucial to keep the fraction of
ambiguous or false identification at minimim.

2.2. Wide and Medium survey:
COSMOS lessons

To quantify the expected efficiency of the LR
technique on the sources detected in the WFXT
Wide survey, we first limited the XMM-
COSMOS sample (Cappelluti et al. 2009) at
fluxes larger than the expected limiting flux of
the WFXT Wide survey (F0.5−2keV > 3 × 10−15

erg cm−2 s−1) and comparable to those ex-
pected for the eROSITA deep survey (Predehl
et al. 2010, see also Cappelluti et al. 2010,
this volume). Then we looked at the break-
down of the combined optical and IR identi-
fications from the LR technique: 95% of the

1 q(m) is the expected probability distribution, as
a function of magnitude, of the true counterparts,
f(r) is the probability distribution function of the po-
sitional errors of the X–ray sources assumed to be a
two–dimensional Gaussian, and n(m) is the surface
density of background objects with magnitude m.

sources have been provided “secure” associa-
tions, while the remaining 5% show ambigu-
ous counterparts in the Brusa et al. (2010)
catalog. The reliability of the method has
been tested a posteriori using Chandra, and
turned out to be 99.6%: only one of the
245 unique/reliable XMM-COSMOS sources
at fluxes larger than the WFXT Wide survey re-
sulted associated to the wrong optical counter-
part. Moreover, the statistical properties (such
as redshifts, magnitudes, colors etc.) of the
primary and secondary counterpart within the
ambiguous sources are almost indistinguish-
able, and therefore the choice of the counter-
part among the two does not in principle affect
the characterization of the full X–ray popula-
tion.

The WFXT Medium survey has been des-
gigned to cover ∼ 3000 deg2 at fluxes of the or-
der of ∼ 5×10−16 erg cm−2 s−1, i.e. comparable
to the depth reached by the C-COSMOS sur-
vey (Elvis et al. 2009). Following a procedure
similar to that applied to XMM-COSMOS data
(see above), and thanks to the smaller (< 1”)
angular resolution of Chandra with respect to
XMM-Newton, Civano et al. (2010) were able
to provide secure associations for more than
95% of the sources detected above the ex-
pected WFXT Medium survey limit. The frac-
tion of ambiguous sources in this sample is re-
duced to ∼ 2%, only 1.4% of the X–ray sources
are not identified.

Taking into account that the WFXT posi-
tional accuracy is expected to be better than
that of XMM-Newton (HEW=5” − 10” for
WFXT vs. HEW ∼ 15” for XMM-Newton),
and only slightly worse than the Chandra one
(HEW ∼ 2” when averaged across the FOV),
we can safely conclude that counterpart iden-
tification would not be an issue for the WFXT
Wide and Medium surveys, provided that the
depth of the optical and IR ancillary data is
enough to match the X–ray fluxes (see Section
2.4).

2.3. Deep survey: CDFS lessons

The WFXT deep survey (F0.5−2keV > 3 × 10−17

erg cm−2 s−1 in the soft X–ray band) would
be almost as deep as the CDFS 2Ms survey
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Table 1. Optical and IR ideal coverage depth
for WFXT AGN surveys

Survey Flim
0.5−2 I K
cgs

Wide 4×10−15 23.0 21.5
Medium 5×10−16 25.0 23.0
Deep 3×10−17 25.5 23.5

(Luo et al. 2008), over an area that is a fac-
tor of ∼ 1000 larger. The detailed identification
analyses for the 2Ms CDFS sources (Luo et al.
2010), implementing likelihood ratio match-
ing accross five bands (R, z, K, 3.6µm and
1.4 GHz) have shown the power of this ap-
proach while also quantifying the significant
challenges in source identification at faint mag-
nitudes (R> 25). Indeed, it was possible to
provide identifications for 96% of the X–ray
sources; among them, 90% have been classi-
fied as unique/secure, and 10% as ambiguous.
At these deep X–ray fluxes, the statistical prop-
erties of primary and secondary counterparts
between the ambiguous sources are often dif-
ferent. Moreover, 4% of the sources, despite
the excellent quality and depth of the mul-
tiwavelength information available, were not
associated to any counterpart, i.e. the correct
counterpart is most likely fainter than the im-
age depth. This exercise shows that the identi-
fication of the faintest among the WFXT coun-
terparts in the deep survey may be challeng-
ing; In this respect, the HEW goal of 5” is a
crucial requirement to keep at acceptable val-
ues the (already not negligible) identifications
issues and to fully characterize the multiwave-
length properties of the X–ray sources at the
highest redshifts.

2.4. Depth of optical infrared images

The power of the LR technique described in the
previous subsections is strongly related to the
depth of the optical and infrared images and
catalogs that will be used to identify the X-ray
sources. The challenge will be to provide a ho-

mogeneous and (enough) deep coverage for the
different WFXT surveys. At the limiting flux of
the WFXT wide survey an optical coverage to
I∼ 23 and K∼ 21.5 would be enough to iden-
tify ∼ 90% of the X–ray sources (see Figure 2,
upper panels, and Table 1), but this should be
on the entire surveyed area. At the time WFXT
will be launched, PanSTARRS2 will have sur-
veyed ∼ 30.000 deg2 to I∼ 24.2, and will pro-
vide imaging in at least 5 bands, needed to
characterize the SED of the X–ray sources and
isolate high-z candidates (see next Section).
On a longer timescale, Euclid3 will cover the
entire extragalactic sky in the IR down to H∼
24 (roughly corresponding to K∼ 23), and
will provide also spectra. The LOw Frequency
ARray (LOFAR, Morganti et al. 2010), that
will survey the northern sky down to a flux of
0.8 mJy at 120 MHz (see Fig. 2 in Morganti et
al. 2010), may be crucial to correctly identify
radio emitters X–ray sources (radio AGN and
starbursts).

PanSTARRS will also provide identifica-
tion for a substantial fraction (> 50%) of the
sources detected in the WFXT Medium and
Deep surveys. In order to identify a fraction as
large as 90% of the sources in these surveys, a
coverage in the optical and near–infrared down
to I∼ 25.5 and K∼ 23.5 is needed (see Figure 2,
middle and lower panels, and Table 1). LSST is
a proposed facility expected to cover the south-
ern sky down to I∼ 27 (Abell et al. 2010);
similarly to PanSTARRS, LSST will also pro-
vide multiband photometry at a depth compa-
rable to the I-band limit. The coordination with
present and next generation facilities is manda-
tory, in order to choose the areas for the deep
surveys which maximize the availability of the
deepest multiwavelength coverage, in particu-
lar: JWST4, the PanSTARRS deep survey (I∼
28 over 28 deg2), the LSST deep survey (I∼ 28
on a few hundreds deg2), Euclid (K∼ 25.5 on
40 deg2), the VISTA VIDEO survey (down to
K=23.5 over 15 deg2).

2 http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu
3 http://sci.esa.int/euclid
4 http://www.jwst.nasa.gov
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Fig. 2. I-band (left panels) and K-band (right panel) magnitude distributions expected in the three different
WFXT surveys (Wide, Medium and Deep, from top to bottom). The expected magnitude distributions have
been extracted from the XMM-COSMOS (Brusa et al. 2010), C-COSMOS (Civano et al. 2010), and CDFS
(Luo et al. 2010) samples limited to fluxes F0.5−2 > 3 × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1, F0.5−2 > 5 × 10−16 erg cm−2

s−1 and F0.5−2 > 3 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 in order to match the Wide, Medium and Deep limiting fluxes,
respectively. The dashed lines mark the magnitudes at which most of the sources (90%) are identified.

3. Selecting z> 3 (or z> 6) AGN

Photometric redshifts of X–ray selected faint
sources (R= 24 − 27) are essential for en-
abling science analyses and planning deep
spectroscopy, and resulted crucial in isolat-
ing the high-z population in, e.g., XMM-
COSMOS and CDFS. A similar, detailed
source characterization requiring multiband
imaging may be feasible only for small sam-
ples of WFXT sources. In this context, key
resources will be again the upcoming LSST,
PanSTARRS, Euclid, and (as far as spec-
troscopy for the Wide survey is concerned) the

SDSSIII-BOSS5 project. However, the high-
z population shows on average fainter mag-
nitudes than the overall X–ray source popu-
lation (see Figure 3 in Brusa et al. 2009a),
and therefore may remain among the uniden-
tified population, if deep enough optical and
near infrared coverage is not provided over
the full area Another possibility is to search
for X–ray counterparts on preselected high-z
QSO on the basis of optical colours and/or
dropouts techniques (e.g. Casey et al. 2008;
Steidel et al. 2003), extended including the

5 http://www.sdss3.org/boss.php
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near-infrared bands in order to sample the z> 6
population (e.g. Willott et al. 2010). In this re-
spect, the unprecedent combination of depth
and area of WFXT will result in a much bet-
ter characterization of the physical properties
(such as bolometric luminosity and accretion
rate) of the first accreting supermassive black
holes. Moreover, z> 6 color selections suf-
fer from significant contamination stellar ob-
jects (brown dwarfs are overwhelmingly more
abundant and the spectroscopy success rate for
z> 6 QSOs is only ∼ 20%). The complete
SED characterization from NIR to X–ray will
be able to resolve issues on contamination and
completeness. For a non negligible fraction of
the high-z candidates (a few out of a few hun-
dreds, see also Matt et al. 2010, this volume),
redshifts may be directly measured from the
FeKα line (see examples in Civano, Comastri
& Brusa 2005).

4. Conclusions

• WFXT will provide orders of magnitudes
larger samples of high-redshift (z> 6)
AGN compared to current (e.g. SDSS) op-
tical surveys;

• the counterpart identification for WFXT
sources selected in the Wide survey will
be relatively easy, if synergies with present
and future large area / all sky facilities (e.g.
PanSTARRs, LSST, Euclid) are pursued;

• the secure identification of the counter-
parts detected in the WFXT Medium and
Deep surveys would greatly benefit of the
smallest possible angular resolution (the
5” HEW goal is really auspicable) and
should heavily rely in the coordination with
the future optical and NIR deep survey area
(e.g. LSST, JWST);

• multiwavelength information is mandatory
in order to get the redshift and the physical
properties of the high-z AGN in the WFXT
surveys.
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Abstract. WFXT will observe tens of thousands of AGN with at least a few thousands
counts each, so allowing for a detailed spectral analysis and providing a great leap forward
in population studies. In this paper we review the present status of spectroscopic studies
of samples of AGN, and discuss a few open issues, to the solution of which WFXT will
contribute significantly.

Key words. X-rays: Active Galactic Nuclei

1. Introduction

In this paper we will try to assess the rele-
vance of WFXT to the study of “bright” AGN.
First of all, let us clarify what we mean with
“bright” in this context. We mean a source de-
tected with enough counts to permit a decent
spectral analysis. Based on experience, one
can (conservatively) put the number of counts
needed to characterize and model the main
spectral components to 5000, even if about
1000 counts may be sufficient if the spectrum is
not too complex. Figure 1 shows the logN-log
(Counts) in the 0.5-2 keV energy range for the
three surveys (wide, medium and deep) which
are the backbone of the WFXT observational
program. All together, about 60000 (300000)
AGN with more than 5000 (1000) counts are
expected. This is a really impressive number
when compared with what we have today (hun-
dreds of sources, see below).

With so many sources available for a de-
tailed spectral analysis, and even if WFXT has

Send offprint requests to: G. Matt

been mainly conceived and designed for cos-
mological purposes, studies of bright AGN -
with the main emphasis to population studies -
promise to be extremely rewarding.

2. Where we are now

Spectroscopic studies of AGN populations are
largely based on XMM-Newton observations.
The largest sample is that derived from the BSS
(Bright Serendipitous Survey: Della Ceca et al.
2004, Caccianiga et al 2008). It is a flux lim-
ited sample (flux limit of 7×10−14 erg cm−2

s−1 in the 0.5-4.5 keV energy range), extracted
from the XMM Serendipitous Survey based
on sources found serendipitously in the field
of pointed targets. The sample comprises 400
sources, 80% of which are AGN. The X-ray se-
lection guarantees the detection of sources like
e.g. elusive AGN (Maiolino et al. 2003) which
are very difficult to find at longer wavelengths.

A different approach to population stud-
ies is to collect all the pointing observations
of AGN which have a sufficient number of
counts for a detailed spectral analysis. We built
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Fig. 1. The logN-log(Counts) in the 0.5-2 keV energy range for the three WFXT surveys (wide, medium
and deep). The dashed vertical line indicates the number of sources with more than 1000 counts. Courtesy
of Roberto Gilli.

such a sample by requiring at least 200 counts
in both the 0.5-2 keV and 2-10 keV energy
bands (most sources actually have more than a
thousand counts). Further constraints are pile-
up less than 1% and absorbing column den-
sity less than 1022 cm−2. We selected only
radio-quiet sources. The resulting sample of
Seyfert 1/QSO, called CAIXA (Catalogue of
AGN in the XMM-Newton Archive; Bianchi
et al 2009a,b) is composed of 156 objects. All
sources have 6 and 20 cm fluxes measured,

while for 64% of them the Hβ FWHM from
the Broad Line Region is known. The mass of
the black hole is known for 52% of the sample.

The main results from CAIXA can be sum-
marized as follows.

– The 2-10 keV power law index is
harder in Broad Lines Seyfert 1s (BLS1;
Γ=1.62±0.04) than in Narrow Lines
Seyfert 1s, (NLS1; Γ=1.94±0.07) as
shown in Figure 2. The two populations
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Fig. 2. The histogram of the 2-10 keV power law indices for NLS1 (red), BLS1 (black) and unclassified
objects (white). From Bianchi et al. (2009a).

are different at more than 99.99% confi-
dence level. (Here BLS1/NLS1 are defined
as having the FWHM of the Hβ line
larger/smaller than 2000 ks/s). This result
confirms previous findings (Brandt et al.
1997).

– The Hβ FWHM is anticorrelated with the
ratio between the soft and hard X-ray lu-
minosities, and with the ratio between the
optical and the X-ray flux. NLS1 seem to
be X-ray weaker than BLS1.

– 123 out of 156 sources need a second and
steeper power law to model the soft X-ray
emission. If the second power law is re-
placed by a thermal model, the soft excess
is characterized by a temperature which is
constant across the range of luminosities
and black hole masses, as already found by
several authors (Gierlinski & Done 2004;
Crummy et al. 2006). More on the soft ex-
cess issue in the next section.
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Fig. 3. The IT effect: the neutral iron line EW against 2-10 keV X-ray luminosity. See Bianchi et al. (2007)
for details.

– A strong correlation between the X-ray lu-
minosity and the BH mass is found. The
slope is flatter than 1, suggesting that high-
luminosity objects may be X-ray weak. A
luminosity dependent bolometric correc-
tion could explain this result, but the one
proposed by Marconi et al. (2004) leads to
a more-than-linear relation. A linear rela-
tion is instead recovered using a bolomet-
ric correction based on the accretion rate
(Vasudevan & Fabian 2007) or using the ra-
dio luminosity.

– The Iwasawa-Taniguchi effect is definitely
confirmed (see next section).

– Fe XXV and Fe XXVI lines are detected
in 24 sources, indicating that the presence
of highly ionized matter is not uncommon.
Their absolute and relative EWs are con-
sistent with a production in distant matter
which is photoionised by the AGN, with
large ionization parameters and large col-
umn densities (up to 1023 cm−2 for Fe
XXV, even larger for FeXXVI).

3. The WFXT contribution

A number of currently open problems (part
of them already mentioned in the previous se-
tion) may be addressed - and hopefully solved

- by WFXT thanks to the very large number of
AGN which will be characterized spectroscop-
ically.

– The nature of the soft X-ray emission in
type 1 AGN. Soft X-ray emission in ex-
cess to the extrapolation of the hard X-
ray power law was first discovered by
EXOSAT in the Seyfert 1 galaxy Mkn 841
(Arnaud et al. 1985), and then observed
to be common in type 1 AGN. Its origin,
however, is still unknown. An interpreta-
tion in term of thermal disc emission - pos-
sibly Comptonized by a scattering layer
- was first suggested, and remained the
most popular one for many years. However,
it was recently realized that the tempera-
ture which results from fitting the spectrum
with a thermal emission is always around
0.1-0.2 keV, independently of the mass of
the black hole. In the standard accretion
disc model, instead, the temperature should

scale with M−
1
4

BH . Alternative models have
been proposed, which assume that the al-
most constant temperature is actually an
artifact due to emission related to atomic
physics transitions. The two most popular
models are the relativistically broadened
wind (Gierlinski & Done 2004, Middleton
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Fig. 4. The IT effect as a function of the Eddington ratio. See Bianchi et al. (2007) for details.

et al 2007) and the reflection model (Ross
& Fabian 1993, Crummy et al. 2006). Both
models, however, have serious problems.
The wind model requires very large out-
flow velocities, while the reflection model
requires - at least in some sources - very
large reflection components.
WFXT will enlarge tremendously the num-
ber of sources where the soft X-ray excess
can be studied, in so doing stretching con-
siderably the range of masses probed. Its
soft X-ray response is very well suited to
this purpose. While at the moment no clear-
cut measurement to solve the soft X-ray
problem has been proposed, it is very likely
that WFXT will contribute significantly to
the understanding of the soft X-ray excess.

– The properties of the Warm Absorber be-
yond the local Universe. In about half of
Seyfert 1s in the local Universe, absorp-
tion by moderately ionized matter (the so-
called “Warm Absorber”) is present (e.g.

Reynolds 1997). The absorbing matter is
usually outflowing with velocities of the or-
der of hundreds of km/s, even if higher ve-
locities have also been found, but in more
ionized matter (Risaliti et al. 2005). The lo-
cation of the Warm Absorber is still uncer-
tain, even if Blustin et al. (2005) suggest
that this matter is related to the obscuring
pc-scale torus required in unification mod-
els. Mass and energetics are consequently
also largely unknown.
Possible dependencies of the presence of
the Warm Absorber and its physical prop-
erties on luminosity and redshift are basi-
cally unexplored. WFXT will provide such
an exploration, helping to understand the
nature and the physical and morphological
properties of the Warm Absorber.

– The IT effect at high redshifts and lumi-
nosities. The Iwasawa-Taniguchi (IT) ef-
fect (Iwasawa & Taniguchi 1993) is the an-
ticorrelation between the equivalent width
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(EW) of the narrow core of the iron line
and the X-ray luminosity, and for this rea-
son it is also known as “X-ray Baldwin ef-
fect”. The reality of this effect has been dis-
puted for a long time, but now it is estab-
lished beyond doubt (Bianchi et al. 2007;
see Figure 3). While part of this effect may
be due to variability (Jiang et al. 2006) - if
the line is emitted in distant matter, and is
therefore not variable on short time scale,
an increase in the primary flux results in-
evitably in a decrease of the line EW - the
presence of the anticorrelation over several
decades in luminosity indicates a different,
more fundamentale cause. The anticorrela-
tion seems to be driven by the Eddington
ratio (see Figure 4), rather than the mass of
the black hole.
The most likely explanation of the IT effect
is an anticorrelation between the covering
factor of the line emitting matter (possibly
the torus) and the X-ray luminosity, as also
suggested by IR observations (Maiolino et
al. 2007). Unfortunately, the limited energy
band of WFXT prevents a study of the IT
effect in the local Universe; a much larger
sample, to confirm the relation with the
Eddington ratio and to search for the effect
in separate subclasses would be highly de-
sirable. On the other hand, WFXT will of-
fer the opportunity to search for this effect
beyond the local Universe, in so doing sig-
nificantly populating the - now severely un-
derpopulated - high luminosity part of the
anticorrelation.

4. Conclusions

Samples based on XMM-Newton consist of a
few hundreds of sources with enough counts
for a detailed spectral analysis. WFXT will in-
crease this number by 2-3 orders of magnitude,

providing an analogue in the X-ray domain of
the SDSS in the optical band. Extensive pop-
ulation studies over a large range of luminosi-
ties and redshifts will then become, for the first
time in X-rays, a reality.
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Abstract. X-ray absorption variability is a common feature in Active Galactic Nuclei
(AGN). Recent works of our group demonstrated that X-ray eclipses, on time scales of a
few hours, occurred during several observations of local bright AGNs, without being spot-
ted with traditional, time-averaged spectral analysis. These eclipses are remarkable events
in themselves, but, more importantly, are a powerful way to investigate the inner structure of
AGNs: they allow to measure the size of the X-ray source and the size, density and geomet-
rical shape of the obscuring clouds. We show that WFXT would provide a real breakthrough
in this field, allowing a systematic study of X-ray eclipses on hundreds of sources.

Key words. Galaxies: active

1. Introduction

X-ray absorption variability is common among
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). Considering lo-
cal bright obscured AGN with multiple hard X-
ray observations, we found that NH variations
on time scales from months to a few years are
almost ubiquitous (Risaliti et al. 2002).

More recently, such variability has been
found at much shorter time scales, form a few
hours to a few days, through campaigns of mul-
tiple observations within days/weeks, and de-
tailed, time-resolved studies of long single ob-
servations.

In particular, in the case of the AGN
in NGC 1365 we revealed extreme spec-
tral changes, from Compton-thin (NH in
the range 1023 cm−2) to reflection-dominated
(NH>1024 cm−2) in time scales from a cou-
ple of days to ∼10 hours (Risaliti et al. 2007,

Send offprint requests to: G. Risaliti

2009). Such rapid events imply that the
absorption is due to clouds with velocity
v>103 km s−1, at distances of the order of
104 gravitational radii (assuming that they are
moving with Keplerian velocity around the
central black hole). The physical size and den-
sity of the clouds are of the order of 1013 cm
and 1010-1011 cm−3, respectively.

All these physical parameters are typical
for Broad Line Region (BLR) clouds, strongly
suggesting that the X-ray absorber and the
clouds responsible for broad emission lines in
the optical/UV are one and the same.

Although NGC 1365 remains the most ex-
treme case of X-ray eclipses, similar occulta-
tion events have now been found in several
more sources (about 10, including both type 1
and type 2 sources, see Risaliti (2009) for an
updated list). These results prove that X-ray
absorption variability within single observa-
tions is common in local AGNs. Therefore, it
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Fig. 1. Flux (top) and hardness ratio (bottom) light curves from the XMM-Newton long observation of
Mrk 766. The observation is made in five consecutive XMM-Newton orbits.

Fig. 2. Results from the spectral analysis of the
eclipses observed in Mrk 766. Top two panels: spec-
tra, best fit model and residuals from the third and
fourh orbit (Fig. 1), where no spectral changes are
observed. Bottom panels: difference between the
spectra in the three intervals with spectral variations
(Fig. 1) and the best fit model for the third and fouth
orbit.

can be used as a tool to measure the properties
of the X-ray absorbing clouds and, therefore,
of the broad line region.

For this reason, a systematic study of X-
ray eclipses in AGN would be invaluable to
investigate the structure of the circumnuclear
medium in AGN. Current observatories allow
this kind of study only for a few bright sources
with long Suzaku or XMM-Newton observa-
tions. In the future, new observatories with
small fields of view, such as IXO, will be use-
ful to better study single events, but only an
observatory with both large efefctive area and
large field of view, like WFXT, will be able to
understand the relevance of this phenomenon
in the general population of AGNs.

2. X-ray eclipses of AGNs

The method to search for X-ray eclipses in
AGNs consists of a two-phase analysis: we first
use the hardness-ratio light curve to select the
time intervals where strong spectral variations
occurred; we then perform a complete analysis
of the spectra obtained from these intervals, in
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Fig. 3. Panel 1: Hardness ratio light curve form a Suzaku long observation of NGC 1365. Panel 2: Spectra
obtained from the two intervals highlighted in the 1st panel.

order to measure possible NH variations (and to
check if the spectral changes are due to other
effects, such as variations of the slope of the
continuum emission).

As an example, this approach is illustrated
in Fig. 1 for the long XMM-Newton observa-
tion of Mrk 766. We note that Mrk 766 is
a Narrow Line Seyfert 1, so on average we
do not expect to observe complete X-ray ab-
sorption of the X-ray source. However, as we
show below, isolated clouds occasionally cross
the line of sight, producing measurable absorp-
tion in the X-ray spectrum. The upper panel of
Fig. 1 shows the standard 2-10 keV flux light
curve for this observation, with the well known
strong variability on time scales of thousands
of seconds, or even shorter. The lower panel
shows the light curve of the (6-10 keV)/(2-
5 keV) flux ratio. In general, this light curve
shows much smaller variations, indicating that
the continuum shape remains the same during
most of the luminosity variations. However,
clear exceptions are observed in at least three
intervals, highlighted in Fig. 1. During these
intervals it is possible that a cloud with NH of
the order of 1023 cm−2 has covered the cen-
tral source, strongly decreasing the observed
flux in the soft band, without affecting the hard
band, and therefore increasing the observed
hardness ratio.

In order to check this scenario, we per-
formed a complete analysis of the spectra ob-
tained from the three highlighted intervals, and
of those obtained from the third and fourth or-

bit, representing the standard spectral state of
the source. In this analysis we allowed all the
main spectral parameters of the model to vary
among the different intervals. The results of the
this study, illustrated in Fig. 2 are the follow-
ing:
1) the 2-10 keV spectrum obtained from the
third and fourth orbit (the ”standard” state) is
well reproduced by a typical model for type 1
AGNs, consisting of a power law, a reflection
component and an iron emission line;
2) the spectral variations observed in the three
intervals discussed above are completely re-
produced by three absorption components with
column densities in the range 1-3 1023 cm−2.

As mentioned above, this analysis is at
present possible one for a handful, very bright
sources. In the following Section we show how
WFXT can expand this kind of analysis on
fainter/more rapidly variable sources.

3. WFXT observations of AGN
eclipses

In order to show the capabilities of WFXT in
detecting X-ray eclipses, we start from an al-
ready observed event in the “best” source for
this kind of studies, i.e. NGC 1365.

In Fig. 3 we show the results of a long
Suzaku observation of NGC 1365 (Maiolino
et al. 2010, subm.). The hardness ratio light
curve shows strong variations (1st panel). A
complete spectral analysis of several intervals,
chosen following the hardness ratio variations,
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Fig. 4. WFXT simulations. Panel 1: simulation of the same events shown in Fig. 3, as observed with WFXT.
Panel 1: same simulation, for a 10 times fainter source, or for the same source, but with spectra extracted
from 10 times shorter intervals.

revealed that the whole observed variability
can be reproduced with a constant continuum
model, and a variable partial covering com-
ponent. Two spectra obtained from two states
with different hardness ratio are shown in the
second panel.

Fig. 4 reveals the capabilities of WFXT to
perform this kind of analysis: the same event
observed with WFXT would produce the spec-
tra in Panel 1, with a much higher S/N, and
therefore with a more precise determination
of the physical parameters of the obscuring
cloud. The real possible breakthrough is how-
ever shown in Panel 2: this simulation show
the same analysis performed with WFXT on
a 10 times fainter source or, equivalently, on
the same source, but selecting 10 times shorter
time intervals. This imply that (1) the detection
of X-ray eclipses will be possible for hundreds

of sources, especially in the planned WFXT
medium-depth survey; (2) in a few cases of
very bright sources, it will be possible to in-
vestigate absorption variations on much shorter
time scales than those accessible with currently
available instruments.
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Abstract. Star forming galaxies represent a small yet sizable fraction of the X-ray sky
(1%–20%, depending on the flux). X-ray surveys allow to derive their luminosity function
and evolution, free from uncertainties due to absorption. However, much care must be put
in the selection criteria to build samples clean from contamination by AGN. Here we re-
view the possibilities offered by the proposed WFXT mission for their study. We analyze
the expected luminosity and redshift distributions of star forming galaxies in the proposed
WFXT surveys. We discuss the impact of such a mission on the knowledge of the cosmic
star formation history, and provide a few suggestions.

Key words. X-rays: galaxies – galaxies: luminosity function – galaxies: evolution – galax-
ies: high-redshift – galaxies: spiral

1. Introduction

The X-ray luminosity of star forming galax-
ies (SFG; they usually are spiral galaxies
without AGN activity) appears to be a reli-
able, absorption-free estimator of star forma-
tion (Ranalli et al. 2003). This is justified on
the basis that the X-ray luminosities are lin-
early and tightly correlated with the radio and
FIR ones, which in turn are commonly used as
star formation rate (SFR) indicators. Thus, the
X-ray emission of SFG may be considered as
a tool to investigate the cosmic star formation
history. To this end, the study of the X-ray lu-
minosity function (XLF) of galaxies and of its
evolution represents a necessary step. Ranalli
et al. (2005, hereafter RCS05) built a local
(z = 0) XLF of SFG and investigated the pos-
sibilities for evolution. In this paper, we build

Send offprint requests to: P. Ranalli

on the RCS05 XLF and methods to explore the
possible contribution of the Wide Field X-ray
Telescope (WFXT) mission to our understand-
ing of the SFG content of the universe, by an-
alyzing the expected luminosity and redshift
distributions.

The WFXT is a proposed mission which
aims to perform very wide and moderately
deep X-ray surveys. By taking a different ap-
proach to mirror design than the classical
Wolter type-1 (Burrows et al. 1992), it could
achieve a very large field of view (∼ 1 deg2)
while maintaining a good angular resolution
(∼ 5′′) and a large effective area (∼ 1 m2) in
the 0.1-7 keV band (Conconi et al. 2010).

Such a telescope would be able to ob-
serve a number of X-ray sources far exceed-
ing all those known today. While X-ray sur-
veys mainly detect AGN, star-forming galax-
ies (SFG) are also present, comprising a frac-
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Fig. 1. Observed X-ray number counts in today’s
surveys, and planned WFXT limiting fluxes. The
thick upper line and the horn show the observed
Log N–Log S for all X-ray sources in the Chandra
Deep Fields (Moretti et al. 2003) and the limits from
the fluctuation analysis (Miyaji & Griffiths 2002).
The bundle of histograms and data points shows
several determinations of the star-forming galaxies
Log N–Log S (see text). The vertical lines illustrate
the limiting fluxes of the planned surveys.

Table 1. Covered area (deg2) and limiting
fluxes (erg s−1 cm−2 in the 0.5–2.0 keV band)
of the proposed WFXT surveys.

wide medium deep
area 20000 3000 100
flux (req.) 5 · 10−15 10−15 10−16

flux (goal) 3 · 10−15 5 · 10−16 3 · 10−17

tion in the range 1%–20% (depending on the
flux) of all the sources detected in the 0.5–2.0
keV band. Three major surveys are envisaged
with the WFXT, covering different amounts of
the sky at different limiting fluxes and named
wide, medium and deep (Fig 1). Their limit-
ing soft X-ray fluxes correspond broadly to
those probed in ROSAT (Tajer et al. 2005),
XMM-Newton (Georgakakis et al. 2004) and
deep Chandra (Bauer et al. 2004; Norman et al.
2004, RCS05) surveys of SFG. In Fig. 1 we
show the total Log N–Log S from X-ray sur-
veys, and different estimates of the SFG num-
ber counts.

Depending on technological developments,
both a requirement and a goal value for the lim-
iting fluxes can be quoted. Reaching the goals
could extend the number of detected objects by
a factor ∼ 5. However, given the early stage of
the mission, here we will consider only the re-
quirements, and regard the goal flux limit for
the deep survey only.

We assume H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM =
0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7.

2. The LF and evolution of
star-forming galaxies

The local differential luminosity function

ϕ(LogL) dLogL (1)

is defined as the comoving number density
of sources per logarithmic luminosity interval.
The evolution can be described as pure lumi-
nosity with the form (Schmidt 1972)

L(z) ∝ (1 + z)ηl . (2)

Infrared surveys provide a powerful
method to select SFG, since the bulk of the
far and near IR emission is due to reprocessed
light from star formation, with AGN repre-
senting only a minor population (de Jong et al.
1984; Franceschini et al. 2001; Elbaz et al.
2002). The FIR LFs may be assumed to be
essentially unaffected by a contribution from
Seyfert galaxies, as the fraction of Seyferts
is about ∼ 5–10% (RCS05). While many
determinations of IR LFs exist (see references
in RCS05), here we take Takeuchi et al.
(2003, 2004, hereafter T03) as reference. This
is a 60µ LF derived from the IRAS Point
Source Catalog Redshift (Saunders et al.
2000) (PSCz). It includes 15,411 galaxies
with z . 0.07, covering 84% of the sky with
a flux limit of 0.6 mJy at 60µ. While T03
reports pure-density evolution for their LF,
pure-luminosity may provide an equally good
fit to the data (T. Takeuchi, priv. comm.).

Other determinations of the SFG LF have
been derived by the cross correlation of ra-
dio surveys with optical ones (see references
in RCS05). The redshifts covered in these sur-
veys are similar to those of the T03 galaxies,
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Fig. 2. Left: IRAS, ISO, and radio local luminosity functions of SFG converted to the X-rays (see RCS05
for references to the individual LFs). All the LFs converge to the same location. The large data points
with error bars show an observational determination of the local XLF, based on XMM-Newton data by
Georgantopoulos et al. (2005). Right: Comparison of the XLF derived from IRAS data (solid curve; the
grey area shows the uncertainty on the evolution) with the XLF derived by Norman et al. (2004) in the
Chandra Deep Field (data points with error bars).

but the number of objects is smaller due to a
smaller sky coverage, so reliable estimates of
the evolution may not be derived.

The local IR or radio LFs may be converted
to X-ray ones by using the approach first devel-
oped in Avni & Tananbaum (1986) (see also:
Georgantopoulos et al. 1999; Norman et al.
2004), which may be summarised as follows.
Given a galaxy with IR or radio luminosity L,
let P(LX|L) be the probability distribution of
the possible values of the galaxy’s X-ray lu-
minosity LX, as given by the optical/IR/radio
vs. X-ray correlations. Thus, the X-ray LF
may be otained by the convolution of an opti-
cal/IR/radio LF with P(LX|L). In Ranalli et al.
(2003) it was reported that the X-ray luminos-
ity is tightly correlated with radio and FIR lu-
minosities. By assuming a Gaussian probabil-
ity distribution for these correlations, one has
for example

P(Log L0.5−2keV| Log L60µ) =

=
1√
2πσ

e−
Log L60µ+9.05−Log L0.5−2

2σ2 (3)

with σ ∼ 0.30.

A clear prediction for a z = 0 XLF emerges
from the comparison of the infrared and ra-
dio LFs (Fig. 2, left panel): the derived XLFs
agree within a factor of 2 in the luminosity
interval 1040–1041 erg s−1, encompassing the
knee region after which all XLFs steepen to-
ward higher luminosities; although departures
at lower and higher luminosities are present,
the average local X-ray luminosity density, ∼
(3 · 1037 ± 30%) erg s−1 Mpc−1, appears to be
well defined.

Norman et al. (2004) derived an XLF at
higher redshifts (two bins: z̄ ∼ 0.27 and
z̄ ∼ 0.79; Fig. 2, right panel) than those
probed by the IR and radio surveys discussed
above. Other strong constraints at high red-
shift come from the COMBO-17 survey (Wolf
et al. 2003), and from the comparison of the
observed X-ray Log N–Log S with that derived
by integrating the XLF. This work has been
done in detail in RCS05, and here we just quote
the results: the evolution is well described as
pure-luminosity with an exponent ηl ∼ 2.7,
with possibly an hint that the evolution could
be stopped at z ∼ 1 (Fig. 2, right panel).
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3. Expected luminosity and redshift
distributions with the WFXT

The XLF derived in the previous section can
be integrated in the volume of space probed by
the surveys to obtain luminosity distributions

dN
dLogL

=

∫ zmax

0
ϕ(LogL, z′) min[V(z),

V(LogL, Flim)] dz (4)

and redshift distributions

dN
dz

=

∫ LogLmax(z′)

LogLmin

ϕ(LogL, z′) min[V(z),

V(LogL, Flim)] dLogL (5)

where z′ = min(z, zstop); Flim is the limiting flux
of the survey; V(z) is the comoving volume at
redshift z; and V(L, F) is the comoving volume
at the redshift at which a source with luminos-
ity L is observed with flux F. All fluxes are
considered in the 0.5–2.0 keV band.

For the following calculations, we take
zmax = 4, zstop = 1, Lmin = max[1039,
4πDlum(z)2Flim] erg s−1 and Lmax = 1042(1 +
z′)ηl erg s−1. In words, this means that we inte-
grate on the luminosity range (at z = 0) 1039–
1042 erg s−1, that we allow the maximum lu-
minosity to evolve with redshift, that we ex-
clude luminosities lower than what could visi-
ble given the redshift and limiting flux, and that
the integration is done up to z = 4 but stop-
ping the evolution at zstop = 1. The evolution is
pure-luminosity as in Eq. (2) with ηl = 2.7.

The luminosity distribution is shown in
Fig. 3, both in cumulative (left panel) and dif-
ferential form (right panel). The cumulative
form immediately shows the total number of
SFG which are expected to be detected in the
WFXT surveys (2 · 104– 4 · 104 objects per sur-
vey). Reaching the development goal would
enhance the number of SFG by a factor of ∼5,
up to 2 · 105 objects in the deep survey.

It is important to check that the SFG XLF
will be well sampled at all luminosities. From
Fig. 3 it is evident that at least 103 SFG with
L < 2 · 1039 erg s−1 should be detected in the
medium and deep surveys, and that the “knee”
region of the XLF (the range 1040–1041 erg s−1

at z = 0, compare with Fig. 2) will be very well

sampled with around 1.6 · 104 objects in each
of the medium and deep surveys. Similarly, the
high luminosity tail (L > 1042 erg s−1) will
also be well sampled with around 7 · 103 ob-
jects in the medium survey. This part of the
XLF is especially important because objects in
this luminosity range are quite rare, and gen-
erally suspected of having a substantial part of
their emission due to an AGN. Refined clas-
sification criteria, and the possibility of doing
spectral analysis will clearly be essential.

Reaching the development goal will en-
large the sample of SFG with L < 1042 erg s−1

by a factor of ∼ 5, while it should not make
much difference for brighter objects.

The expected redshift distribution is shown
in Fig. 4 (left panel). The wide and medium sur-
veys should have redshift peaks around 0.02
and 0.05, respectively. Both will provide siz-
able samples at larger redshift: ∼ 1000 in the
range 0.2 < z < 0.3 for the wide survey, and ∼
900 in the range 0.6 < z < 0.7 for the medium.
The deep survey will probe much higher red-
shifts: ∼ 900 objects with 1.2 < z < 1.3, and
other ∼ 900 with 1.5 < z < 2.0; these num-
bers would also be larger by a factor of ∼ 5,
if the development goal is reached. The uncer-
tainties on the SFG evolution are illustrated by
the grey area in Fig. 4 (left panel), whose upper
and lower edges correspond to evolution with
ηl = 3.4 and 2.0, respectively.

However, it is likely that the highest red-
shift objects will also have the larger luminosi-
ties. Thus it is reasonable to ask up to which
redshift will the knee of the XLF be probed. The
local XLF exhibits its knee in the range 1040–
1041 erg s−1 (Fig. 2), thus we repeated the inte-
gration in Eq. (5) taking Lmax = 3 ·1040(1+z′)ηl

erg s−1. The result is shown in Fig. 4 (right
panel). The wide and medium surveys will not
probe the knee of the XLF at redshift larger
than z ∼ 0.1 and z ∼ 0.2, respectively. The
deep survey will extend the probed redshift
range up to z ∼ 0.5, while if the development
goal is reached, redshifts as large as ∼1.1 could
be observed.
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Fig. 3. Left: Expected cumulative luminosity distributions for SFG in the WFXT surveys. Right:
Differential luminosity distributions. Since the knee of the SFG XLF is comprised (at z = 0) in the range
1040–1041 erg s−1, it appears that the XLF will be well sampled by the WFXT.

Fig. 4. Left: Expected differential redshift distributions for SFG in the WFXT surveys. The grey area illus-
trates how the uncertainties about the XLF evolution could affect the deep survey. Right: Same as left, but
only considering galaxies with luminosity L ≤ 3 · 1040(1 + z′)ηl erg s−1: the knee region of the XLF will be
probed up to z ∼ 0.5–1.1. Both: Line styles as in Fig. 3.

4. Discussion

From the expected luminosity and redshift dis-
tributions, it is evident that the WFXT will be
able to determine the SFG XLF with an ac-
curacy comparable to that of IRAS or optical
surveys. Thus there will be many new possi-
bilities to study how the X-ray emission de-

pends on other parameters, such as morphol-
ogy, colours, redshift, etc. However, such a
work could only be made if multiwavelength
information is available. In fact, the first and
most important task will be the selection of the
SFG, which are a minor fraction of the total
of X-ray surveys. Several different combina-
tions of the same basic parameters (X-ray lu-
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minosity, X-ray/optical flux ratio, hardness ra-
tio, amount of absorption, presence of broad
lines in optical spectra, etc.) have been ex-
plored by different authors in deep Chandra
surveys (RCS05, and references therein). All
the determinations differ by up to a factor of
∼ 2; this scatter can be reduced only with
a better understanding of how these parame-
ters are linked to each other, and how they
affect the selection (and the completeness of
samples) of SFG. This only gets more diffi-
cult for wide-and-shallow surveys (respect to
deep pencil-beam ones) because the SFG/AGN
fraction in X-ray surveys depends on the limit-
ing flux (Fig. 1). An attempt to investigate this
problem for a sample of SFG in the Chandra-
COSMOS survey (Elvis et al. 2009) may be
found in Ranalli et al. (2010, to be submitted).
One of its main results is that no rigid bound-
aries on the selection parameters can be put;
a sensible approach should build on statistical
methods for object classification.

The need for the most complete multiwave-
length coverage also requires that the choice of
the sky areas covered by the WFXT surveys be
coordinated with (or follow, if not possible oth-
erwise) other present and future survey facili-
ties (Pan-Starrs, the Large Synoptical Survey
Telescope, ALMA, LOFAR, E-VLA, etc.).

The planned WFXT surveys will be able to
derive the SFG XLF and determine its evolu-
tion with unprecedented accuracy up to z ∼0.5
(1.1 if the development goals are reached) in
the knee region, and up to z ∼ 2 (2.5) for the
high-luminosity tail. Since the cosmic star for-
mation history as a peak in the range 1 . z . 2,
it is evident that the goals should be pursued
with strong commitment. The cosmic accre-
tion history has a peak at a similar redshift, and
the two phenomena seem to have shared a very
similar trend. Thus, the larger the probed red-
shift range, the more impact the WFXT will
have for studies of SFG and AGN coevolution.

Finally, were the goals reached, and the
numbers still on the safe side of the confusion
limit, some ultra-deep pointings should be con-
sidered as very profitable. E.g., observing an
area of 10 deg2 with a limiting flux of 10−17

erg s−1 cm−2 would extend the coverage of the
knee of the XLF up to z ∼ 1.7, and of the high-

luminosity tail up to redshifts well beyond the
peak of the cosmic star formation history.

Acknowledgements. We thank Roberto Gilli and
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Abstract.
The last ∼10 years have seen a large progress in the X-ray investigation of early-type galax-
ies of the local universe, and first attempts have been made to reach redshifts z > 0 for these
objects, thanks to the high angular resolution and sensitivity of the satellites Chandra and
XMM−Newton. Major advances have been obtained in our knowledge of the three separate
contributors to the X-ray emission, that are the stellar sources, the hot gas and the galactic
nucleus. Here a brief outline of the main results is presented, pointing out the questions
that remain open, and finally discussing the prospects to solve them with a wide area X-ray
survey mission such as WFXT .

Key words. Galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – Galaxies: evolution – Galaxies: ISM
– Galaxies: nuclei – X-rays: binaries – X-rays: galaxies

1. Introduction

X-ray investigations of early-type galaxies1

(hereafter ETGs) of the local universe began
in the 1980s with the Einstein satellite, and
revealed that the total X-ray luminosity orig-
inates from a combination of hot interstellar
gas and low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs;
Fabbiano 1989). With the advent of the
ROS AT , AS CA and then Chandra and XMM-
Newton eras, our knowledge of all the com-
ponents of the X-ray emission has deepened
considerably: among stellar sources by far the
largest contribution comes from LMXBs, and
it has been quantified; a hot gaseous halo (with
a temperature of ∼few million degrees) can
be present with largely varying amounts; an-

Send offprint requests to: S. Pellegrini
1 This work is devoted to ”normal” early-type

galaxies, where the X-ray emission is not dominated
by an AGN, and keeps below ∼ 1042 erg s−1.

other important galactic component, a super-
massive black hole (MBH) believed to be com-
mon at the center of ETGs and a relic of the
past quasar activity, showed luminosities rang-
ing continuously from the lowest detectable
levels (e.g., that of a bright LMXB in Virgo) to
values typical of Seyferts. The combined study
of the hot gas and low luminosity nuclei turned
out to be a crucial tool to build our understand-
ing of MBH accretion and feedback in the local
universe.

The results above are based on few tens
of ETGs accurately studied with Chandra
and XMM-Newton, whose archives contain at
present roughly two hundreds ETGs with a
specific pointing, located within a distance of ∼
100 Mpc. In this work I review briefly the main
advances concerning the three major emission
components (the stellar emission in Sect. 2, the
hot gas in Sect. 3 and the galactic nuclei in
Sect. 4), indicating also the needs for further
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Fig. 1. The 0.3–8 keV luminosity function of LMXBs for three hot gas poor ETGs with deep Chandra
pointings (Sect. 2) on the left, and the theoretical prediction of Fragos et al. (2008) on the right (from Kim
et al. 2009).

investigation; in Sect. 5 I summarize the cur-
rent scant and sparse knowledge of the X-ray
properties of ETGs beyond the local universe;
in Sect. 6 I discuss the prospects to address a
few important science goals with WFXT .

2. Stellar sources

The stellar X-ray emission of ETGs is con-
tributed by a population of weak sources (LX <
1034 erg s−1) as late type stellar coronae, cata-
clismic variables, and coronally active binaries
(Pellegrini & Fabbiano 1994), and by the more
luminous LMXBs, associated with an old stel-
lar population and powered by accretion from
a low-mass late-type star onto a compact stel-
lar remnant, a neutron star or a black hole. The
origin and evolution of the collective LMXB
population of ETGs is the subject of much dis-
cussion (Fabbiano 2006); LMXBs are found
in both the stellar field and globular clusters,
but their incidence per unit stellar mass is much
higher in the latter, suggesting the importance
of a dynamical formation mechanism.

Exploiting the sub-arcsecond angular res-
olution provided by Chandra the nature of
the stellar contribution to the X-ray emission

could be better constrained, especially with
deep pointings at ETGs (almost) devoid of
an important contaminant such as the hot gas
(Brassington et al. 2008, 2009). In this way the
collective contribution of the weak population
could be estimated in NGC3379 (Revnivtsev
et al. 2008). Luminous (LX > 1036 erg s−1)
pointlike sources could instead be individu-
ally detected and their X-ray luminosity func-
tion (XLF) be built in a number of galaxies,
the deepest studies being those for NGC3379,
NGC4278 and NGC4697 (Kim et al. 2009, see
Fig. 1), and NGC5128 (Voss et al. 2009). One
major goal is to calibrate the dependence of
the collective X-ray emission from LMXBs on
the galaxy stellar mass or luminosity, age and
globular cluster specific frequency. The high
luminosity end of the XLF (LX >several×1037

erg s−1) and the collective luminosity of the
whole LMXB population as a function of the
galactic luminosity are now reasonably known,
with a possible dependence also on the globu-
lar cluster specific frequency still to be evalu-
ated (Kim & Fabbiano 2004; Gilfanov 2004;
Kim et al. 2009). The features in the observed
XLFs that are being discovered (as breaks at
high and low luminosities, possible bumps, dif-
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ferences for field and globular cluster sources)
represent important inputs to theoretical mod-
els for LMXB formation and evolution, as
those built with the advanced population syn-
thesis code StarTrack (Fragos et al. 2008,
2009). These models also predict the evolu-
tion of the XLF with galaxy age, and then
the collective (hard) emission from LMXBs;
such predictions are useful for investigations of
ETGs at higher redshift that are attempted cur-
rently (Sect. 5) and will flourish with WFXT
(Sect. 6).

3. Hot interstellar medium

Chandra observations allowed to separate the
contribution of stellar sources and hot gas, as
well as emission coming from different spatial
regions within galaxies, obtaining the best defi-
nition ever for the hot gas properties (e.g., Kim
& Fabbiano 2003; Humphrey & Buote 2006).
It is now proven that in optically luminous
ETGs the soft interstellar gas can be present
with largely varying amounts (Fabbiano 1989;
Pellegrini & Ciotti 1998; Sarazin et al. 2001),
producing a scatter in LX up to a factor of 100
at fixed galactic optical luminosity (Fig. 2); in
optically faint ETGs instead the X-ray emis-
sion is always dominated by LMXBs (David et
al. 2006; Pellegrini et al. 2007; Trinchieri et
al. 2008).

The hot ISM provides fuel for the central
MBH and absorbs energy from nuclear out-
bursts, in a complex cycle whose mechanism
is not yet fully understood (e.g., Forman et al.
2005; Baldi et al. 2009; Ciotti et al. 2010).

A compilation of radial temperature profiles
for the hot gas shows that the radio luminos-
ity decreases continuously as gradients in the
profiles change from positive to negative, as
if the profiles were reversing the temperature
gradient over time following an activity cy-
cle (Diehl & Statler 2008). Also the envi-
ronment in which ETGs reside can influence
the hot gas coronae, having an effective impact
on their outer temperature gradient (Diehl &
Statler 2008), and on their size and luminos-
ity via stripping, sloshing, compression, con-
duction (Sun et al. 2007); the environment
is also important for the injection of metals

Fig. 2. The 0.3–5 keV luminosity of the hot gas as
a function of absolute blue galactic luminosity, for a
sample of ETGs of the local universe in the Chandra
archive (from Diehl & Statler 2007).

from ETGs in the intracluster medium (e.g.,
Kim et al. 2008a). The sample of ETGs for
which all these phenomena have been investi-
gated is however limited, and real samples in a
statistical sense (i.e., made of thousands of ob-
jects) are needed to establish clearly the effects
of a surrounding medium, of the interactions
with neighbours, of feedback, possibly divid-
ing galaxies based on mass, age, and kinds of
environment.

4. Low luminosity MBHs

Thanks to Chandra’s angular resolution, for
the first time measurement of the nuclear X-
ray emission down to values as low as 1039

erg s−1 and out to distances of ∼ 60 Mpc
were obtained. MBHs of the local universe
turned out to be typically very sub-Eddington
emitters (Pellegrini 2005; Gallo et al. 2008)
and their radiative quiescence was interpreted
in terms of radiatively inefficient accretion
(RIAF; Narayan & Yi 1994), possibly with the
mechanical power dominating the total energy
output of accretion (e.g., Allen et al. 2006).
From the sample available, there appears to
be only a weak relation of the nuclear lumi-
nosity with the MBH mass or with the galac-
tic hot gas content, with a very large disper-
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Fig. 3. The 2–10 keV nuclear luminosity as a func-
tion of the MBH mass for a sample of ETGs of
the local universe in the Chandra archive (Pellegrini
2010).

sion dominating the two relations (Pellegrini
2010; Fig. 3). The modeling of the observables
(mainly the nuclear spectral energy distribu-
tion from radio to X-rays, and the mass ac-
cretion rate derived from the gas density and
temperature close to the accretion radius) al-
lows to establish the origin of the nuclear X-
rays (standard disk plus hot corona, RIAF, jet,
or a combination of them; e.g., Fabbiano et al.
2003; Ptak et al. 2004), and derive impor-

tant clues on the modality of the MBH feeding,
or the kinetic feedback from jets, and then on
the co-existence of MBHs and host galaxies.
Despite many efforts applied to observational
data, accretion in the local universe remains
poorly known, while its knowledge is impor-
tant for a complete understanding of the MBH-
host galaxy coevolution process. Current be-
lieves are that MBHs spend most of their life
in the RIAF regime (Hopkins et al. 2006;
Ciotti et al. 2010), an accretion state expected
to be efficient in producing outflows and jets,
and then to correspond to the ”radio-mode” of
MBH feedback invoked in semi-analytic stud-
ies and hydrodynamic simulations of galaxy
formation (e.g., Croton et al. 2006).

5. Beyond the local universe

Many surveys with different depths and fields
of view have been performed so far with
Chandra and XMM−Newton; for each of them
typically a sample of only <∼ 100 ETGs could
be built, so that only few results could be
obtained about the evolution with redshift of
ETGs. The deepest study was conducted in the
GOODS fields, where 40 ETGs divided in two
redshift bins, of z < 0.5 and 0.5 < z < 1.2,
showed luminosity evolution, by which ETGs
were brighter in the past; this could be due
to passive evolution of LMXBs (Ptak et al.
2007, Sect. 2). In the ECDF-S regions, 539 op-
tically selected ETGs with 0.1 < z < 0.7 and
R < 24 corresponded to the detection of 13
luminous ETGs plus 32 AGNs, and the char-
acterization via the stacking procedure of the
others (Lehmer et al. 2007). When divided in
four z-bins from z = 0.25 to z = 0.66, and two
luminosity bins separated at LB ∼ 1010LB�,
the optically faint samples seem to show an
increase in LX with z, while the brighter ones
keep within the range of values observed lo-
cally, as due to a long-lasting (∼ 6 Gyr) balance
between heating and cooling of the hot gas
coronae. The wide area (∼ 30 deg2) ChaMP
survey based on archival Chandra fields (Kim
et al. 2008b) for a sample of <∼ 100 ETGs
at 0.01 < z < 0.3 finds the minimum X-ray–
to–optical ratio (likely the baseline contributed
by LMXBs) to be constant with redshift. In
the wide area (9.3 deg2) XBoötes survey stud-
ied with a mosaic of 5 ks pointings, the hard-
ness ratio of 2968 stacked ETGs evolves from
z = 0.2 to z = 0.4, i.e., the average spec-
trum becomes harder with increasing z, which
could be due to an increasing AGN contribu-
tion (Watson et al. 2009). A collection of data
from the Chandra Deep Fields to XBoötes, the
shallowest survey, produced a sample of 101
ETGs up to z ∼ 1.4, that show no significant
luminosity evolution when divided in two z-
bins centered at 0.17 and 0.67 (Tzanavaris &
Georgantopoulos 2008). Overall these inves-
tigations are heterogeneous, based on different
selection criteria, and plagued by the limited
numbers of ETGs in the samples, so that the
results can be considered only preliminary.
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Fig. 4. The number of galaxies to be detected in the three WFXT surveys (indicated by the arrows), based
on a recent estimate extrapolated to low fluxes (green line) of the number N(> S ) of galaxies with 0.5–2
keV flux S larger than the value on the x-axis (Tzanavaris & Georgantopoulos 2008). The green line referes
to both late and early types, with the galaxies in the sample roughly equally divided between the two types.

6. WFXT

As discussed in the previous Sections, X-
ray information about ETGs in the local uni-
verse (distance < 100 Mpc) is mostly based
on a number of <∼ 200 galaxies that bene-
fitted of pointed observations with Chandra
and XMM-Newton. Beyond the local universe,
only samples with < 100 objects could be
built, with very limited information on them;
future extensions of the surveys performed so
far are not likely to produce substantial im-
provements. Statistical studies, as the building
of the ETG’s LF and the search for its possi-
ble evolution, or the study of the dependence
of the X-ray emission on different kinds of en-
vironment, require far larger samples. WFXT
is designed to produce a dramatic advance over
existing or planned missions in combined solid
angle and sensitivity, keeping a good angular
resolution of 5′′ (see, e.g., Rosati in these pro-
ceedings); the energy band (0.4–7 keV) is sen-
sitive to both the soft hot gaseous emission
and the hard stellar/AGN contribution. With
the three surveys (wide of 20000 deg2, medium
of 3000 deg2 and deep of 100 deg2) WFXT
could drastically increase the number of de-

tected ETGs and revolutionize the field (see
Fig. 4, based on the flux limits indicated by
Rosati). For example, the deep survey is ex-
pected to produce ∼ 103 times the solid an-
gle of the Chandra Deep Fields at the same
sensitivity. An ETG with a (conservative) size
of ∼ 20 kpc will have an angular dimension
of 10′′ at z = 0.1 and 5′′ at z = 0.3, beyond
which it will appear as a pointlike source for
WFXT . Using flux limits for point sources, an
average ETG X-ray luminosity of 1041 erg s−1

will be detected out to z = 1, 0.3 and 0.1 re-
spectively in the deep, medium and wide sur-
veys. The combination of the X-ray data with
photometric and spectroscopic information at
other wavelengths like those provided by cur-
rent and planned surveys (as 2MASS, SDSS,
Galex, LSST, SDSSIII/BOSS, ...) should give
distances and the main galactic parameters.

The wide survey then could detect ∼few104

ETGs mostly within z = 0.1, and allow to build
the first really large sample of ETGs in the lo-
cal universe. More than ∼ 103 objects could
be studied with enough detail to measure gas
properties, and distinguish stellar and nuclear
luminosities; angular resolution could enable
to detect sharp features in the hot gas as shocks,
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holes, rims. This could make up a baseline for
medium/high z studies. Sample questions to be
tackled with a large database include: how is
feedback working at all galactic luminosities?
with what duty cycle? is the large dispersion in
hot gas content (Fig. 2) related to nuclear ac-
tivity, galaxy structure, or environment?

At z > 0.1 (a lookback time larger than
1.3 Gyr for standard cosmological parameters),
instead, the three main components (LMXBs,
hot gas and nuclei) should be revealed mostly
from their integrated contribution to the X-ray
spectra, and their evolution could be studied.
For example, the LMXB’s contribution, deter-
mined at z = 0 as described in Sect. 2, at
z > 0 should be higher than in local ETGs,
depending on epoch of major star formation
(Sect. 2). The evolution of hot gas and nuclear
activity (respectively contributing to the soft
and hard bands) should give important insights
on the feedback process, revealing for exam-
ple whether the hot gas content and tempera-
ture evolve with time, and the nuclear luminos-
ity increases. In the deep survey there will be
detections of ETGs out to z ∼ 1, to study the
transition of accretion in the radio mode and its
evolution in this state (Sect. 4).
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Abstract. Galaxies are essential building blocks in the Universe. However they are faint
and complex X-ray sources and require high performance instrumentation to be properly
studied. Yet they are fundamental for our understanding of the Universe, and a detailed
knowledge of the local structures is mandatory to explain the deep and far Universe. We
make a few examples, and discuss how well suited WFXT is to address this issue.
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1. Introduction

Galaxies are relatively faint and complex X-
ray sources: their luminosities range between
LX ∼ 1039 erg/s and LX ∼ 1041 erg s−1, and
their emission is due to several distinct com-
ponents, whose relative importance is related
to galaxy parameters such as morphology and
evolutionary stage. Due to their complexity,
our understanding of their X-ray properties is
not as advanced as for other astronomical ob-
jects, and is limited to systems in the local uni-
verse. Nonetheless, they are fundamental if we
aim at understanding the Universe at large, for
no other reason that they have been recognized
as the dominant component in the extragalac-
tic sky at very low fluxes (see Georgakakis et
al. 2006, for a recent review). Therefore, only
a precise determination of the key components
in local galaxies allows us to predict their be-
haviour at high redshifts and/or to study their
evolution.

The advantages in a detailed study of local
galaxies are manifold:
a) The “same” distance to all sources in

Send offprint requests to: G. Trinchieri

a galaxy allows an investigation of specific
source classes more homogeneously. b) A few
source classes can only be studied outside
Milky Way (e.g. ULXs, SSS, hot halos). c) It
returns a better understanding of population of
the Milky Way where sources can be studied
in more detail. d) It represents a baseline for
comparison with the more distant universe: to-
day’s galaxies are the end product of evolution
and as such are important traces of the distant
Universe that we can investigate in detail. Only
a precise knowledge of their properties will al-
low us to properly interpret the “unresolved”
emission from distant objects.

In spite of the efforts to understand local
Universe objects, a real break-through requires
instruments with the following characteristics:
• Large field of view: local objects have large
angular size. Given their complexity, it is
important also to be able to determine the
background locally, to avoid normalization
and spectrum issues.
• Very good spatial resolution. This is required
to separate different components, to minimize
reciprocal contamination, and to study indi-
vidual sources in detail.
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• Sensitivity. Given their faint nature, galaxies
are at low fluxes: at the limit of the Medium
Survey, fx ∼ 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1, they will
all be detected out to D=90 Mpc. Only the
brightest ones (∼ 1041 erg s−1) out to z∼0.2.
• Broad energy band. Different components
have significantly different spectral charac-
teristics, and their contributions dominate
different regions of the spectrum. In order to
be able to separate them spectrally, a broad
band is essential.
• “Reasonable” spectral resolution. While a
superb spectral resolution would be desirable,
all other constraints would make this too
demanding. Nonetheless, spectral analysis is
needed to characterize different components
and provides an excellent alternative in sep-
arating contributions from different sources
when the spatial resolution is not adequate.

Most of the above requirement are indeed met
by WFXT, at least to a reasonable compromise
to be useful for detailed studies of the local
Universe. The spatial resolution (required or
goal) would not allow us to address some of the
outstanding issues outlined below (Chandra
resolution or better would be required), but a
resolving power of 1-2′′ would be enough to
tackle many of them.

2. Outstanding issues where WFXT
can contribute

Several questions related to our understanding
of the X-ray properties of galaxies still need
to be addressed and properly studied. We list
some here, and discuss a few in detail below,
in context with WFXT characteristics.
Luminosity Function of normal galaxies.
This has never properly been done on large
enough samples to be able to distinguish them
in different classes that reflect intrinsic charac-
teristics. We discuss this better in § 4.1
What is the nature of ULXs? This extreme
class of sources can only be studied in exter-
nal galaxies. Current samples are limited, but
WFXT will provide a reasonably large sample
of sources in diverse galaxies (see § 4.2).
Dwarf galaxies This class has been so far ne-
glected, largely due to the difficulty related to

their observation. A survey mode at reasonable
depth is the ideal tool to collect enough exam-
ples, and the large FoV will allow us to exam-
ine those around bigger galaxies.
Hot gas in early type galaxies: how much and
why only in some of them? A large spread in
the LX−gas−LB plane is observed, and attempts
at interpreting it in light of intrinsic galaxy
properties have been so far only partially suc-
cessful. Emission of galaxies located at group
centers is hard to separate from that of the en-
vironment and requires special attention in the
interpretation in the context of galaxy proper-
ties. Even a careful selection of galaxies as a
function of environment has not led to conclu-
sive results (Memola et al. 2009; Mulchaey &
Jeltema 2010). Investigating this with larger
and well studied samples might help to bet-
ter assess what the relevant parameters are (see
Pellegrini, this conference).
Hot gas in the local universe: how much? and
what physical state? We have seen the pres-
ence of instabilities such as hot/cold bubbles
and cavities in clusters and now also around
bright or central group galaxies. Large halos
have been detected around spiral galaxies, and
in the intergalactic space. Studying these phe-
nomena on a large number of galaxies will al-
low us to put the presence and frequencies of
these effects on a statistical ground and to cor-
relate them with intrinsic properties (see § 5)
Young spiral-dominated groups. As part of
our understanding of the presence and amount
of hot gas in the local universe, a new and
largely unexplored field is that of poor groups,
in particular those at a young dynamical age.
As a whole, groups could be regarded as the
fainter end of the cluster class, and their prop-
erties interpreted in this context. However, so
far very little is known about the X-ray prop-
erties of spiral-only compact groups, which
could represent the beginning of an evolution-
ary sequence that would lead them into more
relaxed systems, dominated by an early-type
galaxy population, through a multiplicity of
mechanisms such as mergers of member galax-
ies, accretion of new gas from external reser-
voirs, infall of new galaxies and heating of the
intra-group medium through dynamical fric-
tion and AGN feedback. A hot ISM in these
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Fig. 1. EPIC-pn observations of SCG0018-4854 (Trinchieri et al. 2008) have identified a hot ISM in this
spiral-dominated system (left panel). However, its spectral properties are poorly determined. A WFXT
observation of similar duration would significantly reduce the parameter space (middle and right panels).
Credit: Trincheri et al. A&A 467,195, 2008, reproduced with permission c©ESO.

systems is very hard to observe because it ap-
pears to be significantly fainter and possibly
cooler than in more evolved systems (Belsole
et al. 2003; Trinchieri et al. 2008). However
determining its presence could have a signifi-
cant impact on our understanding of these early
stages of group evolution. Moreover we expect
to encounter more at higher z, therefore mak-
ing their interpretation more challenging if we
lack a good knowledge of their properties lo-
cally. Fig. 1 demonstrates the improvement we
can expect on determining the presence and the
characteristics of a hot ISM in these systems.

3. WFXT and the local Universe: how
good a match is it?

The field of view provided by WFXT has
the fundamental advantage over current instru-
ments that it can cover the large angular size
of nearby galaxies with a limited number of
separate pointings, providing at the same time
enough space for a proper sampling of the im-
mediate neighbouring environment. For exam-
ple M31, the nearest spiral to us, would need
∼ 10 pointings, compared to ∼ 30 needed with
XMM-Newton to cover it out to D25 only. The
observations will include also at least two of
its satellites -M32 and NGC 205- and enough

area outside the disk to study the outer halo re-
gions and the local environment. M33, NGC
253, NGC 300 (see Fig. 2), NGC 1291, M106
are all examples of galaxies with sizable angu-
lar sizes, that can be covered in a single field
together with enough area for a local determi-
nation of the background.

As shown by the example in Fig. 2, bright
sources can be easily resolved and studied in-
dividually. The depth at which they will be re-
solved will depend upon the final spatial reso-
lution reached for WFXT, since crowding will
be a real issue even in nearby systems, and will
be different in different environments. Being
able to observe the entire system and its sur-
rounding in each observation will have a sig-
nificant impact e.g. in building long-term light
curves of all sources in a given galaxy for vari-
ability studies, which in turns has an impact on
our understanding of their nature, when spec-
tral or spatial information are not sufficient.

However, to exploit the advantages of
WFXT will require careful considerations of
the strategy of the observations, both to study
individual sources (spectral studies, XLF, time
variability, source classification, etc) and to de-
tect and characterize the unresolved emission
and the galaxy outskirts and environment. In
particular, in order to be able to exploit the ad-
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Fig. 2. An example of a face-on galaxy, NGC 300 (left panel, green ellipse marking D25), and its observa-
tion with XMM-Newton (EPIC-pn, right panel). While the whole galaxy is contained in the FoV, there is
little left to explore the area outside D25.

vantage of a large FoV and use a local determi-
nation of the background, one major require-
ment is that we know the instrumental response
very well, as a function of energy and position
on the detector.

One didactic example is given by the ex-
tremely elaborate analysis that was required to
measure the characteristics of the halo in NGC
253 (see Bauer et al. 2008, for details of the
analysis required). The size of the halo and its
low surface brightness posed a real challenge
to the available XMM-Newton data, both be-
cause the source almost fills the FoV, making
a local determination of the intensity and spec-
tral shape of the background quite difficult, and
because the calibration of the instrument re-
sponse, required to extrapolate the background
values to the area covered by the emission, was
not accurate enough. If we want to fully exploit
the potential of WFXT to measure low sur-
face brightness extended features, proper cal-
ibration issues must be considered.

4. Large samples

Current studies of galaxies suffer from small
sample statistics, since only a few normal
galaxies are typically detected in X-ray surveys
(Tajer et al. 2007; Georgantpoulos et al. 2005;

Hornschemeier et al. 2005; Brusa et al. 2010).
The huge increment in the number of sources
which will be possible with WFXT has incred-
ible potential in improving our knowledge in
many areas, provided that the identification of
the X-ray sources is done in an automated but
secure way. One of the main issues will be to
be able to resolve the small fraction of normal
galaxies from the much larger populations of
AGNs. Although some discrimination can be
made on the basis of the X/O ratios (e.g., as
done since Maccacaro et al. 1988), low red-
shift galaxies have the advantage that their X-
ray extent can be used as a classification tool:
at z≤ 0.2 the WFXT PSF should still be able
to show them as extended sources, and might
allow us to distinguish those dominated by a
bright nuclear source. We also expect them to
be optically bright, thus easily recognizable on
most plates.

4.1. X-ray luminosity functions

As discussed in Ranalli (this conference) the
number of objects in the three WFXT surveys
will be so large that we can derive a logN-logS
and a XLF (after identification!!) for different
types of galaxies and at different redshifts. This
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will allow us to put a more firm base for cos-
mological studies. Based on our current knowl-
edge of the XLF of normal galaxies, we expect
that the density of galaxies, at the medium sur-
vey flux, is almost 10/deg2, for a grand total of
about 30 000 galaxies at the end of the survey!

4.2. ULX

Provided they are covered, we will be able to
count on a very large number of photons for
sources already known and studied. This will
allow a precise determination of their spectral
shape, which in some cases cannot be deter-
mined with current data. With the large statis-
tics we can study their temporal behaviour, to
better assess their nature, and investigate the
presence of characteristic variability patterns
(QPOs, PSD etc) which might help in deter-
mining the mass of the compact object.

We also expect to be able to discover many
more of these sources, and to extend their de-
tection and characterization to objects at much
larger z, to study them in different contexts. It
is well known that ULXs are invariably asso-
ciated with star formation activity and young
population of stars. However, we need to quan-
tify what percentage of ULX can be associated
with compact objects in binary systems and
what other phenomena might give rise to the
extreme luminosities observed. At the present
time, we expect that about a quarter of ULXs
are SNR, but this is based on a very scanty
statistics (Swartz et al. 2004). Possibly the dif-
ferent species of ULXs can be discriminated on
the basis of their spectral shape. For instance a
thermal model would be preferentially associ-
ated to a SN, while classical binary are mostly
defined by power laws, modified by a disk
and/or corona in a few cases. If covered at the
sensitivity of the medium survey, WFXT will
provide enough photons to distinguish spectra
of many ULXs up to the distance for example
of the Cartwheel, which hosts a large popula-
tion of ULXs and one of the brightest known
to date (Wolter & Trinchieri 2004; Wolter,
Trinchieri & Colpi 2006). The lack of a well
determined spectral shape is hampering our un-
derstanding of the nature of even the bright-
est one, which can be interpreted as a compact,

∼100 M� BH binary or a SN (Pizzolato, Wolter
& Trinchieri 2010).

5. Hot gas in the local universe

Fig. 3. Composite radio optical image of the
M81/M82 galaxy group, covering an area of ∼ 3o ×
3o (from Chynoweth et al. 2008). Reproduced by
permission of the AAS.

HI envelops and high velocity cloud sys-
tems (HVC) are observed around spiral galax-
ies (e.g. M83, NGC 2403) and between
objects (NGC4631 connecting to its com-
panions, Rand 1994; M81 connecting to
NGC3077/M82, Yun et al. 1994). These HI
halos extend over large angular scales and ap-
pear to be dominated by filamentary structures
(see e.g. Fig 3) clearly demonstrating disrup-
tion of the system by tidal interactions. Some
HVCs may be the remnants of galaxy forma-
tion currently being accreted or may be asso-
ciated to current episodes of vigorous star for-
mation like supernovae explosions. A hot halo
is also detected in these same objects, so we
need to understand whether both come from
the same source. The presence of extend halos
could also indicate the existence of large reser-
voirs of gas at low surface brightness and large
size that could go undetected.

Similarly, a connection is expected be-
tween early type galaxies and their surround-
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ings. The evidence of cavities in the diffuse
X-ray surface brightness in clusters of galax-
ies points to a close connection with a cen-
tral AGN radio outbursts. In X-ray bright clus-
ters, cavities are prominent and can be easily
identified. This phenomenon is now beginning
to emerge at all scales, down to bright central
group galaxies and normal galaxies (see Diehl
et al. 2008, for a recent discussion of this
topic). However, due to the smaller scale and
the lower luminosities expected, detections of
cavities is increasingly more difficult in groups
and galaxies. And yet they are expected to play
a more prominent role in the evolution of the
host structure, given the shallower potential
and the faster dynamical time-scales than in
clusters.

We can benefit from observations of nearby
objects, such as Centaurus A, which exhibits
complex morphology on spatial scales from
milliarcseconds to degrees (Fig 4), to under-
stand the relation and the interference be-
tween jets and environment, feedback etc.
Observing the local universe, where powerful
radio sources exist, allows us to obtain details
and relatively large fluxes — but the angular
sizes require the large and effective FoV that
WFXT can provide.

Fig. 4. Exposure corrected, Gaussian smoothed
XMM-Newton image of Cen A in the 0.3-1.0 keV
band pass (from Kraft et al. 2009). The field dis-
played is 40′ in size and does not include all of
the diffuse emission of CenA and its interesting fea-
tures. Reproduced by permission of the AAS.

6. Conclusions

Although not in the primary science, the ex-
ploration of the local universe is possible and
in fact almost mandatory to fully exploit the
WFXT performance. We have shown a few
cases in which just the large focused area of
WFXT would greatly improve our knowledge.
The size of the samples of all kinds of galaxies
and of individual sources will be much larger
than has been possible so far, opening new ar-
eas of exploration and allowing us to confirm
tentative results based on small number statis-
tics. It is important to focus on the observa-
tion strategy, in order to include nearby objects
of crucial interest, on the identification proce-
dure, to rapidly have a list of candidates, and
on proper calibration of the whole FoV, to fully
exploit it. Repeated observations of the same
area of sky will yield also a base for variability
studies, which can be vital for the identification
and classification of many sources.
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Abstract. I will highlight and discuss some of the studies of the stellar population in
the Galaxy that will become possible with or will greatly advantage of the capability of
a Wide Field of view X-ray Telescope (WFXT) mission. This mission concept, that was
been around for more than 15 years, recently has been re-proposed with renovated interest
as part of the US Decadal Astronomy Survey.
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1. Introduction

The idea of a Wide Field X-ray Telescope mis-
sion as one key step for the advancement of to-
day astrophysics has been around from nearly
20 years. Such a mission, conceived by R.
Giacconi, has as its main driver the investiga-
tion of the large scale structure of the Universe,
by tracing the hot X-ray emitting plasma in the
clusters of galaxies (cf. Borgani et al., this vol-
ume) and the population of the farthest AGN
(cf. Gilli et al., this volume). A key element
of such a mission is a ”new-technology” X-
ray mirror in which we trade angular resolution
near the fov center improving the PSF shape
(and resolution) at large off-axis angles over a
wide field of view. (see the Pareschi et al. con-
tribution in this volume for a detailed discus-

Send offprint requests to: S. Sciortino,
sciorti@astropa.inaf.it

sion). The concrete realizability of a WFXT1

has been demonstrated by Citterio et al. (1999)
as part of the study phase of an Italy-USA
WFXT mission proposed for the ASI small
satellite program (Chincarini et al. 1998).

It was clear, since the beginning, that a
WFXT mission is a terrific machine for a very
ample variety of astrophysical investigations.
The key characteristics of the mission that has
been proposed to the US Decadal Survey are
summarized in Table 1. In the following I will
try to briefly show the WFXT role for stud-
ies of stellar populations in the Galaxy. In all
the cases that I will consider – a highly se-
lected, personal taste, choice – a multiwave-
length approach is crucial where key WFXT
data need to be complemented with optical, IR,
etc. observations. Apart the many possible stel-
lar studies in the Galaxy one can think of, I
predict that WFXT observations will results in

1 In 1998 it was realized a mirror shell prototype
with an almost uniform 10” angular resolution over
a ∼ 1 sq.deg. fov
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Table 1. WFXT Planned Survey Sensitivity

Smin (0.5 - 2 keV)
Survey point-like at 5σ

erg s−1 cm−2

Area Exposure Performance
(sq. deg.) (ksec) Goal Baseline

20000 2 3 x 10−15 5 x 10−15

3000 13 5 x 10−16 1 x 10−15

100 400 3 x 10−17 1 x 10−16

The values, taken from Rosati et al. (this vol-
ume), refer to goal performances (Ae f f = 1 m2,
HEW = 5”), and to minimal requirements
(Ae f f = 0.6 m2, HEW = 10”).

many new serendipitous exciting discoveries.
In this respect let me just mention, as an ex-
ample, the very recent XMM-Newton discov-
ery of very intense (100 times higher than ex-
pected) X-ray emission from a young brown
dwarf (Stelzer et al. 2010) that is urging us to
somehow reconsider the X-ray emission mech-
anism possibly at work in the very low-mass
objects.

2. The young stellar population and
the recent star formation history in
the Galaxy

The reason why X-ray observations are crucial
for the study of the nearby, less than 109 yr old,
stellar populations is the well known fact that
the X-ray luminosity decays by 1000-10000
times evolving from the PMS to the solar age;
this decay occurs mainly during the main se-
quence phase. Such a behaviour is due to the
decrease of angular momentum and rotational
velocity with age. The younger, faster rotating,
stars have a stronger magnetic field resulting in
a higher X-ray coronal emission. For the sake
of the reader let me remember that due to their
fast rotation the older synchronized, so called
active, binaries are also characterized by an in-
tense coronal emission. While the age decay is
the major observable effect we have also ob-
served a softening of emitted X-ray spectrum
with stellar age (cf. Micela (2003) and refer-
ence therein cited).

Since the stellar X-ray (coronal) emission
depends strongly on age, X-ray surveys play a
key role in deriving i) the spatial distribution,
in particular the densities and scale heights,
of the young (< 109 yr) stellar populations as
well as ii) the star formation rate in the last bil-
lion year. Indeed in this age range optical pho-
tometric surveys are blind since there are no
discernible color changes in stellar luminosity
and one has to resort to spectroscopically dis-
cernible changes (i.e. the intensity of Lithium
line) observed in dG-dK stars. Moreover, for
dG stars this change mainly occurs after the
first ∼ 5 x 107 yr.

In the ”soft” (∼ 0.2-10 keV range) X-rays
we can observe young stars at much larger
distances than old stars; hence young stars
dominate shallow stellar X-ray selected sam-
ple while old stars dominate deep high lati-
tude X-ray selected stellar samples (cf. Fig.
1). Active binaries, with their high X-ray lu-
minosities, are selected as well, so compan-
ion optical data can be required to disentan-
gle the case. Starting from a ”classical” model
(Bahcall & Soneira 1980; Bahcall 1986) for
the stellar counts in the Galaxy Favata et al.
(1992) have build a model, X-COUNT, that

provides stellar counts in the X-ray band-pass.
The model is based on i) average stellar spa-
tial distributions for various age ranges, ii) an
average spatial model of interstellar gas (and
resulting extinction in X-rays), and Maximum
Likelihood X-ray luminosity distribution func-
tions from age-selected well studied open clus-
ters and stellar samples. Using X-COUNT (or
a similar model developed by Guillout et al.
1996) it is possible to compare observed and
predicted X-ray stellar counts and, as a result,
to derive the spatial distributions of stellar pop-
ulations in the Galaxy. Following a seminal pa-
per (Favata et al. 1988) on the stellar con-
tent of the Einstein Medium Sensitivity Survey
(Gioia et al. 1990; Stocke et al. 1991), a de-
tailed investigation of the stellar content of the
Einstein EMSS (215 stars at a limiting fX ∼ 2
x 10−13 erg/sec/cm2 over about ∼ 778 sq. deg.)
has shown the presence of an excess of yel-
low (dG-dK) stars with respect to predictions
(Sciortino, Favata, & Micela 1995). This ex-
cess can be either young star or active binaries;
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the fraction of predicted X-ray normal star counts for various direc-
tions and limiting flux for 3 distinct stellar age ranges (identified by distinct colours). In this illustrative
calculation the X-ray luminosity of all stars for each given age range has been taken equal to the median
LX of the corresponding sample. The absolute number of predicted stellar counts is different in each of the
5 panels.

an extensive optical campaign has shown that
most of them are indeed young stars (Favata et
al. 1993, 1995). By comparing the observed
and predicted stellar logN - LogS it is possible
to infer the behaviour of the recent star forma-
tion rate in the Galaxy. This has been firstly
demonstrated by Micela, Sciortino, & Favata
(1993) who, using the EMSS data, have been
able to show that some hypothetical temporal
behaviours of the recent star formation rate are
not consistent with available data (cf. Fig. 2).

The EMSS is by construction an high (b >
20 deg) latitude survey, while the stellar den-
sity in the Galaxy is higher near the plane.
In order to study the Galactic Plane content
at a limiting flux, fX ∼ 10−14 erg/sec/cm2, 10
times deeper than the RASS, a ROSAT pointed
Galactic Plane survey covering ∼ 2.5 sq. deg.
was performed. The analysis of the 93 stars
found in this survey (Morley et al. 2001) has
allowed us to conclude that the density of ac-
tive stars in the Galactic Plane is larger than
assumed in X-COUNT; henceforth either the
star formation rate is increased in the last bil-

lion year or the young population scale heights
are smaller than assumed in X-COUNT.

Coming back to high latitude surveys, the
analysis of the stellar content (152 stars over
9 sq. deg.) of the ROSAT NEP survey (fX ∼
10−14 erg/sec/cm2) has confirmed, but at one
dex deeper limiting flux, the EMMS results,
namely: for dA-dF and for dM X-COUNT
predictions agree well with the observations,
while a significant excess of yellow (dG-dK)
stars is present (Micela et al. 2007). López-
Santiago et al. (2007) have analyzed the stel-
lar content of the XBSS (XMM-Newton Bright
Serendipitous Survey) confirming an excess of
yellow (G+K) stars. A model calculation with
a decreasing stellar birthrate is ruled out by
observations. A constant SFR can reproduce
the number of A and M stars, but underesti-
mates the total number of observed stars. An
increasing birthrate seems to work better: the
total number of predicted sources agrees with
the observations although it overestimates the
total number of M stars. Those however can
be hidden in some ”yellow” binary. The FGK
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Fig. 2. Left panel: X-COUNT predicted stellar number counts at high galactic latitude assuming a constant
stellar birthrate for 3 distinct age ranges: young stars (blue line), intermediate age stars (green line), and
old stars (red line), summed over ages (black line). Right panel: observed (points & error bar from EMSS
data) and predicted Log(N)-Log(S x) toward the direction l = 90◦ and b = 90◦ assuming τ = ∞ (black line),
τ = 15 Gyr (red line), τ = −15 Gyr (blue line), and τ = 5 Gyr (magenta line), [figures adapted from Micela,
Sciortino, & Favata (1993)].

star excess cannot be reproduced by using only
a smooth stellar birthrate, unless the discrep-
ancy between observations and predictions is
due to a stellar population not (yet) included in
the X-COUNT model. In summary the discrep-
ancy between predicted and observed spectral
type distributions could either be due to an ”ad-
ditional” population of young stars with small
scale height or to a number of M dwarfs in bi-
nary systems with a yellow primary.

A contribution to this studies has been pro-
vided by the analysis of the stellar content of
the Chandra Deep Field North (Feigelson et al.
2004). With a quite small sample consisting of
11 stars with V < 22.5, it has been possible to
derive strong evidence of a decrease of X-ray
luminosities over the 1Gyr <t<11Gyr age in-
terval. With no decrease 39 rather than 11 stars
should have been detected. The deduced ”best
fit” model has LX ∼ age−2 ergs s−1, which is
faster than the age−1 behaviour expected on the
basis of known rotational spin-down rates and
X-ray-activity relations (cf. Fig. 3).

However larger stellar samples (and deeper
surveys) are required to firmly derive the recent
star formation history, and specifically, the al-
ternation of peaks and lulls of the star forma-
tion rate. This is an area in which WFXT can
provide the still lacking data.

3. The Gould Belt (or Disk?) nature

Guillout et al. (1998) have performed the po-
sitional cross-identification between the RASS
source list (at the limiting count rate of
S = 0.03 PSPC c/s) and the stars listed in the
Tycho catalog. The large scale sky distribu-
tion of the X-ray emitting Tycho stars (cf. Fig.
5) shows an enhancement (apart around the
Galactic Plane) that has been interpreted as a
structure of young nearby stars, likely, coinci-
dent with the so called Gould Belt. The avail-
able data have still left open various questions:
i) Is this enhancement due to a real, recently
formed, physical structure? ii) Is this structure
a Belt or instead is more similar to a Disk? iii)
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Fig. 3. Left panel: Comparison of cumulative dis-
tributions of stellar parameters for XCOUNT mod-
els of the CDF-N stellar population. Left: K-band
magnitude. Right: X-ray luminosity. In each panel,
histograms from top to bottom are as follows: to-
tal stellar population in the CDF-N field with V <
22.5 and without X-ray selection (thin solid line),
XCOUNT model prediction with standard settings
including X-ray selection and no age > 1 Gyr mag-
netic activity evolution (thin dashed line), XCOUNT
model with rapid age−2 X-ray decay (thick dashed
line), and the observed distributions (thick solid line
(figures from Feigelson et al. 2004).

Is this structure related to nearby star formation
processes and some ”local” triggering mech-
anism(s)? With the RASS we have been able
just to see the side of a hypothetical belt/disk
structure nearest to the Sun, while the farthest
side is beyond the RASS horizon (cf. Fig. 4).
To answer those and other connected ques-
tions we definitively need a much deeper large
area X-ray survey with a spatial resolution bet-
ter than XMM-Newton (to select the possible
members of such a structure) and we need the
GAIA data to derive distances and 3-d space
velocities to discriminate the very likely mem-
bers. A joint WFXT/GAIA investigation will
provide an invaluable contributions to assess
the nature of the Gould Belt/Disk and more
generally of the star formation process in the
solar neighborhood. This is clearly shown in
pictorial form by the simulation (cf. Fig. 5) of
the outcome of a 30-50 times deeper than the
RASS X-ray survey with an angular resolution
of 10”. The nature of the Gould Belt (or Disk)
will clearly be derived from a properly selected
survey of a (large) sky area, without the need to
an all sky coverage. With an efficency of 80% a

Fig. 4. A sketch of the Gould Belt geometry pro-
jected on the Galactic plane. The Gould Belt is as-
sumed to be an ellipsoidal shaped ring with semi-
major and minor axes equal to 500 and 340 pc, re-
spectively. The members are assumed to be located
near the outer edge of belt (solid thick curve). The
asterisk marks the Sun position. The depicted circles
of radius 95, 165 and 300 pc centered on the Sun
show the X-ray horizon, at a PSPC limiting count-
rate of 0.03 cts s−1 (∼ 3 x 10−13 erg/s/cm2), for stars
with log(LX [erg/s]) = 29.5, 30.0 and 30.5, respec-
tively. The horizon for a G5 ZAMS star at the Tycho
completeness threshold (10.5 mag) is 160 pc. The
grey shaded area illustrates the alternative picture of
the Gould Disk whose members are spatially dis-
tributed between the inner and outer rings (figure
from Guillout et al. 1998).

dedicated medium depth survey (cf. 1) of about
200 sq. deg. will require about 1-2 months.

4. Formation and evolution of Young
Stellar Clusters (YSC) and their
IMFs

The study of the formation and evolution of
the YSC (Young Stellar Clusters) and of their
IMF’s (Initial Mass Function) is another wide
research theme on which a mission like WFXT
will provide otherwise impossible to obtain
data. For a thorough discussion of this theme
I point the reader to a recent white paper by
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Fig. 5. Top panel: All sky distribution in galactic
coordinates of RASS-Tycho stars (black dot) at a
PSPC count-rate threshold S = 0.03 cts s−1 (∼ 3 x
10−13 erg/s/cm2). Color codes the surface density,
the enhancement at low galactic latitude is clearly
visible. The dashed line indicates Gould belt. Black
circles indicate young clusters and star forming re-
gions that show up in the RASS-Tycho sample.
Bottom Panel: A simulated all sky distribution in
galactic coordinates of X-ray emitting stars at a lim-
iting flux of 5 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2, 30-50 times
deeper than the RASS. Color codes the surface den-
sity. At this deeper flux the Gould Belt, if a physi-
cal structure, will clearly be discernible (Simulation
courtesy of P. Guillout).

Feigelson et al. (2009) submitted to the US
Decadal Committee lead by R. Blanford.

Let me just recall the major open issues and
related questions: th

Do clusters form rapidly during a single
collapse event or slowly over many crossing
times ? Why are massive stars rare ? Do they
form via accretion disks or stellar mergers ?
How does the feedback from OB stars both halt
and promote further star formation? Is the stel-
lar IMF truly universal over a wide range of
cloud conditions, and what produces its dis-
tinctive shape ? When and why does primor-

dial mass segregation (if any) occur ? What ef-
fect do shocked OB winds have on the physics
of the HII region and the confining GMC ?
What fraction of stars in the Galaxy form from
triggered processes? What determines whether
a YSC survives the dispersal of its parental
molecular gas and becomes a bound open or
globular cluster? How does the cluster envi-
ronment influence the evolution of protoplan-
etary disks and subsequent formation of plane-
tary systems?

Such a research theme definitively requires
panchromatic studies: optical, infrared (from
ground and space), millimeter (ALMA), as
well as X-rays observations are needed. Given
the typical extent of relevant targets (that often
cover up to tens of square degrees) a WFXT is
a key element of the needed instrumental suite.
While there are many reasons for the key role
played by X-ray observations, let me remem-
ber a very basic one: IRAC Spitzer data as well
as the new data from Herschel are having an
impressive impact in the field, but a reliable
IMF can hardly be derived from Spitzer data
alone since one will very likely miss a large
fraction of WTTs. For example, the identifica-
tion of a complete sample of members (both
Classical T Tauri and Weak Line T Tauri) has
proven to be a very crucial point in the investi-
gations of the ”environmental” effects on disk
evolution (cf. Guarcello et al. 2007, 2009).

5. Continuous monitoring: Variability
of Class I e Class II emission

Recently Favata and collaborators have ob-
tained a 23-days long uninterrupted COROT
observation of the Young Cluster/SFR NGC
2264 (with an age of ∼ 3 Myr). This was a
specific additional program aimed to study the
variability phenomena of a large sample of
NGC 2264 members. The long photometric se-
ries are allowing many investigations, in par-
ticular to look for light curve variability of the
same nature as that observed in the classical T
Tauri star AA Tau (Alencar et al. 2010). This
variability was interpreted as due to inner warp
dynamic associated to and controlled by the
interaction between stellar magnetic field and
the inner disk region . The classification purely
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based on the analysis of light curves is in good
agreement with the Spitzer IRAC classification
systems, about 40% of of NGC 2264 members
show warped disks, i.e. evidence of an intense
accretion process mediated by a highly dy-
namical star-disk magnetospheric interaction.
If this picture is correct then we should expect
evidence of time correlation between optical
and X-ray variability among the sample of AA
Tau-like PMS stars; in particular, we should
see variability in the emitted intensity as well
as in the emitted spectrum (mostly related to a
time variable absorption).

Dedicated long observations, such as those
of the Chameleon SFR that will be possible
with the ESA CV proposed PLATO mission,
together with simultaneous (week) long con-
tinuous observations with WFXT will defini-
tively provide a big step forward in our un-
derstanding of the disk-star interaction and on
the role of magnetic field. This would require
a couple months of dedicated WFXT observa-
tions.

6. Long Term Programs: X-ray Cycles
of late-type stars

Currently the WFXT mission concept that has
been proposed to the US Decadal Survey con-
siders a mission lifetime of 5 years. However
based on the experience of other highly suc-
cessful X-ray observatories (like Chandra and
XMM-Newton), whose lifetime has been ex-
tended to more than a decade, I think that we
have to consider from the beginning the possi-
bility to include few selected long-term plan in-
vestigations that ask for repeated observations
over a decade. As an example, let me focus on
the case of X-ray cycles of quiet late-type stars,
whose X-ray luminosity is similar to that of
our Sun, LX ∼ 1027 erg/sec. While for our Sun
the evidence of a long term (11 years) cycles
of the emission in many bands including the
X-ray one is based on firm observational evi-
dence, a similar evidence was completely lack-
ing in the case of other X-ray quiet stars; in-
deed the spotted nature of the available obser-
vations had been a serious observational limi-
tation. It has been only for the perseverance of
some of us (and good will of many TAC mem-

Fig. 6. The variation of the X-ray luminosity for
HD 81809 as observed by XMM-Newton since
2001 plotted together with the CaII data available
until 2007.

bers) that, thanks to a decennial campaign of
XMM-Newton repeated observations, we have
been able to provide in a couple of cases clear
observational evidence of X-ray cycles: prob-
ably the best case, HD 81809 (Favata et al.
2008) is shown in Fig. 6. I guess that a proper
planned campaign of WFXT observations can
enlarge this very small sample and allow us to
verify if X-ray cycle and CaII periods do, in
general, agree or not and, more generally, what
are the conditions under which X-ray cycles
may occur. While this is just an example, I feel
it contains a lesson: even if formally a mission,
WFXT in such a case, has a nominal lifetime
too short for a decade-long investigation (this
was indeed the case of XMM-Newton), it is
definitively worth to start few selected of such
long-term investigations, since they can pro-
vide scientific returns otherwise impossible.

7. Concluding Remarks

WFXT surveys will allow deriving the proper-
ties of < 109 yr old population in the Galaxy.
Properly planned follow-up optical observa-
tions are needed. The shallow, medium and
deep planned high latitude WFXT surveys will
allow determining densities and scale heights
of young, intermediate and old stellar popula-
tions and the history of the star formation rate
in the last billion year, a period of time that
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optical surveys alone cannot explore. A prop-
erly planned, dedicated survey at low-galactic
latitude will allow investigating the nature and
origin of the Gould Belt/Disk and of its low-
mass stellar population, i.e. the nature of one of
the recent episodes of star formation occurred
in the solar neighborhood. A WFXT mission
can step forward our knowledge on many open
issues on the physics and process at work in
Young Stellar Clusters (and associated proto-
planetary systems) formation and early evolu-
tion. Key laboratories are the nearby (< 1 kpc)
SFRs dispersed on a large area of sky. Such in-
vestigation will greatly take advantage of the
∼ 5” angular resolution, the current WFXT
goal. More in general stellar studies will re-
quire that some time will be devoted to sur-
veying properly selected regions: medium and
medium/deep observations are required in or-
der not only to find the sources, but to ease the
identification process by using the collected X-
ray spectra.
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Abstract. The Wide-Field X-ray Telescope (WFXT, see Rosati et al. in this volume) is
a proposed NASA mission dedicated to performing surveys of the sky in the soft X-ray
band (0.3 − 6 keV). The key characteristics of this missions are a constant point spead
function with Half Energy Width of ∼ 5 arcsec over ∼ 1 degree fielf of view as well as an
effective area ∼ 10 times larger than the one of Chandra. Despite the fact tjat the mission is
tailored for extragalactic purposes, we show here that extremely inetersting results can also
be obtained on the study of neutron stars.

Key words. Neutron: stars – X-rays

1. Introduction: status

Neutron stars are formed in supernova explo-
sions and live their early life as rotationally
powered emitters, shining mainly in the high
energy band. A small fraction of the neutron
star spin-down power goes in the radio band in
the form of pulsed emission, making their dis-
covery possible. As newborn objects, neutron
stars are also very hot (millions of degrees) and
emit in the soft X–ray band thanks to the cool-
ing of the compact object. As the neutron star
ages its spin-down power and internal heat de-
creases and it becomes readily unobservable.
Only for compact objects in close binary sys-
tems there is an additional way to power their
emission thanks to the exchange of mass from
the companion to the neutron star. Accretion of
matter onto a compact object naturally leads to
emission in the X–ray band, powering the so-
called X–ray binaries.

Stable mass transfer onto compact objects
produces the brightest objects in the X–ray

Send offprint requests to: S. Campana

sky. For this reason our knowledge of the
population of X–ray binaries in the Galaxy
started with the first all-sky hard-band survey
from the Uhuru satellite. Monitoring instru-
ments such as the RossiXTE ASM and now
INTEGRAL, Swift BAT and MAXI provide
a nearly real-time census of the population of
bright X–ray binaries in our Galaxy and in
our closeby neighboorhood. With these instru-
ments we have access, however, only to the
brightest tip of the population. It was clear
from the first X–ray missions that, together
with persistent sources, there is a large popu-
lation of transient X–ray binaries which spend
most of their time (90 − 99%) in quiescence
and show signs of X–ray activity only for very
limited periods of time (during which they
share the same properties of persistently bright
sources). With the coming of new facilities
such as XMM-Newton and Chandra it became
clear that intermediate luminosity X–ray bina-
ries are also present, but difficult to discover
and, in turn, difficult to study.
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Fig. 1. The apparent (thin histogram) and volume corrected (thick histogram) cumulative luminosity func-
tion for Low Mass X–ray Binaries and High Mass X–ray Binaries. The solid lines are the best fits to the
data (from (Grimm et al. 2002)). Credit: Grimm et al., A&A, 391, 923, 2002, reproduced with permission
c© ESO.

Our present view on quiescent and inter-
mediate luminosity X–ray binaries comes from
the ROSAT All Sky Survey (RASS) in the soft
band only and from partial or limited serendip-
itous surveys carried out with imaging satel-
lites like XMM-Newton and Chandra.

2. A WFXT survey of the Galactic
plane: neutron stars

Actually our knowledge of X–ray binaries as
a population relies only on studies with the
RossiXTE ASM, providing luminosity func-
tion of high-mass and low-mass X–ray bina-
ries (depending on the mass of the companion)
down to luminosities of the order of 1035−1036

erg s−1 (Grimm et al. 2002, see also Fig. 1).
This clearly provides only a biased view of the
population missing the great majority of faint
objects. In addition, below this limiting lumi-
nosity level accretion onto neutron stars in high
mass (magnetic field B ∼ 1012 G and spin peri-
ods in the few seconds range for the fastest pul-
sators) and low mass (magnetic field B ∼ 108−9

G and spin periods of a few milliseconds) X–
ray binary transients might enter in accretion
regimes different from the direct fall of mat-

ter onto the neutron star surface (e.g. Campana
et al. 1998). These regimes (e.g. propeller, re-
activation of a radio pulsar) are basically un-
explored as a population. In quiescence X–
ray binary transients are observationally in the
∼ 5× 1031 − 1033 erg s−1 range (e.g. Campana
2004).

A WFXT survey of the Galactic plane com-
parable in depth with the ‘wide’ survey (i.e.
reaching a flux limit of ∼ 3 × 10−15 erg cm−2

s−1 will reach a luminosity limit of ∼ 1032 erg
s−1 throughout the Galaxy, providing a com-
plete census of the X–ray binary population. A
complete census of the X–ray binary popula-
tion will help constraining the formation and
evolutionary models.

A similar mapping can be achieved on the
Magellanic Clouds with a survey compara-
ble in depth to the ‘medium’ survey. Studying
the properties of X–ray binary sources in the
Magellanic Clouds rather than in our own
Galaxy presents several advantages: i) the dis-
tance of all sources are well known; ii) the
much lower column density allows us to in-
vestigate a much wider spectral range than it is
possible in the Galactic plane. The importance
of this low column density is highlighted by
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Fig. 2. Typical mass-radius relation that can be obtained with WFXT observing for 100 ks a neutron star
low mass transient in quiescence. Simulations were carried out taking the quiescent transient in Omega Cen
as a template. In the left panel a mass and radius of 1.66 M� and 11.6 km were selected, respectively; in the
right panel 2.25 M� and 12 km.

e.g. the large number of supersoft sources dis-
covered in the Magellanic Clouds; iii) since the
metallicities of the Magellanic Clouds differ
from that of our Galaxy, a comparison of their
X–ray population will help us understanding
the role of abundances in their properties.

2.1. Globular Clusters

Globular clusters contain a large number of X–
ray binaries, that are formed thanks to close
encounters (Heinke et al. 2003) and the large
majority of them are quiescent. The X–ray
spectrum of a transient low mass X-ray binary
in quiescence comprises two spectral compo-
nents: one hard usually modelled with a power
law (with variable importance of a source-by-
source basis, from <∼ 3% to ∼ 50%) and the
other soft modelled with a black body emis-
sion. The soft component is also consistent
with emission coming from the cooling of the
entire neutron star surface that has been heated
during (transient) accretion episodes (Brown et
al. 1998). This emission is well understood
and, if data of very good quality are gathered,
in principle, it can provide a tool to disentan-
gle the small spectral differences induced by
different neutron star masses and radii. Given
the large area of WFXT, 100 ks observation
will allow to set strong constraints on the neu-
tron star equation of state through observations

of transient low mass X-ray binaries in quies-
cence (see Fig. 2).

In addition, globular clusters contain also
a large number of recycled millisecond pulsars
(Bogdanov et al. 2006). A statistical study of
millisecond radio pulsars can provide insight
on the energy conversion mechanism of spin
down power into high energy photons.

2.2. Galactic Center

Thanks to the Chandra observatory the
Galactic center region has been mapped in
exquisite details (Wang et al. 2002; Muno et
al. 2009). A scan of two degree across the
Galactic center has been carried out (with 2 Ms
exposure) reaching a completeness 0.5–8 keV
flux limit of 4 × 1032 erg s−1 and up to an or-
der of magnitude more sensitive in the deepest
exposure around Sgr A (see Fig. 3). 9017 X–
ray sources were detected. The majority of the
absorbed sources (NH > 4 × 1022 cm−2) are
made by cataclysmic variables, even if a num-
ber of transients have been discovered. WFXT
can cover the same area more deeply by an or-
der of magnitude in in 200 ks. This opens the
possibility of variability studies either tempo-
ral and spectral. Monitoring programs can be
very effective in discovery faint or very faint
transients (L ∼ 1034 − 1036 erg s−1) that can-
not be detected and followed by all-sky mon-
itor instruments. Explorative campaigns have
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Fig. 3. Three-color image of the Galactic center region. Red is 1–3 keV, green is 3–5 keV, and blue is 5–8
keV, from Muno et al. (2009). Reproduced by permission of the AAS.

been carried out in the Galactic center region
with Chandra and XMM-Newton (Wijnands
et al. 2006). These systems are poorly stud-
ied and only focussing telescope surveys can
reveal and study their population (Campana
2009).

2.3. Old neutron stars

About 109 neutron stars are thought to populate
our Galaxy, but only ∼ 2 × 103 are directly ob-
served as radio pulsars or as accretion-powered
X–ray binaries (see Fig. 4). In principle also
the accretion of the interstellar medium ma-
terial may make isolated neutron stars shine,
and their weak luminosity could be detected in
soft X–rays. Recent ROSAT observations have
convincingly shown that neutron stars accret-
ing from the interstellar medium are extremely
rare, if observed at all, in contrast with earlier
theoretical predictions. In addition, accreting
objects can be confused with much younger,
cooling neutron stars. However, a combination
of observations and theoretical modeling may
help in discriminating between the two classes
(Treves et al. 2000).

Clearly also isolated cooling neutron stars
are extremely important targets since they can
shed light on the supernova explosion rate
in the Galaxy and chemical evolution. The
ROSAT All-Sky-Survey is the only available

survey for this kind of studies. Turner et al.
(2010), using new and archival observations
made with the Swift satellite and other fa-
cilities, examined 147 X–ray sources selected
from the RASS Bright Source Catalog (BSC)
searching for isolated neutron stars (INS).
Independent of X–ray spectrum and variability,
the number of INSs is <∼ 48 (90% confidence).
Restricting attention to soft (T < 200 eV), non-
variable X–ray sources they put an all-sky limit
of <∼ 31 INSs. Five new objects were also de-
tected. A future (nearly) all-sky X–ray survey
with WFXT can be expected to increase the
detected population of X–ray-discovered INSs
from the 8 to 50 in the BSC, to (for a disk pop-
ulation) 240 to 1500, which will enable a more
detailed study of neutron star population mod-
els.

3. Conclusions

The Wide Field X-Ray Telescope (WFXT) is a
medium-class mission designed to be 2-orders-
of-magnitude more sensitive than any previ-
ous or planned X–ray mission for large area
surveys and to match in sensitivity the next
generation of wide-area optical, IR, and radio
surveys. The WFXT mission is scientifically
broad. The main focus of the mission is on ex-
tragalactic science but, as shown above, many
important topics can be covered by WFXT
concerning neutron stars.
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Fig. 4. Sky maps of the projected density of neutron star (Nstar = 109) - The cut-off distances are 30 kpc
(upper panel), 10 kpc (central panel) and 3 kpc (lower panel) respectively. The density scale is normalized
to the maximum density at 30 kpc, from (Sartone et al. 2010). Credit: Sartone et al., A&A, 510, A23, 2010,
reproduced with permission c© ESO.
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Abstract. I highlight the synergies of the Wide Field X-ray Telescope (WFXT) with the
next generation radio surveys, including those to be obtained with the Australian Square
Kilometre Array Pathfinder and the Square Kilometre Array, and discuss the overlap be-
tween the X-ray and radio source populations. WFXT will benefit greatly from the avail-
ability of deep radio catalogues with very high astrometric precision, while on the other
hand WFXT data will be vital for the identification of faint radio sources down to ≈ 50 µJy.
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1. Introduction

The Wide Field X-Ray Telescope (WFXT)1 is
a medium-class mission designed to be about
two orders of magnitude more sensitive than
any previous or planned X-ray mission for
large area surveys and to match in sensitivity
the next generation of wide-area optical, in-
frared, and radio surveys (see Giacconi et al.
2009; Murray et al. 2009, and Rosati et al. this
volume for details)

I explore here the possible WFXT syner-
gies with future radio surveys. Sect. 2 describes
the current status of radio surveys, while a se-
lection of up-coming and future radio projects
is described in Sect. 3. Sect. 4 deals with the
source population in deep radio and X-ray sur-
veys, while the X-ray/radio synergy is dis-
cussed in Sect. 5. My conclusions are sum-
marised in Sect. 6 As this is not a review of

Send offprint requests to: P. Padovani
1 http://www.wfxt.eu

future radio projects, only basic information
on them will be provided. Readers wanting to
know more should consult the relevant refer-
ences and World Wide Web pages.

2. Current radio surveys

Currently available radio surveys can be di-
vided, as it is the case for most observational
bands, into two main categories: shallow/large
area and deep/small area (see, e.g., Fig. 1 of
Norris et al. 2009). The first group includes,
above 0.5 GHz: the NRAO VLA Sky Survey
(NVSS; Condon et al. 1998), which covers
82% of the sky (δ > −40◦) at 1.4 GHz down
to 2.5 mJy, with a 45” resolution; the Faint
Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty centime-
ters (FIRST; Becker et al. 1995), covering 22%
of the sky (the North Galactic Cap) at 1.4
GHz down to 1 mJy, with a 5” resolution;
the Sydney University Molonglo Sky Survey
(SUMSS; Mauch et al. 2003), which maps
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63% of the sky (δ < −30◦ and |bII| > 10◦)
at 843 MHz down to ∼ 10 mJy, with a res-
olution similar to that of the NVSS. The sec-
ond category includes a number of Very Large
Array (VLA) small area surveys below 0.1 mJy
at a few GHz, reaching a maximum area of
∼ 2 deg2 (VLA-COSMOS; Bondi et al. 2008)
and a minimum flux density ∼ 15 µJy at 1.4
GHz (SWIRE; Owen & Morrison 2008) and
∼ 7.5 µJy at 8.4 GHz (SA 13; Fomalont et al.
2002).

3. Up-coming and future radio
surveys

Radio astronomy is at the verge of a revolution,
which will produce large area surveys reaching
flux density limits way below current ones. I
highlight here some of projects, which are be-
ing planned.

3.1. LOw Frequency ARray

The LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR)2 is a
new radio telescope designed and built by
ASTRON (the Netherlands Institute for Radio
Astronomy) in collaboration with Dutch uni-
versities and other European partners. LOFAR
operates in a largely unexplored region of the
electro-magnetic spectrum (from below 20 up
to ∼ 240 MHz), and consists of a distributed
interferometric array of dipole antenna stations
that permit large areas of the sky to be imaged
simultaneously.

LOFAR will carry out large area surveys
at 15, 30, 60, 120 and 200 MHz reaching dif-
ferent flux density limits (see Morganti et al.
2009, for details). For the largest area planned
the 120 MHz survey will reach ≈ 0.5 mJy,
which is equivalent to ≈ 0.1 mJy at 1.4 GHz
for a power-law αr = 0.7 (S ∝ ν−α). The res-
olution is obviously dependent on the longest
baseline and on the observing frequency, and
will at best be ∼ 3” at 240 MHz. LOFAR has
started operations in 2010.

LOFAR will open up a whole new re-
gion of parameter space at low radio frequen-

2 http://www.astron.nl/radio-observatory/as-
tronomers/lofar-astronomers

cies. Based on our knowledge of the spec-
tra of the various classes of radio sources
and LOFAR’s sensitivity, the large majority of
detections should be radio- and star-forming
galaxies, in contrast with X-ray surveys, which
include mostly radio-quiet AGN (see Sect. 4).
However, the deeper surveys will reach fainter
radio sources and should have a larger overlap
with the type of objects detected in the X-ray
band by WFXT.

3.2. Expanded VLA

The Expanded VLA (EVLA)3 Project will
modernise and extend the existing VLA. When
completed in 2012, the EVLA will provide
the following capabilities: observing frequency
between 1 and 50 GHz, reaching as low as 1
µJy r.m.s. in 6 hours (i.e., between 5 and 20
times better than the VLA), and resolution as
good as ∼ 1” at 1.5 GHz and 0.03” at 45 GHz.
To the best of my knowledge no large area sur-
veys are being planned at present but some sur-
veys will be obviously carried out by individ-
ual teams.

3.3. Evolutionary Map of the Universe

The Australian Square Kilometre Array [SKA]
Pathfinder (ASKAP) will produce wide-deep
radio surveys of the sky at 1.4 GHz. The high-
est ranked ASKAP continuum project is the
Evolutionary Map of the Universe (EMU)4.

The primary goal of EMU is to make a
deep survey of the entire southern sky, extend-
ing as far north as δ = +30◦. By reaching a flux
density limit ≈ 50 µJy EMU will have ∼ 50
times more sensitivity than NVSS, whilst cov-
ering a similar area (75% of the sky) with a
five times better angular resolution (10”). EMU
will then provide a similar gain with respect to
previous surveys as WFXT in the X-ray band
(see, e.g., Fig. 1 of Norris et al. 2009).

With a likely start of operations in 2013,
the EMU catalogue, which will include around
70 million sources, should be available to the
astronomical community by around 2015.

3 http://science.nrao.edu/evla
4 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/rnorris/emu
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Besides ASKAP, other radio telescopes
currently under construction in the lead-up to
the SKA include the Allen Telescope Array5

(ATA), Apertif6, and Meerkat7.

3.4. Square Kilometre Array

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA)8 will rep-
resent a true revolution in radio astronomy by
combining unprecedented versatility and sen-
sitivity. It will provide an observing window
between 70 MHz and 10 GHz reaching flux
density limits well into the nanoJy regime.
Resolution will likely need to be < 1” around
GHz frequencies to avoid confusion, with a
baseline extending to at least 3,000 km. The
field of view will be large, up to ∼ 200 deg2 be-
low 0.3 GHz and possibly reaching ∼ 25 deg2

at 1.4 GHz. Timeline for completion is 2020,
with first science with 10% SKA around 2015
- 2016. Location will be in the southern hemi-
sphere, either Australia or South Africa.

Many surveys are being planned with the
SKA, possibly including an ”all-sky” 1 µJy
survey at 1.4 GHz and an HI survey out to
redshift ∼ 1.5, which should consist of ∼ 109

galaxies.

4. The deep radio and X-ray skies

Before discussing the X-ray/radio synergy it
is important to have a look first at the types
of sources that are being detected in the two
bands, as current deep radio and X-ray sur-
veys are sampling somewhat different popu-
lations. For example, the X-ray selected sam-
ple of Polletta et al. (2007), with an X-ray flux
limit f (2− 10 keV) > 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 con-
tains ∼ 97% Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN),
≈ 10% of them radio-loud (as derived from the
radio data provided in their paper). Similarly,
the 1 Ms observations of the Chandra Deep
Field South (CDFS) have shown that, amongst
the optically brightest sources, 75% are AGN
and only 22% are associated with galaxies

5 http://ral.berkeley.edu/ata
6 http://www.astron.nl/general/apertif/apertif
7 http://www.ska.ac.za/meerkat
8 http://www.skatelescope.org

[Szokoly et al. (2004); see also, e.g., Feruglio
et al. (2008) and references therein]. On the
other hand, deep (S 1.4 GHz ≥ 42 µJy) radio
observations of the VLA-CDFS have identi-
fied >∼ 40% AGN (about half of them radio-
loud) and <∼ 60% star-forming galaxies (SFG)
(Padovani et al. 2009). Therefore, while faint
X-ray sources are mostly radio-quiet AGN,
deep radio surveys are revealing SFG and AGN
in almost equal numbers, with only about half
of the latter, or ≈ 1/5 of the total, being radio-
quiet.

This small population overlap is corrobo-
rated by the fractions of sources detected in
one band with counterparts in the other one.
Of the radio sources in the VLA-Extended
CDFS (ECDFS) sample of Miller et al. (2008)
(S 1.4 GHz ≥ 32 µJy) only ∼ 34% are found in
the 2 Ms X-ray catalogue of Luo et al. (2008).
And only ∼ 20% of the X-ray sources in 2 Ms
catalogue have a radio counterpart in the VLA-
ECDFS survey (Vattakunnel & Tozzi, private
communication).

It is important to note that X-ray data, in-
cluding upper limits, play a very important role
in the identification of faint (sub-mJy) radio
sources, as shown by Padovani et al. (2009).
In fact, the radio-to-optical flux density ratio is
not a very good discriminant between SFG and
AGN. Radio power fares somewhat better but
is not helpful in separating SFG from radio-
quiet AGN. On the other hand, high X-ray
powers (Lx > 1042 erg/s) can only be reached
by AGN.

5. The X-ray/radio synergy

Figure 1 plots 0.5 – 2 keV X-ray flux vs. 1.4
GHz radio flux density and includes the limits
of the WFXT, EMU, and SKA 1 µJy surveys
(I am considering here only high-frequency ra-
dio surveys for the reasons discussed in Sect.
3.1.). Note that, confusion aside, SKA should
be able to detect sources as faint as a few tens
of nanoJy.

The loci of SFG, X-ray selected, and radio-
quiet, radio-selected AGN are also shown.
These give only order of magnitude estimates
as the dispersion around the mean value can
be quite large. For instance, AGN will span
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0.1 1 10 100 1000

Fig. 1. The 0.5 – 2 keV X-ray flux vs. 1.4 GHz radio flux density for the AGN (filled squares) and star-
forming galaxies (SFG; empty circles) in the VLA-CDFS sample (Padovani et al. 2009). Upper limits are
also indicated (AGN: thick lines; SFG: thin lines). The loci of SFG (slanted dashed line; Ranalli et al. 2003),
X-ray selected (mostly radio-quiet) (leftmost dotted line, from data in Polletta et al. 2007, converted to the
0.5 – 2 keV band) and radio-quiet, radio-selected AGN (rightmost dotted line from data in Padovani et al.
2009) are also shown. The position of these loci with respect to the survey limits determines the fraction
of sources of a given class detected in one band with counterparts in the other. The horizontal solid lines
indicate the limits of the WFXT Wide, Medium, and Deep surveys, while the two rightmost vertical dashed
lines denote the limits of the Evolutionary Map of the Universe (EMU) and SKA 1 µJy surveys, both of
which will cover a large fraction of the sky. The latter represents also the approximate EVLA r.m.s. level.
The leftmost vertical dashed line at 0.1 µJy represents the upper limit for other smaller area SKA surveys,
which will likely be conducted.

the full range between the two dotted lines
in Fig. 1, with X-ray (radio) selection favour-

ing sources with high (low) X-ray-to-radio flux
density ratios. The position of these loci with
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respect to the survey limits determines the frac-
tion of sources of a given class detected in one
band with counterparts in the other. For exam-
ple, very few AGN in the WFXT Wide survey
will have a radio counterpart in the EMU sur-
vey because the locus of X-ray selected AGN
(leftmost dotted line in Fig. 1) is to the left of
the EMU limit for f (0.5 − 2 keV) <∼ 10−13 erg
cm−2 s−1.

For illustration purposes the fluxes of the
AGN and SFG VLA-CDFS sources are also
shown (Padovani et al. 2009). The AGN below
the radio-quiet AGN locus are identified with
radio-galaxies.

5.1. The X-ray survey perspective

Figure 1 shows that the bulk of the X-ray
sources in the WFXT Wide survey will have a
radio counterpart in a possible SKA 1 µJy sur-
vey. This should help in the identification work
of the 10 million or so expected objects by also
providing very accurate positions. Similarly,
most objects belonging to the Medium survey
will be detected in SKA surveys at, or below,
the ≈ 0.3 µJy level.

Finally, most SFG in the Deep survey will
have a radio counterpart already at the EMU
levels, while they will all be detected in an
SKA 1 µJy survey. Radio detection of the bulk
of the AGN will need much fainter (< 0.1 µJy)
radio flux limits. This might be accomplished
by the SKA given also the small area of the
WFXT Deep survey (∼ 100 deg2). All of this,
and what follows below (Sect. 5.2), obviously
requires that WFXT surveys are carried out in
the southern sky.

5.2. The radio survey perspective

Figure 1 shows that the bulk of the radio-
quiet AGN in the EMU survey will have an X-
ray counterpart in the WFXT Medium Survey,
which should greatly facilitate their optical
identification. Overall, one expects < 34% X-
ray detections, based on the CDFS, which goes
deeper in the X-rays. However, most EMU
sources, including SFG, should be detected
by the WFXT Deep survey. The EMU/WFXT

combination will provide in this case a better
sample than the VLA-CDFS one on an area
∼ 500 times larger, for a total of > 100, 000
sources.

The bulk of radio-quiet AGN in an SKA
1 µJy survey will have an X-ray counterpart
in the WFXT Deep survey. However, at these
flux density levels most objects are expected to
be of the SFG type (see, e.g., Padovani et al.
2009), which means that the majority of these
radio sources will not be detected in the X-rays
even at the deepest WFXT limit.

Finally, a fraction of the radio-quiet AGN
in SKA surveys reaching below 0.1 µJy should
have an X-ray counterpart in the WFXT Deep
survey. Since at these levels the expected opti-
cal magnitudes are very faint even for unab-
sorbed sources (>∼ 26), X-ray information is
going to be vital for source identification.

6. Conclusions

Radio astronomy is at the verge of revolution-
ary advances, which over the next ten years
or so will allow the detection of radio sources
as much as >∼ 100 times fainter than currently
available.

Although at present X-ray and radio sur-
veys detect somewhat different sources, with
AGN making up most of the deep X-ray sky
while sharing this role with star-forming galax-
ies in the radio band, synergy between the two
bands is already required since, for example,
X-ray information is vital to establish the na-
ture of faint radio sources.

The availability of deep radio catalogues
with very accurate source positions will be a
huge asset to WFXT. Similarly, WFXT data
will provide vital help with the identification
of faint radio sources down to ≈ 50 µJy. At
lower flux densities the X-ray counterparts of
most radio sources are expected to be fainter
than the WFXT deepest limit.

In summary, the combination of future
deep radio surveys with WFXT will shed light
on the nature of very faint X-ray and radio
sources.
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Abstract. eROSITA (extended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array) is the
core instrument on the Russian Spektrum-Roentgen-Gamma (SRG) mission which is sched-
uled for launch in late 2012. eROSITA is fully approved and funded by the German Space
Agency DLR and the Max-Planck-Society. The design driving science is the detection of
50 - 100 thousands Clusters of Galaxies up to redshift z 1.3 in order to study the large
scale structure in the Universe and test cosmological models, especially Dark Energy. This
will be accomplished by an all-sky survey lasting for four years plus a phase of pointed
observations. At the time of writing the instrument development is currently in phase C/D.

Key words. Stars: abundances – Stars: atmospheres – Stars: Population II – Galaxy: glob-
ular clusters – Galaxy: abundances – Cosmology: observations

1. Mission overview

The Russian Spectrum-Roentgen-Gamma
(SRG) satellite will fly on a medium class plat-

Send offprint requests to: N. Cappelluti

form (”Navigator”, Lavochkin Association,
Russia). The launch will be in 2012 using a
Soyuz-2 rocket from Bajkonur into an orbit
around L2. The payload consists of the X-ray
instruments eROSITA (extended ROentgen
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Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array) and
ART-XC (Astronomical Roentgen Telescope –
X-ray Concentrator).

The seven eROSITA telescopes are based
on the existing design launched on the
ABRIXAS mission plus an advanced version
of the pnCCD camera successfully flying on
XMM-Newton. In order to optimize eROSITA
for the Dark Energy studies, the effective area
is increased by a factor of five, the angular res-
olution is improved by a factor of two, and the
field of view is also increased by a factor of two
with respect to ABRIXAS. Such a design has
been drawn to match the outcome of the most
recent calls for ideas on Dark Energy observa-
tions (like e.g. by NASA, DOE, ESA, ESO and
others).

Similarly to eROSITA ART-XC contains
7 telescopes working in the energy range be-
tween 6 and 30 keV. The telescopes are conical
approximations of the Wolter-I geometry with
CdTe detectors in their focal planes (Pavlinsky
et al., 2010, this Volume)

2. Design Driving Science

2.1. Dark Energy

One way to test cosmological models and to as-
sess the origin, geometry, and dynamics of the
Universe is through the study of the large-scale
structures Indeed galaxy clusters are strongly
correlated and thus they are good tracers of
the large-scale structure on very large scales
by sampling the most massive congregates of
matter. The galaxy cluster population provides
information on the cosmological parameters in
several complementary ways:

1. The cluster mass function in the local
Universe mainly depends on the matter
density Ωm and the amplitude of the pri-
mordial power spectrum σ8.

2. The evolution of the mass function f(M,z)
is directly determined by the growth of
structure in the Universe and therefore
gives at the same time sensitive constraints
on Dark Matter and Dark Energy.

3. The amplitude and shape of the cluster
power spectrum , P(k) and its growth with

time, depend sensitively on Dark Matter
and Dark Energy.

4. Baryonic wiggles due to the acoustic os-
cillations at the time of recombination are
still imprinted on the large scale distribu-
tion of clusters (i.e. in their P(k) and the
Autocorrelation function) and thus can give
tight constraints on the curvature of space
at different epochs.

The constraints provided by the different cos-
mological tests with clusters are complemen-
tary in such a way, that degeneracies in the
parameter constraints in any of the tests can
be broken by combinations. The simultane-
ous constraint of Ωm and σ8 by combining
method 1 and 3 above is one such example
Schuecker et al. (2003). In addition the combi-
nation of several tests provides important con-
sistency checks as explained below. In addi-
tion to the above applications, galaxy clusters
have been used as cosmological standard can-
dles to probe absolute distances, analogous to
the cosmological tests with supernovae type Ia.
The assumption that the cluster baryon frac-
tion is constant with time combined with ob-
servations of this quantity provides constraints
on Dark Matter and Dark Energy, e.g. Allen et
al. (2004)). In a very similar way, combined
X-ray and Sunyaev-Zeldovich-measurements
provide a mean for absolute distance measure-
ments and constraints of the geometry of the
Universe, e.g. Molnar et al. (2004).
Large, well defined and statistically complete
samples of galaxy clusters (which are dynam-
ically well evolved and for which masses are
approximately known) are obvious prerequi-
sites for such studies. A substantial progress
in the field requires samples of tens to hun-
dreds of thousands of clusters. Surveys at sev-
eral wavelengths are used or planned to be used
to achieve this goal. More in general, in X-
ray surveys, galaxy clusters are detected by
the radiation of the hot intracluster medium
and X-ray observations are still the most ef-
ficient tools to select clean cluster samples.
In addition X-ray observations provide accu-
rate estimates of the cluster physical param-
eters. Indeed the X-ray luminosity is tightly
correlated to the gravitational mass, temper-
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Fig. 1. Le f t Panel : The eROSITA telescope on board SRG. Right Panel : The grasp of eROSITA
compared with ROSAT-PSPC and XMM-Newton.

Fig. 2. Red Curve: the PSF HEW as function of the offaxis angle in pointing mode. Blue Curve:
the PSF HEW within an encircled off-axis angle during a scan. Basically the value at 30′, is the
cumulative PSF in the survey.
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ature and core radius Reiprich et al. (2002).
Therefore most cosmological studies involv-
ing galaxy clusters are based on X-ray surveys
(e.g. Henry (2000), Henry (2004), Böhringer
et al. (2000), Vikhlinin et al. (2003).

3. Instrument

The mirror replication technique was devel-
oped for XMM-Newton and has then been ap-
plied to the small satellite mission ABRIXAS,
which had scaled the XMM-Newton tele-
scopes down by a factor of about 4. The
ABRIXAS optical design and manufacturing
process are adopted for eROSITA partially be-
cause the inner 27 mirror shells and therefore
the focal length are kept the same. The mirror
system consists of 7 mirror modules with 54
mirror shells each and a X-ray baffle in front
of each module. Unlike on ABRIXAS, the
seven optical axes are co-aligned. Compared
to a large single mirror system, the advantages
of a multiple mirror system are: shorter focal
length (reduced instrumental background) and
reduced pileup when observing bright sources.
This configuration allows a more compact tele-
scope and multiple but identical cameras which
automatically provides a 7-fold redundancy.
The capabilities of the X-ray mirror system are
described by effective area, vignetting func-
tion, and PSF. The production of the flight mir-
rors has already started. The eROSITA-CCD
Meidinger et al. (2009) have 384 × 384 pixels
or an image area of 28.8 mm × 28.8 mm, re-
spectively, for a field of view of 1.03◦ diameter.
The 384 channels are read out in parallel. The
nominal integration time for eROSITA will be
50 msec. The integrated image can be shifted
into the frame store area by less than 100 msec
before it is read out within about 5 msec. CCD
together with the two CAMEX and the (pas-
sive) front-end electronics are integrated on a
ceramic printed circuit board (CCD-module)
and is connected to the ”outer world” by a
flexlead. The flight-CCDs have already been
fabricated. For operation the CCDs have to be
cooled down to -80 ◦C by means of passive el-
ements (heatpipes and radiator). Fluorescence
X-ray radiation generated by cosmic particles
is minimized by a graded shield consisting of

aluminum and boron carbide. For calibration
purposes, each camera housing contains a ra-
dioactive Fe55 source and an aluminum target
providing two spectral lines at 5.9 keV (Mn-Kα

) and 1.5 keV (Al-Kα). The mechanism (”Filter
Wheel”) for moving the calibration source into
and out of the field of view is designed and
qualified. Also the telescope structure is qual-
ified. The optical bench connects the mirror
system and the baffles on one side with the
focal plane instrumentation on the other side.
Additionally, it forms the mechanical interface
to the S/C bus. The flight model manufacturing
is on-going. The dimensions of the telescope
structure is of the order 1.9 m diameter x 3.2 m
height. The total weight of eROSITA is 735 kg
Predehl et al. (2007). The instrument design is
shown in Figure 1.

4. Sensitivity

Figure 1 shows the grasp of eROSITA, i.e. the
product of effective area and solid angle of the
field of view. The effective area of eROSITA
is about twice that of one XMM-Newton tele-
scope in the energy band below 2keV, whereas
it is three times less at higher energies. This is
a consequence of the small f-ratio (focal length
vs. aperture) of the eROSITA mirrors. An ad-
vantage of the short focal length is also larger
field of view. The eROSITA angular resolution
is 15 arcsec on-axis. Due to the unavoidable
off-axis degradation of a Wolter-I telescope,
the angular resolution averaged over the field
of view is of the order of 28′′ (Fig. 2). We will
scan the entire sky for four years (ROSAT 1/2
year). Therefore the eROSITA sensitivity dur-
ing this all-sky survey will be approximately
30 times ROSAT. With the current scanning
strategy, we expect an average exposure of ∼3
ks in the all-sky survey, with two deep fields at
the ecliptic poles with an exposure of the order
of 20-40 ks, depending on the actual mission
strategy.

We have performed simulations of the radi-
ation environment in L2 and determined, by in-
cluding the cosmic components, a background
intensity of 5.63 cts s−1 deg−2 and 3.15 cts s−1

deg−2 in the 0.5–2 keV and 2–10 keV energy
bands, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Le f t Panel : the 5σ point-source sensitivity vs. exposure in the 0.5–2 keV (red) and 2–10
keV (blue) energy bands by assuming a PSF HEW of 30′′ and 40′′, respectively. The dashed lines
is the sensitivity achieved with an average PSF-HEW of 25′′. Right Panel : A simulation of a 3ks
observation of a 1◦×1.6◦ of eROSITA in survey mode. The simulations includes cosmis+particle
background, randomly distributed AGN and clusters extracted from Hydrodinamical simulations.

The 0.5-2 keV flux limit for clusters will
be, on average, of the order of 3×10−14 erg
cm−2 s−1 and 5×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 in the all-
sky survey and in the ecliptic poles, respec-
tively. In Figure 3 we plot the eROSITA 5σ
point source flux limit of the survey in the 0.5–
2 keV and 2–10 keV energy bands as function
of the exposure time. In the all-sky survey the
typical flux limit will be ∼10−14 erg cm−2 s−1

and ∼3×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 0.5-2 keV
and 2–10 keV energy band, respectively. At the
poles we expect to reach flux limits of the or-
der of ∼2×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 and ∼3×10−14

erg cm−2 s−1 in the 0.5-2 keV and 2–10 keV
energy band, respectively. Note that the obser-
vation will be photon limited up to exposures
of ∼20 ks. In the 0.5–2 keV band, the confu-
sion limits of 1 source every 10 beams will be
reached in about 20-30 ks. At this fluxes the
X-ray sky is dominated by clusters and AGN,
which can be separated with an angular reso-
lution of 25′′–30′′. The logN-logS of clusters
is well known to the proposed depth (Gioia
et al. (2001), Rosati et al. (2002), Finoguenov
et al. (2007)). The proposed survey will iden-
tify 50,000 100,000 clusters depending on the
capabilities in disentangle moderately-low ex-
tended sources from AGN. Concerning the
number of AGN we can use the logN-logS

measurement in moderately wide field surveys,
like XMM-COSMOS Cappelluti et al. (2007),
Cappelluti et al. (2009), to predict the detection
3-10×106 sources, up to z∼7-8, depending on
the detection threshold. A simulation of a 3 ks
eROSITA observation of a typical extragalac-
tic field is shown in Figure 3. Multi-band opti-
cal surveys to provide the required photometric
and spectroscopic redshifts are already in the
planning stages, and will be contemporaneous
with or precede our survey. The cluster popu-
lation will essentially cover the redshift range
z = 0 - 1.3 and will reveal all evolved galaxy
clusters with masses above 3.5 × 1014h−1M�
up to redshifts of 2. Above this mass thresh-
old the tight correlations between X-ray ob-
servables and mass allow direct interpretation
of the data.This sample size is necessary for
example to precisely characterize the cluster
mass function and power spectrum in at least
ten redshift bins, to follow the growth of struc-
ture with time.
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Abstract. We discuss some of the main open issues related to the light–up and evolution of
the first accreting sources powering high redshift luminous quasars. We discuss the perspec-
tives of future deep X–ray surveys with the International X–ray Observatory and possible
synergies with the Wide Field X-ray Telescope.
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1. Introduction

The “dark ages” of the Universe ended when
the UV radiation from the first objects reion-
ized the intergalactic medium. This epoch be-
gan approximately at 6 < z < 14 and so far has
remained essentially unexplored. Investigating
the end of the dark ages is extremely important
to understand structure formation, since dur-
ing this phase the first proto–galaxies and the
first seed black holes, that would later grow
into luminous quasars, formed. Observations
of the most distant (z> 6) quasars (QSOs) thus
probe the very early growth of supermassive
black holes (SMBHs) in the centers of massive
galaxies.

The high luminosities and broad line
widths of the most distant QSOs require BH
masses above 109M� (Fan et al. 2001; Willott
et al. 2003). The formation of such sys-
tems within the first 700-800 Myr of cos-

Send offprint requests to: A. Comastri

mic time is a challenge for theoretical mod-
els (i.e. Volonteri & Rees 2005; Li et al.
2007; Begelman 2010). A number of pos-
sibilities have been proposed for the origin
of the seed BHs (from Pop III stars to more
massive objects resulting from the direct col-
lapse of molecular clouds), the accretion rate
(Eddington limited or super Eddington) and
the merging rate of dark halos in the early
Universe. Even though suitable combinations
of the above parameters may explain the pres-
ence of massive BHs at z ∼ 6, the processes
responsible for their assembly and light–up are
largely unknown. The search for and the study
of the first QSOs is a key scientific goal of fu-
ture X–ray missions and in particular of the
Wide Field X–ray Telescope (WFXT; Rosati et
al. 2010, this book) and the International X–ray
Observatory (IXO; White et al. 2010).
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Fig. 1. The AGN number density, as determined by recent X-ray surveys, in two 2–10 keV luminosity
ranges. Left panel: logLX=43-44.5; right panel: logLX=44.5-47. Green circles and squares at z < 3 are from
the XMM-COSMOS survey (Brusa et al. 2010). Black circles and squares and open red circles at 2 < z <
3 are from various surveys as described in Aird et al. (2010). Filled red circles at z > 3 in the right panel are
from Brusa et al. (2009). The best fit results of the various determinations of the X–ray luminosity function
from Aird et al (2010; black solid line), Ebrero et al. (2009; pink dashed curves), Silverman et al. (2008;
red dashed curves) are reported in both panels. The green dot–dashed curves represent the expectations of
the XRB synthesis model of Gilli et al. (2007).

2. Supermassive Black Holes in the
early Universe

Most of the SMBH accretion luminosity is
emitted in the optical/UV and X–ray bands. As
a consequence, optical and X–ray surveys have
played a major role in the discovery of high–
redshift quasars.

2.1. Optical surveys

A major step forward in the study of the high
redshift Universe was achieved thanks to the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). In a series
of papers, Fan and collaborators searched for
z > 5.7 QSOs in different releases of the SDSS
over an area of about 6600 deg2 with a color se-
lection (i–band drop out) technique (see Fan et
al. 2001 for a detailed description). Their final
sample includes 19 objects with 5.7 < z < 6.4
and M1450 < −26. Using the same technique,
the search for z ' 6 QSOs was recently ex-
tended towards lower luminosities (M1450 ∼
−24) in the deep SDSS stripe by Jiang et al.
(2008,2009), allowing the discovery of 12 ad-

ditional objects. Thanks to the Canada France
High Redshift Quasar Survey (CFHQS), which
covers about 500 deg2 down to fainter magni-
tudes, and applying a similar selection crite-
rion, 19 additional QSOs at z > 5.7 have been
found (Willott et al. 2007, 2009, 2010). The
number of optically selected QSOs revealed up
to z ∼ 6 is large enough to determine their lu-
minosity function. By combining the CFHQS
data with the luminous SDSS QSOs, Willott et
al. (2010) assembled a sample of 40 QSOs to
estimate the 5.74 < z < 6.42 luminosity func-
tion over the range −24.7 < M1450 < −27.5.
Although the covariance between the slope and
M?

1450 luminosity prevents strong constraints to
be placed on either parameter, there is evidence
for the detection of a break at M?

1450 ' −25.1.
As far as luminous QSOs are concerned, an
exponential decline (∝ 10−0.43z) in their space
density from z ∼ 3 to z ∼ 6 has been clearly
observed. Although SDSS has pushed the red-
shift record well above z ∼ 6 with a statis-
tics good enough to estimate the cosmologi-
cal space density of high-z QSOs, it is cru-
cial to point out that SDSS QSOs are among
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the brightest and most extreme sources in the
early Universe (in terms of luminosities and
BH masses), and thus probably not represen-
tative of the QSO population at those redshifts.

2.2. X–ray surveys

The Chandra and XMM sensitivities to faint
and hard X–ray sources has opened up a new
era in the observations of the high redshift
Universe. The systematic study of high–z (>
4) optically selected QSOs was pioneered by
Brandt and coworkers (i.e. Kaspi et al. 2000;
Vignali et al. 2003; Shemmer et al. 2006); see
Brandt et al. 2004 for a review) with pointed
snapshot observations, and further expanded
by cross correlating the SDSS catalogues with
the XMM archive (Young et al. 2009) and
the Champ project (Green et al. 2009).
Multifrequency observations point towards the
absence of evolution in the X–ray spectral
index, absorption, metallicity, emission–line
strengths and dust properties over a broad red-
shift range suggesting that the physical mecha-
nisms powering luminous QSOs are insensitive
to the significant changes on larger scales that
occur at z ' 0–6 (Maiolino 2006; Shemmer et
al. 2006). Some departures from a self-similar
evolution have emerged thanks to Spitzer near
infrared observations of a small sample of z '
6 QSOs (Jiang et al. 2010). Two out of the
21 z '6 QSOs observed by Spitzer do not
show any detectable emission from hot dust.
There is also evidence that hot dust free QSOs
have the smallest BH masses in the sample (2–
3 × 108M�) and are accreting close to their
Eddington limit, suggesting an early evolution-
ary stage.

A major improvement in the study of the
cosmological evolution of the X–ray emission
of moderate to high–z QSOs has been obtained
in the last few years thanks to the large number
of deep and medium–deep Chandra and XMM
surveys. Large samples of X–ray selected ob-
jects were built, and by now the X–ray lumi-
nosity function is sampled up to z ∼ 3–4, down
to X–ray luminosities of the order of a few
×1044 erg s−1 and to z ∼2–3 at lower luminosi-
ties (see Fig. 1; Brusa et al. 2009; Ebrero et al.

2009; Yencho et al. 2009; Aird et al. 2010;
Fontanot et al. 2007).

At higher redshifts, present X–ray obser-
vations are highly incomplete, being strongly
limited by the survey areas. The redshift
records for X–ray selected QSOs are reached
in the COSMOS survey (z = 5.41; Civano et al
2010 ApJ in prep.) and in the CLASXS survey
(z = 5.40; Steffen et al. 2004), with only one
spectroscopically identified object per survey.
Deep and ultra–deep Chandra surveys in the
CDFS and CDFN would be sensitive to lower
X–ray luminosities, but the lack of area cover-
age is much more severe. Also in this case only
one z > 5 spectroscopically confirmed AGN is
found in the CDFN at z = 5.19, (Barger et al.
2005), and none in the CDFS (Luo et al. 2010).
As a result, the space density of X–ray selected
QSOs is still unconstrained at z > 5.

3. Beyond z ∼ 6

The volume and surface density of the first
QSOs can be estimated following two differ-
ent approaches. A theoretical one, by building
up semi analytical models (SAMs) which in-
clude a description as accurate as possible of
the complex physical processes thought to be
at work and key model parameters such as the
seed BH mass, the accretion rate and the peak
in the density field fluctuations above which
they can start to form. Alternatively, an obser-
vational route may be followed. The best fit lu-
minosity function and evolution, as measured
by present X–ray surveys or by optical surveys
can be extrapolated to high redshifts with some
educated guesses on the optical to X–ray lumi-
nosity ratio.

Fig. 1 shows the most updated compila-
tion of the X–ray luminosity function (XLF)
parameterized with a Luminosity Dependent
Density Evolution phenomenological model
(LDDE; Silverman et al. 2008; Ebrero et al.
2009) or a Luminosity and Density Evolution
model (LADE; Aird et al. 2010). The predic-
tions based on the AGN synthesis model for
the XRB of Gilli et al. (2007) are also shown,
obtained by including an exponential cut–off
in the XLF evolution at z=2.7, which is a good
description of the observed space density of lu-
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Fig. 2. Left panel: predicted AGN number counts at z > 6 for various semi-analytic models of BH/galaxy
formation (solid lines): Salvaterra et al. (2007, green), Rhook & Haehnelt (2008, blue) and Marulli et al.
(2009, red). Dotted curves show extrapolations of the luminosity functions adopted in the Gilli et al. (2007)
model for the synthesis of the XRB (see text for details). The vertical orange line represents the IXO
confusion limit (reached in about 2 Ms). Right panel: the sky coverage of a possible “survey” program (see
text for details).

minous QSOs in the XMM–COSMOS survey
(Brusa et al. 2009).

A detailed description of the best fit param-
eters of each XLF is beyond the purposes of
this paper. Here we would like to stress that the
extrapolations beyond the redshift range where
the XLF was computed may differ by more
than one order of magnitude. Moreover, the
faint end of the XLF is poorly determined, even
at relatively low redshifts (left panel of Fig. 1),
making the predictions even more uncertain.
The space density of z > 6 QSOs predicted
by a few recent SAMs (Marulli et al. 2009;
Salvaterra et al. 2007; Rhook & Haehnelt
2008) are compared with the extrapolation of
the observed XLF in the left panel of Fig. 2.

The lower dotted curve corresponds to the
“decline” model (cfr. Fig. 1) which is found to
provide a good fit to the observed space density
of z ∼ 3–5 QSOs in the Chandra–COSMOS
survey (Civano et al. 2010, in prep.). The upper
dotted curve corresponds to an ad–hoc param-
eterization of the XLF high–redshift evolution
named “maxXLF”. The space density of low
luminosity (logLX < 44) AGN is kept constant
at z > 4. This model maximizes the predicted
number of higher redshift QSOs, being at the
same time in agreement with the observational

results at lower z, hence the name “maxXLF”
(see Fig. 1 in Gilli et al. 2010, this volume).
Different choices for the evolution of the lumi-
nosity function (cfr. Fig. 1) would correspond
to space densities in between the “decline” and
the “maxXLF” predictions which should then
be considered as a conservative and an opti-
mistic estimate, respectively.

4. Breaking through the first typical
AGN

The bulk of the population of high–z QSOs
representative of the first accreting objects in
the Universe is likely to be characterized, on
average, by relatively low X–ray luminosi-
ties and BH masses. Large area optical and
near–infrared surveys such as those foreseen
with future ground-based facilities and space
observatories like , ,  and
/ will discover a large number of
high-z QSOs. The above surveys will be bi-
ased against dust obscured QSOs and faint ac-
tive nuclei for which the host galaxy starlight
cannot be neglected.

X–ray observations can probe much lower
luminosities and high absorption column den-
sities. Moreover, the X–ray emission is the tell-
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Fig. 3. Residuals wrt a single power law fit to IXO simulations. Left panel: a 100 ks simulation, including
background, of a z = 6 QSO. The line EW of ∼ 40 eV observed frame (280 eV rest frame) is clearly seen at
∼ 0.9 keV. Right panel: a 1 Ms simulation, including background, of a Compton Thick AGN at z = 7. The
characteristic strong iron line (EW ∼ 1.2 keV rest–frame) is easily recognizable.

tale of an accreting object. A blind search for
X–ray selected z ∼ 5–6 QSOs would require to
survey several tens of square degrees to a depth
comparable to that reached in the Chandra
deep surveys (about 0.2 square degrees for a
total observing time of 6 Ms) and is far beyond
the capabilities of current X–ray facilities.

Thanks to its large effective area at 1 keV
(∼ 3 m2) and good spatial resolution (5 arcsec
HPD), IXO will perform deep surveys reach-
ing limiting fluxes below 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1

in the 0.5–2 keV energy range (Fig. 2, left
panel). The final sensitivity will depend on
the actual number of faint sources which sets
the confusion limit. In order to harvest a sig-
nificant number of moderate luminosity, ob-
scured AGN at z > 6 and to cope with the
present large uncertainties on their predicted
space density, a typical multi–cone observing
strategy is mandatory.

A possible observational strategy for a
multi–cone IXO survey with the Wide Field
Imager (WFI) is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 2. The total observing time invested in
cosmological surveys would be of the order
of 18 Ms broadly split in deep (3 pointings, 2
Ms each) medium (20 pointings, 300 ks each)
and shallow (100 pointings, 60 ks each) cor-
responding to about 10 months of observing
time assuming an efficiency of 70%, though
it should be noted that shallower observations

will be performed anyway for a wide range of
scientific investigations.

The expected number of z > 4 QSOs will
range from a few hundreds to more than a thou-
sands, while at z > 6 the predicted number of
sources could vary beween a dozen up to a few
hundreds, reflecting the uncertainties reported
in Fig. 1 and 2. Taking a median value, the to-
tal number of high–z QSOs will be sufficient
to constrain the evolution of the faint end of
the XLF down to LX ∼ 5× 1042 erg s−1 and up
to z '6. IXO will also be able to detect the very
first objects at z ∼ 10, if they exist, and if their
X–ray luminosity is larger than approximately
1043 erg s−1. IXO deep surveys need to be per-
formed over well studied sky areas at longer
wavelengths to ease the process of source iden-
tification and redshift determination. The ex-
cellent IXO angular resolution and sensitivity
coupled with the capabilities of , , -
 and  will allow to study the assembly of
early Black Holes and their host galaxies.

The large IXO collecting area is extremely
well suited for detailed spectroscopic studies.
According to the currently accepted models for
the joint evolution of SMBH and their host
galaxies (Hopkins et al. 2006; Lamastra et
al. 2010), the fraction of obscured and heav-
ily absorbed or Compton Thick (NH > 1024

cm−2) AGN is predicted to increase with red-
shift (i.e. Menci et al. 2008). From an observa-
tional point of view, the issue of an increased
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fraction of obscured AGN at high redshifts is
still debated (see the discussion in Gilli et al.
2010). Irrespective of what the true fraction is,
the study of heavily obscured AGN at high–z
would bear important information on the for-
mation and early growth of the first active
galaxies. Primordial, gas and dust rich galax-
ies, should undergo a phase of high obscura-
tion, gas accretion on the central BH and vig-
orous starformation, making deep hard X–ray
observations an ideal tool for their discovery.
The IXO spectroscopic capabilities are shown
in the two panels of Fig. 3. The spectrum of a
luminous (LX ' 3× 1044 erg s−1), mildly ob-
scured (NH ∼ 1023 cm−2) QSO at z=6 is sim-
ulated with a 100 ks WFI exposure. The 6.4
keV iron line EW is assumed to be 280 eV
rest–frame. The residuals, with respect to an
absorbed power law fit show a line–like fea-
ture with an observed frame EW of ∼ 40 eV. In
the right panel, the X–ray emission of a z =7,
LX ∼ 1043 erg s−1, CT AGN is modeled with
a pure reflection spectrum plus a strong (EW ∼
1.2 keV rest–frame) iron Kα line. The residuals
of the fit with the same model, without includ-
ing line emission, show that the Kα iron line
can be used to directly measure source redshift
with an accuracy of ∆z '0.2.

5. IXO and WFXT Synergies

The study of the first SMBH would greatly
benefit from joint WFXT and IXO surveys.
The synergies between the two proposed mis-
sions are obviously clear. The WFXT multi-
tiered survey strategy is designed to maximize
the yield in the discovery of high–z AGN.
Detailed and quantitative estimates are exten-
sively discussed in Gilli et al. (2010, this vol-
ume). IXO with its superior sensitivity to faint
sources would be unique for spectroscopic
follow–up of the large WFXT samples and
to discover the faintest AGN at the highest
redshifts. At the flux of 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1,
about 300 AGN at z > 6 are expected in the
WFXT medium survey assuming a conserva-
tive “decline” model. Relatively inexpensive
IXO pointings (100 ks each), would allow us
to obtain spectra of the quality show in the left

panel of Fig. 3, making possible to measure
metal abundances and many other QSO physi-
cal parameters at very high–z.
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